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BATTERY Park is a new urban park 
that forms the gateway to the V&A 
Waterfront. When it is completed in 

October 2018, it will integrate Cape Town’s 
CBD and the V&A Waterfront through a 
series of pedestrian routes, including one 
alongside the canal. Visitors to the park will 
also be able to engage in a range of outdoor 
recreation, entertainment and retail 
activities in various levels of public spaces.

The 12,000 m² (approx. 1.2 hectare)  park 
forms part of the V&A Waterfront’s Canal 
District and can be accessed from either 
Dock Road, Fort Road, Ebenezer Road or 
Alfred Street. A four-story public parking 
facility is constructed beneath the park with 
entrances via Alfred Street or Dock Road. 
When it is complete the parking facility will 
offer 1206 bays for public, residential and 
tenant use.

The V&A Waterfront will be responsible 
for all security, cleaning and maintenance 
of the park.

Each area of the park contains public 
walking paths and benches. Landscaping 
consists of waterwise fynbos and other 
indigenous plants and trees. A combination 
of rainwater harvesting and greywater is 
used to maintain the plants.

Key elements

Amsterdam Battery
The site is of archaelogical importance 
as it still contains the rear ramparts of 
the historical Amsterdam Battery, one 
of the oldest structures in Cape Town. 
Archaelogical digs of the area were 

undertaken prior to construction of the 
park, and they uncovered the two circular 
walls which have been retained.
• The Amsterdam Battery was construct-

ed by the Dutch in 1784 on the site of 
an earlier fort (dating back to 1781) to 
defend Table Bay Harbour from attack, 
particularly from enemy ships. 

• In1827 the Battery was converted by the 
British to house prisoners from the East-
ern Cape Frontier wars.

• The Battery was substantially remod-
elled by the British in 1882 and strength-
ened in 1879 with surplus material from 
the Breakwater quarry. In 1898 it was 
disbanded. It was partially demolished 
in 1905 to make way for the harbour and 
railway network extensions into the dock 
area.

To accentuate the look and feel of the old 
Battery, stone-filled gabian walls have been 
used throughout the park.

Canal
Battery Park will host a range of water sport 
activities from standup paddling to kayaking 
and swimming. The canal also provides 
a link between the V&A Waterfront and 
the Cape Town International Convention 
Centre through water taxis that ferry 
passengers between both points.

Piazza
The Piazza forms one of the levels of 
the park. It comprises of retail outlets, 
pedestrian paths, benches, gardens. Stairs 
leading down from the Piazza give visitors 

access to the canal, from where they can 
watch water activities or simply meander 
along the water’s edge.

Park
The elevated park area offers views across 
the V&A Waterfront and the surrounding 
city streets. The park is fully accessible to 
disabled visitors.

Youth activities and children’s playground
This family friendly area will consist of 
a jungle gym, swings, rocking horses and 
a scooter path. It will also comprise of 
outdoor recreational activities for teenagers 
as well.

Retail
The Piazza is home to a niche companies 
offering specialist services as well as food 
and beverage retailers.

Events and activities
A pavillion similar to the Amphitheatre 
will offer some shelter from the wind and 
will host entertainment periodically. A few 
other things to do include:

• Find the perfect spot for a picnic.

• Grab friends and come spend the day 
stand-up paddling along the canal.

• Start your fitness run from here….grab 
a cup of coffee nearby.

• Grab a bike and cycle through the city.

• Enjoy an after work game of basketball 
on the court.  

V&A Waterfront’s vision for the park 
David Green, V&A Waterfront CEO said: 
“A key objective of the V&A Waterfront has 
always been to re-establish the connection 
between the city and the sea, which we have 
achieved with the pedestrian path that runs 
alongside the Canal. Equally important, 
the ruins of the historic Amsterdam Battery 
have been retained in the Park as a new 
heritage site. A key focus of the development 
was also to offer views of the Waterfront 
and surrounding CBD, as well as retain 
and enhance the historically important 
line of sight between the Battery and the 
Noon Day gun site on Signal Hill. Our 
overarching vision though, was to provide 
a functional, convenient, comfortable, safe 
and unrestricted space with recreational 
activities for all age groups.”

Battery Park opens

THE Hytec Group has 
partnered with the Mandela 
Libraries Project for the 

fifth time to supply a fully stocked 
and containerised library for the 
Papong Primary School in the 
Limpopo Province. 

Hytec’s R290 000 donation 
covered a 12x3 m converted, 
insulated container with chairs, 
floor mats and posters and stocked 
with 2 500 books, 200 of which are 
early readers in the local languages 
of the province.

The ribbon-cutting ceremony 
was a strong community affair with 
the Head Master Mr Maroga of 
Papong Primary School, the school’s 
governing body, and principals from 
four other local schools attending. 
“As the schools in the area are so 
rural, they rely on each other for 
assistance and support - even in 
celebrations”, says Jackie Coutts, 
Director of Projects for Participate 
for Good NPC. 

Mike Harrison, Hytec General 
Manager, commented: ‘Education 
is a key pillar for success in Africa 
and Hytec is extremely proud to 
sponsor this library. By investing in 
local communities and specifically 
children we create a better future and 
broaden the horizons of young minds 
far beyond the local community.” He 
said that this container library means 
that local children are no longer just 
exposed to what they see locally – 
“now it can expand to what they read 
globally. It allows them to see the 
world in a more encouraging way.”
Hytec has previously sponsored 
similar libraries for schools in 
Johannesburg, KwaZulu-Natal, Free 
State and North West, as part of the 
Mandela Libraries Project.

Let’s 
celebrate!

http://www.bonfiglioli.com
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IN THIS ISSUE
ST EL L EN BOSC H-
based investment 
house PSG Group has 
a knack for picking 
promising businesses.
Anyone disputing this 
would have to look past 
the enormous success 
PSG enjoyed in helping 
nurture businesses like 
Capitec Bank and pri-
vate education venture 
Curro Holdings.

However, at the pe-
riphery of PSG’s invest-
ment portfolio – tucked 
away under subsidiary 
holding company PSG 
Alpha – lies a 27% 
stake in Alaris, a spe-
cialist communication 
group.

Alaris, although 
listed on the JSE, is not 
on the screens of main-
stream investors…yet.

The group’s main-
stay antennas busi-
ness designs, develops, 
manufactures and sells 
specialised broadband 
antennas as well as 
other related RF (radio 
frequency) products.

These products are 
used in communica-
tion, frequency spec-
trum monitoring, test 
and measurement, 
electronic warfare and 
other specialised mar-
kets.

Understandably, cli-
ents are located mainly 
outside South Africa, 

and these clients are 
mostly system integra-
tors, frequency spec-
trum regulators and 
players in the homeland 
security space.

Alaris’ other key 
subsidiary is COJOT, 
which is located in the 
Espoo, Finland, and 
manufactures antenna 
products that aimed at 
the military and public 
safety markets globally.

Basically COJOT 
develops innovative 
broadband antennas 
to improve connectiv-
ity, coverage and com-
petitiveness of radio 
equipment – which is 
deployed to save lives 
and protect property.

After some years of 
tinkering with opera-
tions, Alaris now ap-
pears to be gunning for 
above average profit 
growth. In the year to 
end June revenue from 
continuing operations 
increased by 17% to 
R187 million. 

Profit after tax from 
continuing operations 
increased by 43% R33 
million with net cash 
flow from operations 
more than tripling to 
almost R44 million.

The Alaris Antennas 
division has achieved 
a compound annual 
growth rate in profits 
of 19% over the past 

four years.
Alaris CEO Jürgen 

Dresel said the com-
pany strove to under-
stand its customer’s 
needs and develop the 
best possible solutions. 
“This mindset together 
with adding innovative 
technological products 
to the portfolio en-
sures positive organic 
growth.”

He said further op-
portunities for growth 
were achieved by add-
ing agents and new sys-
tem houses as clients.

Dresel stressed the 
company’s competi-
tive advantage was its 
ability to develop and 
hold its own IP (intel-
lectual property) as it 
continued to invest sig-

nificantly in research  
and development.

It does seem a curi-
ous investment for PSG 
to back. PSG has in the 
past steered away from 
manufacturing/capital 
intensive industries, 
preferring to back low 
service- inclined busi-
nesses.

But a recent willing-
ness to back specialised 
ventures like Energy 
Partners (power man-
agement and solutions) 
and GrahamTek (water 
solutions) suggests PSG 
will look at ‘manufac-
turing’ or ‘engineering’ 
businesses pitching into 
lucrative niches.

While still ranked 
as a ‘significant minor-
ity shareholder’, PSG 

could come to the fore 
at Alaris if there is a 
concerted effort to 
grow the business both 
organically and by ac-
quisition.

Dresel believed 
Alaris has significant 
potential for organic 
and acquisitive growth 
where there is a com-
plementary opportu-
nity in markets and 
products.

The group is already 
is the throes of clinch-
ing an acquisition of a 
US based company for 
$2.75m (R40 million).

These appear to 
be exciting times for 
Alaris, and this is cer-
tainly a venture CBN 
intends keeping on its 
radar.

Alaris: no shot in the dark for PSG

WESTERN CAPE-
based casinos appear 
to be fending off the 
effects of tighter con-
sumer spending pat-
terns better than their 
counterparts elsewhere 
in the country.

Whether this feeds 
into provincial govern-
ment’s plans to allow 
one of the existing ca-
sino licences to re-lo-
cate to the Cape Town 
metropole – where 
Sun International’s 
GrandWest property in 
Goodwood has enjoyed 
an extended period of 
exclusivity – remains to 
be seen.

Whereas casino op-
erations in other parts 
of the country (espe-
cially the very competi-
tive Gauteng market) 
have seen revenue lines 
strained and margins 
pressed, most West-
ern Cape operations 

appear vibrant and 
operating at lucrative 
margins.

Recent results from 
gaming giant Sun  
International showed 
GrandWest’s income 
and EBITDA both in-
creasing by 4% to R1.1 
billion and R407 mil-
lion respectively in the 
six months to end June.

Sun said the footfall 
to the complex was still 
maintaining an upward 
trend with strong play 
from the local Chinese 
market. The all-impor-
tant EBITDA (earn-
ings before interest, 
taxation, depreciation 
and amortisation) was 
a healthy 38%.

One probably needs 
to view GrandWest’s 
ability to pull punt-
ers against the perfor-
mance of Sun’s other 
large Cape Town asset, 
the Table Bay Hotel, 

which was impacted 
by the water crisis that 
resulted in a number 
of cancellations. The 
room occupancy at the 
Table Bay decreased by 
11% to 68% - but there 
was some good news in 
the average room rate 
improving by 6% to 
R3070.

The smaller Gold-
en Valley casino in 
Worcester generated 
revenues of R84 million 
and R8m in operating 
profit. EBITDA was 
R16m, meaning a low 
margin of under 20%.

What Sun could  
really celebrate, howev-
er, was the performance 
of its SunSlots opera-
tions – the old Grand-
Slots business which 
comprises mainly lim-
ited payout machines 
(LPMs). SunSlots – 
which has  large mar-
ket share in the West-

ern Cape – reported a 
sprightly 12% hike in 
revenue to R562m and 
a 14% jump in operat-
ing profits to R80m.

Sun’s larger rival 
Tsogo Sun reported 
mostly encouraging 
results from its three 
Western Cape-based 
casinos in the year to 
end March.

Tsogo disclosed a 
5%increase in the win 
rate from its Western 
Cape casinos to R529 
million.

The star performer 
was the small Mykonos 
casino, which reported 
a 12.4% jump in rev-
enue to R183 million 
and a19% increase in 
EBITDA to R86 mil-
lion. This West Coast-
based casino operates 
on a margin of 47%, 
which is unrivalled in 
the local casino sector.

The Caledon ca-

sino endured leaner 
times with just a 1% 
increase in revenue to  
R177 million and just 
R49 million posted at 
EBOTDA level – rep-
resenting a modest 
margin of 28%.

The Garden Route 
casino outside Mossel 
Bay increased revenues 
4.5% to R235 million 
and a 2.4% nudge-up 
in EBITDA to R99m. 
This represented a very 
respectable margin of 
42% - ranking the Gar-
den Route casino as 
one of the most profit-
able gaming properties 
in South Africa.

On these perfor-
mance measures it 
would seem safe to 
assume that the less 
profitable Caledon 
and Worcester casi-
nos would be the can-
didates to have their  
licences transferred to 

the Cape Town metro-
pole by Tsogo and Sun 
respectively.

The time frame on 
the mooted licence 
transfer is still unclear 
with most gaming sec-
tor sources predicting 
a handful of years will 
pass before a second 
Cape Town casino is in 
operation.

Officially, the West-
ern Cape government 
gazetted draft legisla-
tion on February 28 

this year to establish 
three zones for casinos 
in the Cape Metropole.

At this point – a low 
mark in the cycle of 
consumer spending 
and a period of politi-
cal uncertainty – there 
might not be too much 
enthusiasm from both 
Sun and Tsogo to spend 
the enormous capital 
required to develop a 
casino and entertain-
ment precinct in Cape 
Town.

Profits still spinning

http://www.orlichem.co.za
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SEA HARVEST 
looks set to broaden 
its brands, backing 
away from its tradi-
tional seafood fare 
with a proposed R527 
million acquisition of 
Western Cape-based 
Ladismith Cheese 
Company (LCC).

Sea Harvest 
CEO Felix Ratheb 
stressed LCC was a 
profitable, branded 
fast moving consum-
er goods food manu-
facturer of signifi-
cant scale in the food 
and agricultural sec-
tor. “It has a long 
track record, strong 

national brand and a 
proven management 
team.”

He argued that the 
dairy sector was ex-
pected to experience 
continued growing 
demand for cheese 
and butter in response 
to consumer dietary 
changes towards natu-
ral fat products.

The acquisition 
has prompted Sea 
Harvest to form a 
new subsidiary, Cape 
Harvest, which sug-
gests further non-
seafood aligned ac-
quisitions might be 
on the menu.

LCC – which plies 
the wholesale, retail 
and foodservice cat-
egories with mainly 
butter and cheese – 
generated revenue 
of R681 million and 
after tax profits of 
R58 million in the 
year to end January 
this year.

Dairy has been 
a notoriously fickle 
sector over the last 
two decades, and it 
will be interesting to 
see if Sea Harvest 
can scale up the prof-
itability of the LCC 
operations in the 
years ahead.

Cheese flavoured 
hake?

+27 (0) 861 111 544
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www.dosetech.co.za
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THE latest financial 
results from the Cape’s 
biggest hake fishing en-
terprises, I&J and Sea 
Harvest – offer some 
valuable insights into 
a specialist sector that 
is looking particularly 
robust.

Perhaps the most 
heartening outtake 
was the line in I&J’s 
report to investors for 
the year to end June – 
which stated that there 
were “early signs of  
increasing size mix evi-
dent, supporting higher 
catch rates”. This was 
supported by a similar 
utterance by Sea Har-

vest, which also noted 
“catches have started to 
tick up”.

I&J disclosed that 
‘hake tons per sea day’ 
had increased to 9 tons 
for financial 2018 – ar-
resting a downward 
trend that started in 
2012 and reached as 
low as 8.1 tons last year 
(when a unprotected 
strike hampered vol-
umes).

Overall I&J reported 
that revenue increased 
by 5,3% to almost R2.5 
billion.

The company 
said revenue growth 
stemmed from higher 

sales volumes and 
higher selling prices in  
domestic and export 
markets – albeit partial-
ly offset by lower Rand 
exchange rates achieved 
on export sales in line 
with the strengthening 
of the Rand.

Sales volumes in-
creased despite lower 
quota – thanks mainly 
to improved fishing in 
the second half and 
higher volumes of non-
hake products.

Operating profit was 
up almost 6% to R705 
million with a focus on 
cost-savings initiatives 
paying off.

Sea Harvest –  
reporting results for the 
six months to end June 
– posted a 5% gain in 
revenue to just over R1 
billion after being im-
pacted by the reduction 
in the total allowable 
catch (TAC) in South 
Africa and the delayed 
start to the prawn fish-
ing season in Australia. 
Gross profit increased 
by 4% to R368 million

Sea Harvest reported 
that its gross profit mar-
gin improved by 3% to 
36.6% after benefitting 
from further efficiency 
gains across both the 
fleet and factory opera-
tions and an increase in 
higher margin export 
sales volumes. Head-
line earnings of R111 
million improved mar-
ginally on the corre-
sponding six months in 
2017 – but the bottom 
line figure was also im-
pacted by upfront costs 
incurred for the recent 
acquisition of Viking 
Fishing (as reported 
previously in CBN).

On a comparative 
basis, there are some 
interesting statistics to 
weigh up. I&J reported 
its profit margin in-
creasing from 16,5% 
to 17,1%, while Sea 
Harvest saw a more 
pronounced fattening 
of its margin from 18% 
to 23%.

Around 46% of Sea 
Harvest’s hake pro-
duction was exported 
with the export vol-
umes growing 3% on a 
zero increase in selling 

prices. This meant Sea 
Harvest’s export rev-
enue was up just 3% for 
the interim period.

On the other hand, 
I&J reported a drop 
in export revenue of 
8% with volumes down 
0.1% and average sell-
ing prices coming down 
over 5%.

Sea Harvest’s lo-
cal market volumes 
dropped 7% (under-
standable since the 
TAC reduction) – but 
selling prices were 
hiked 6%, which lim-
ited the decline in rev-
enue to just 1%.

By contrast, I&J saw 
local market revenue 
growth of almost 10% 
with volumes growing 
just 1.5% but selling 
prices increasing 8%.

I&J listed its local 
market shares at 55% 
(previously 48.5%) with 
Sea Harvest estimated 
their market share at 
38% (although this 
figure could soon be 
markedly boosted with 
the incorporation of 
Viking Fishing’s hake 
operations).

Both Sea Harvest 
and I&J are gazing at 
the longer term horizon 
optimistically.

While I&J conceded 
its prospects remained 

heavily dependent on 
fishing performance 
and exchange rates, the 
year ahead looks prom-
ising.

The company noted 
that - excluding the 
impact of weather con-
ditions - catch rates on 
the freezer vessels had 
improved in the last 
few months and, if sus-
tained, should result 
in good sales volumes 
to well-priced export 
markets. I&J added: 
“Export exchange rates 
secured for the year are 
at levels that support 
sound profitability and 
the more recent Rand 
weakness provides up-
side potential.”

Sea Harvest looks 
likely to capitalise on 
further efficiencies as 
well the fair fishing 
conditions.

The company indi-

cated that the R250 
million conversion of 
Harvest Mzansi to a 
hake freezer trawler 
was completed on time 
and within budget. In 
addition, Sea Harvest 
said the R100 mil-
lion installation of the 
Marel Factory Solution 
was on track for deliv-
ery in this quarter.

Sea Harvest CEO 
Felix Ratheb said the 
company’s key focus 
for the six month trad-
ing period was continu-
ing to drive its strategic 
deliverables of organic 
and acquisitive growth. 
“The Harvest Mzansi 
joined our fleet in April 
2018, and our factory 
optimisation project 
concludes in the fourth 
quarter of this year. 
These initiatives should 
assist us in delivering 
margin enhancement.”

Handsome profit catches

CURRENTLY, 42% of 
countries in Africa lack 
IXPs, which means that 
most of their domestic 
Internet traffic is ex-
changed through points 
outside their respective 
country

The Internet Society 
a global non-profit or-
ganization dedicated to 
the open development, 
evolution and use of the 
Internet, has announced 
that it is partnering with 
Facebook to develop In-
ternet Exchange Points 
(IXP) throughout Af-
rica.

An Internet Exchange 
Point is where multiple 
local and international 
networks, ISPs and 
content providers inter-
connect their networks 

together to efficiently 
exchange Internet traffic 
through an arrangement 
commonly referred to as 
Peering.

Currently, 42% of 
countries in Africa lack 
IXPs, which means that 
most of their domestic 
Internet traffic is ex-
changed through points 
outside their respective 
country, usually through 
satellite or submarine 
fibre across multiple in-
ternational hubs to reach 
their destination.  This 
can result in poor end-
user experiences and 
discourages hosting con-
tent locally, which are 
some of the key factors 
towards the develop-
ment of the local Inter-
net ecosystem.

Peering at IXPs helps 
keep domestic Internet 
traffic local by offload-
ing traffic from relatively 
expensive international 
links onto more afford-
able local links. As a 
result, ISPs are able to 
offer improved Internet 
experiences for end-us-
ers and spur interest in 
hosting content locally.

The Internet Society 
and Facebook will col-
laborate in promoting 
IXP infrastructure de-
velopment, training and 
community engagement 
with the objective of 
increasing the number 
of IXPs and support-
ing the expansion of 
existing IXPs to meet 
the growing demand 
in Africa. Studies have 

shown that Internet us-
ers throughout Africa 
benefit from Peering as 
it enables faster, more 
affordable and reliable 
access to content.

“The Internet com-
munity adopted the goal 
of having at least 80% of 
the Internet traffic con-
sumed in Africa being lo-
cally accessible, and only 
20% sourced outside the 
continent by the year 
2020,”explains Dawit 
Bekele, Africa Regional 
Bureau Director for the 
Internet Society. 

“We are getting closer 
to that target thanks to 
the many activities that 
promote interconnection 
and hosting in Africa and 
to partnerships such as 
this one with Facebook.” 

ISP / Facebook to expand 
African connectivity

http://www.irp.co.za
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EPPING-based wood 
panel manufacturer 
KayDav is back in the 
black for the six months 
to end June after slip-
ping into a loss situa-
tion in the correspond-
ing interim period in 
2017.

The company makes 
its panels by compress-
ing wood waste into sol-

id panels, and these are 
used in the construc-
tion, furniture manu-
facturing and shop fit-
ting industries.

CEO Gary Davidson 
said the improved per-
formance was driven 
by a reduction in the 
bad debt expense of R8 
million with operating 
expenses held at similar 

levels to last year.
Despite tough trad-

ing conditions, Kay-
Dav was able to grow 
revenue by 7% to R465 
million and gross profit 
by 3% to R124 million.

Davidson stressed 
management would 
continue to work on 
improving gross profit 
margins.

Although trading 
conditions have tight-
ened (especially in the 
construction sector), 
KayDav’s capital struc-
ture remains reassuring 
with the debt-to-equity 
ratio (or gearing) drop-
ping to 21% compared 
with 23% previously.

Davidson explained 
that the slightly higher 
net overdraft position 
of R35 million was the 
result of paying a large 
supplier earlier than its 
normal trading terms 
in return for additional 
settlement discount.

Looking ahead, Da-
vidson reminded that 
the wood-based panel 
industry was a seasonal 
business with the ma-
jority of revenue and 
profits generated dur-
ing the second half of 
the year.

But he cautioned that 
while the normal sea-
sonal upswing would 
occur as usual, low 
business confidence 
levels and consumer 
caution would continue 
to constrain year-on-
year growth.

“While it is unclear 
when the general econ-

omy will improve, with 
the benefits it will bring 
to KayDav, manage-
ment will continue to 
deal with factors within 
its control including 
improvement of our 
service and product 
offering to customers, 
containment of costs 
and strong working 
capital management.”

KayDav’s recent 
thrust into the special-
ist packaging industry 
also appears to be go-
ing fairly smoothly.

Davidson pointed 
out that strong rev-
enue and profit growth 
occurred at the Jo-
h a n n e s b u r g - b a s e d 
packaging operations. 
“We expect the strong 
growth to continue.”

But he indicated that 
the Cape Town-based 
packaging operations 
experienced tougher 
trading conditions with 
the drought affecting 
agricultural output. 
“When agricultural 
production and gen-
eral economic activity 
in the Western Cape 
return to pre-drought 
levels, profitable 
growth will return.”

Knock on wood

THE Zest WEG Group 
recently achieved Level 
1 status in terms of 
Broad-based Black 
Economic Empower-
ment (BBBEE) ratings.

A subsidiary of the 
Brazil-based multina-
tional WEG, the Zest 
WEG Group is over 
51.6% black-owned, in-
cluding a 32.1% stake 
by black women, and 
was ranked as Level 2 
last year.

“Our real success 
here has been to in-
grain our commitment 
to South Africa and to 
transformation in the 
everyday activities and 
culture of the busi-
ness,” says Zest WEG 
Group chief executive 
officer Louis Meiring. 
“Our empowerment 
journey is not an annu-
al tick-box exercise, but 
rather is driven by every 
staff member working 
to build local capacity, 
people and excellence.”

He emphasises that 
the business model has 
evolved to engage all 
employees in maintain-
ing the group’s focus on 
quality and transforma-
tion.

Reaching this pin-

nacle BBBEE rating 
has been the culmina-
tion of various efforts, 
according to Zest 
WEG Group opera-
tions director Juliano 
Vargas, and is just one 
indication of the invest-
ment that the group is 
making in the country’s 
economy and society.

“We continue to 
invest in local manu-
facturing and are im-
proving our facilities to 
achieve high levels of 
quality and productiv-
ity,” says Vargas. “This 
also means developing 
the skills necessary and 
increasing our knowl-
edge base in the latest 
technologies related to 
our production require-
ments.”

From its position as 
an ISO 9001-listed busi-
ness, Zest WEG Group 
was recently one of the 
first to upgrade to ISO 
9001-2015, making it 
one of only 112 compa-
nies out of 2 200 South 
African firms with ISO 
9001 certification to 
reach this next level. 
The group has also re-
cently invested heavily 
in its Heidelberg trans-
former manufacturing 

plant, where it operates 
one of the country’s 
leading test laborato-
ries for transformers. 

“We are also moving 
strongly into the renew-

able energy space, and 
this will support gov-
ernment efforts to de-
velop this sector of the 
economy – as outlined 
in its recent Integrated 

Resource Plan,” says 
Vargas. “Our product 
expansion includes 
items like steam tur-
bines, wind turbines 
and solar panels.”

The focus on contin-
uous improvement has 
been necessarily ac-
companied by develop-
ing its skills base in in-
dustrial manufacturing 
and engineering, well 
beyond the legal re-
quirements of BBBEE. 

“When it comes to 
skills development, we 
invest at least double 
the percentage re-
quired by the Codes of 
Good Practice, and this 
includes creating skill-
sets for our business 
that currently do not 
exist in the local mar-
ketplace,” he says. 

He highlights that 
leading technology 
from WEG’s plants 
in Brazil is also being 
shared with South Af-
rican operations, whose 
facilities will benefit 
considerably from the 
skills transfer; this will 
allow the local engi-
neering operations to 
become more indepen-
dent in terms of knowl-
edge and skills.

Top BBBEE rating for Zest WEG 

Louis Meiring, Zest WEG Group CEO, and Juliano 
Saldanha Vargas, group logistics and operations 

director at Zest WEG Group with the Level 1 
BBBEE rating certificate.
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The tallest building in the world, the 
Burj Khalifa incorporates aluminium, 
with a weight of up to five aircraft, to 
achieve its incredible height.

Hulamin rolls, extrudes, paints, 
powder-coats and finishes aluminium 
for roofing, structural, sun control, 
guttering, cladding, fenestration and 
endless components – delivering 
superior lightness, strength and 
durability.

For your next building

- Think Hulamin

- choose aluminium for superior 
efficiency, innovative options and 
environmental sustainability.
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Electrifying performance
from your transformer.

Inhibited POWEROIL TO 1020 (60 UX) and Uninhibited POWEROIL TO 1020 (60U)
The trusted insulating oils for peak performance and endurance in your transformers.
Contact the Engen Customer Service Centre (CSC): +27 21 403 5090 or visit www.engenoil.com
Extensively available in bulk (Engen only) and in packs (Engen and the Engen Oil Centre). The Engen Oil Centre is an approved distributor of Engen and PETRONAS Lubricants.

With us you are Number One

SaatchiCPT451162

IN response to increas-
ing unemployment 
rates in South Africa, 
Engen are running 
various campaigns to 
recruit candidates for 
learnerships, which are 
based on business and 
industry needs. 

To date, Engen has 
trained over 500 arti-
sans and professional 
drivers, who are now 
licensed to trade in var-
ious fields. 

Engen invites inter-
ested people to email 
their CV’s to Learn-
e r s h i p s @ e n g e n o i l .
com and to check for 
available learnership 
opportunities on the 
company web site. 
(www.engen.co.za). 

South Africa has an 
unemployment rate of 
approximately 27%, yet 
at the same time, the 
country has a shortage 
of suitably qualified 
people. In an effort to 
help address this anom-
aly, Engen offers a va-
riety of learnerships in 
technical fields to help 
educate and upskill 
school leavers and un-
employed youth. 

A learnership is 
a work-based learn-
ing programme where 
classroom studies at 
a college or training 
centre are combined 
with practical on-the-
job experience. Re-
search shows that we 
learn far better, when 
we practice what we 
have been taught in 
the classroom in a real 
workplace environ-
ment.

Engen aligns its 
learnership recruitment 

to its business needs. 
Those who complete 
their learnerships are 
often employed by the 
company or within the 
broader petroleum in-
dustry.

“In this way, the in-
troduction of learner-
ships is making a good 
contribution towards 
solving the skills short-
age in the industry,” 
says Mmalenyalo 
Galane, Skills Devel-
opment Facilitator at 
Engen.

“By physically per-
forming tasks in the 
workplace that are 
learned in the class-
room, you can put 
into action what 
you have learned 
and also what you did 
not understand. This 
allows you to ask the 
trainer to explain that 
part of the lesson again 
until you fully under-
stand it.”

Galane says the 
learnerships offered by 
Engen form part of a 
nationally recognised 
qualification and are 
directly linked to an oc-
cupation.

“A learnership does 
not only teach skills for 
a particular job when 
you complete your 
training, it also forms 
part of a higher quali-
fication towards which 
you can study by under-
taking other learner-
ships or short courses.”

Adds Galane: “Each 
learnership has a spe-
cific level of qualifica-
tion. For example, if 
you want to become 
an artisan, you must 
complete four separate 

learnerships (levels 1, 
2, 3 & 4). There is no 
set period to do this, 
as each level counts to-
wards the full qualifica-
tion.”

Engen offers learn-
erships in Chemical  
Operations, Profes-
sional Driving, and 
Production Technology, 
as well as various trade 
occupation apprentice-
ships such as diesel 
mechanic, fitter and 
turner, instruments and 
electrical. 

The 12-month learn-
erships offered by En-
gen pays a monthly 
stipend to successful 
candidates. 

Engen is also pas-
sionate about the  
development of people 
with disabilities, says 
Engen’s head of Human 
Resources, Chwayita 
Mareka, and has part-
nered with an N.P.O. in 
Cape Town for learn-
erships specifically  
designed for people with 
disabilities. 

In addition to the 
learnership pro-
gramme, Engen also 
funds bursaries for 
students studying En-
gineering and Finance-
related degrees, with 
the aim of creating a 
pipeline of talent for 
the Engen Graduate 
Development Pro-
gramme. 

“In all these ways, 
Engen is surely doing 
its part in helping re-
duce the country’s high 
unemployment rate by 
developing the unem-
ployed Youth and fur-
ther upskilling them on 
the job,” says Mareka.

Enrol in learnership 
programmes   

AT the time of going 
to press Rex True-
form announced 
proposals to acquire 
a 33.78% stake in 
SA Water Works 
(SAWW) in a fund-
ing deal worth R81m.

SAWW’s main in-
terest is a controlling 
stake in Sembcorp 
Siza Water, which 
manages a water con-
cession business for 
residential, commer-
cial and industrial 
clients.

Rextru said it had 
been looking for  
opportunities to diver-
sify away from its core 
clothing retail business 
that operates under the 
Queenspark brand. 
“The acquisition of 
the stake in SAWW 
will allow us com-
mence the process of  
diversification.”

Rextru – which also 
owns valuable proper-
ties in Salt River - sits 
with free cash of close 
to R70m.

Rextru is controlled 
by a consortium head-
ed by well-known 
Cape Town business-
man Marcel Golding, 
a former trade union 
stalwart that become 
an empowerment pio-
neer as a co-founder 
of Hosken Consoli-
dated Investments 
(HCI).

Golding has previ-
ously shown an incli-
nation for operations 
specialising in water 
services.

Rextru makes a 
splash

MOST fashion retail-
ers are straining at the 
seams as consumer 
discretionary spending 
diminishes – but Salt 
River-based Rex True-
form has styled an ele-
gant profit turnaround 
in the year to end June.
Revenue - mainly driv-
en by its Queenspark 
fashion chain - in-
creased by 11% to 
R609 million with 
gross lifting 10% to 
R320 million.

Older readers may 
remember Queenspark 
was started as a factory 
shop sideline in the 
eighties when Rextru’s 
main business was still 
clothing manufactur-
ing (an enterprise that 
has long since ceased). 
The chain has been 
conservatively man-
aged in terms of ex-
pansion – but in good 
years the business has 
proved very profitable.

The latest Rextru re-
sults showed there was 
also a clear commit-
ment to sewing up costs 
with Rextru reporting 
that the increase in ex-
penses was contained 
to a commendable 5%.

The focus on costs 
meant Rextru was able 
to hike operating prof-
its massively from un-
der R1 million in 2017 
to a more substantial 
R14 million.

Rextru CEO Cathe-
rine Radowsky said the 
Queenspark strategy 
included the introduc-
tion of new brands to 
complement the exist-
ing ranges.

She noted a num-
ber of new brands, to-
gether with new prod-
uct categories, were 
introduced during the 
financial year in an 
effort to provide an 
improved offering to 
customers.

“This new strategy, 
although in its infancy, 
is progressing well.”

Radowsky disclosed 
that Queenspark 
opened ten new stores 
and closed one store 
during the financial 
year - bringing its total 
number of stores to 70 
(excluding one fran-
chise store in Kenya 
and two online sales 
platforms).

Rextru indicated 
that the retail segment 
turnover increased by 
11% to R588 million 
– but the gross margin 
dropped marginally 
to 54.4% partly due to 
more aggressive mark-
downs.

Still the Queenspark 
segment managed a 
smarter operating 
profit of R8.2 million 
compared with a loss 
of R1.9 million in 2017.

Looking ahead, 
Radowsky said 
Queenspark was mak-
ing progress on its 
strategic initiatives to 
build new channels of 
growth and increase 
brand awareness.

She said the intro-

duction of third party 
brands had been well 
received by customers 
and new house brands 
continued to grow.

“Customer relation-
ship management has 
been, and continues 
to be, a major focus, 
and we are beginning 

to reap the rewards of 
enhanced customer 
knowledge and under-
standing.”

Radowsky said the 
introduction of lay-by 
as a form of payment 
has been well received 
and continued to gain 
traction. She said 
Queenspark would 
continue to open new 
stores with a view to 
expanding the chain’s 
footprint both in South 
Africa and Namibia.

Radowsky said the 
first seven weeks of 
trading in the new fi-
nancial year had ex-
ceeded management’s 
expectations. “Whilst 
we are fully aware that 
we are trading in dif-
ficult economic times, 
we remain confident in 
our future and in our 
ability to deliver sus-
tainable growth…”

Rextru styling
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ORLICHEM’s Wipe 
Out is its bestselling 
water based non-caus-
tic degreaser that is 
SANS1828 Food ap-
proved, is non-flamma-
ble, non-toxic, non-cor-
rosive and bio-degrades 
within 28 days.

This ‘miracle’ prod-
uct can be used on any 
surface – painted or 
unpainted, all metals 
and alloys, concrete, 
glass, ceramics and 
even textiles, either di-
luted in recommended 
ratios or used neat in 
stubborn situations.

Its special formula-
tion enables it to break 
down oil, grease, wax, 
bitumen, animal fats, 
inks & blood.

All types of mineral, 
synthetic & food based 
oils can be treated in-
cluding crude oil, hy-
draulic oil, engine oil, 
sunflower, canola, olive 
oil, vegetable, coconut 
and palm oils with var-
ious ratios of dilution 
with water.

For the printing 
and packaging indus-
tries, Wipe Out dis-
solves all water and oil  
based inks.

Wipe Out dissolves 
grease completely 
within two minutes and 
thick grease when used 
neat or with equal parts 
of water.

Animal fats and 
starch have been be 
successfully treated 
where Wipe Out will 
loosen fat and slowly 
convert it into a soap 
which is then easily 
moveable.

Products as diverse 
as bitumen and blood 

have successfully been 
treated with Wipe Out. 
It can be supplied with 
a citrus fragrance and 
heated to 60°C for 
more extreme cleaning 
situations.

Food & beverage 
industries:

The product has proved 
superior to solvents and 
paraffin when cleaning 
food oils and is used 
extensively for surface 
and machinery clean-
ing in food processing 
and bottling, brew-
ing and wine making,  
abattoirs and retail 
shops for general pur-
pose cleaning.

Industrial:
The product has a 
proven track record in 
cleaning grease, water 
and oil based inks, hy-
draulic oils and general 
clean-up duties on con-
crete and steel floors.

Vehicles:
In the automotive in-
dustry it is used on 
painted surfaces, alu-
minium and galvanized 
plates. Besides oil 
spills, Wipe Out is the 

preferred choice clean-
er for removing min-
eral and vegetable oils 
from road tankers, for 
general truck cleaning 
and steel, rubber and 
plastic bins and con-
tainers.

Marine:
Wipe Out is used ex-
tensively in the marine 
environment as it can 
be diluted with seawa-
ter and is eco-friendly 
and bio-degradable. 
Applications include 
off-shore rig cleaning, 
all on-board ship clean-
ing and degreasing, 
in the fishing indus-
try in fact any marine  
application where oil or 
bitumen contaminants 
need to be removed.

Mining & agriculture:
Orlichem have re-
ceived many testimo-
nials bearing out the 
effectiveness of Wipe 
Out where it has been 
used to clean up crude 
oil, grease and wax 
from machinery, heavy 
duty trucks, mining 
equipment – including 
conveyors – both on 
painted and unpainted 
surfaces.

Domestic:
A major holiday re-
sort uses the product 
to clean tiled surfaces 
in kitchens and bath-
rooms as well as car-
pets, to remove oils, 
grease & fats from 
these surfaces. Wipe 
Out has been used to 
soak overalls and heav-
ily stained clothing 
where it is heated in di-
luted form to 60°C and 
garments are allowed 
to soak for a period of 
time.

Testimonials

Many of Orlichem’s 
clients have run inde-
pendent tests compar-
ing the performance 
of Wipe Out with tra-
ditional cleaners and 
solvents:

“Wipe Out replaces 
white spirits to dissolve 
grease and is 97% as 
effective as white spir-
its as a cleaning agent.” 

“Wipe Out vs Paraffin 
– Wipe Out outperforms 
paraffin when cleaning 
food based oil.”

“Wipe Out vs Paraf-
fin(2) – Wipe Out has 
equal cleaning power 
to paraffin when clean-
ing up crude & hydrau-
lic oil spills. Wipe Out 
does have a delayed 
reaction to the surface, 
needing 30 seconds to 
break the bonds of the 
oil. Wipe Out can be 
left for up to 15 min-
utes before rinsing.”

To see Wipe Out in 
action, view the You-
Tube video at https://
w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=v81YUC5M 
FqE

‘Miracle’ cleaner handles just 
about any clean-up

Heavily contaminated floor treated with Wipe Out.

SEW-EURODRIVE 
South Africa has 
clinched a major order 
for five M-Series in-
dustrial gear units for 
a mining operation in 
West Africa.

Its Projects Depart-
ment, headed up by 
Andreas Meid, with 
Pat Marquez as Pro-
ject Sales Coordinator 
and Brett Weinmann in 
charge of Project Sales 
Development, oversaw 
this entire project from 
receipt of the initial 
order to successful in-
stallation and commis-
sioning at the mine, in 
addition to any back-up 
service and technical 
assistance required.

It is this capabili-
ty to offer complete 
solutions packages, as 
opposed to standalone 
products, in addition 
to the necessary after-
market support, that 
has resulted in SEW’s 
Projects Department 
showing consistent 
growth year-on-year. 

The Projects De-
partment also has a 
drawing office, and a 
mechanical engineer 
to compile any calcu-
lations that are need-
ed. Its core function is 
to respond to queries 
from either project 
houses or OEMs for 
specific project work. 
It focuses mainly on 
Greenfield projects 
related to conveyors, 
agitators, and mixers 
in mineral-processing 
applications.

“Based on the en-
quiries received, we 
work in conjunction 
with the specific pro-

ject house or OEM to 
offer a complete solu-
tion for their mining 
clients. In other words, 
our products essen-
tially allow them to 
complete their portion 
of the work in hand,” 
Meid explains. Such 
collaboration between 
suppliers and related 
companies is a growing 
trend in response to a 
tough business envi-
ronment, and clients’ 
need to reduce costs 
by installing the latest 
technology.

“We specialise in 
integrated solutions. 
A lot of clients tend to 
regard SEW solely as 
a gear unit supplier, 
but we offer a host of 
ancillary services that 
can add significant 
value, reduce risk and 
downtime, and im-
prove efficiency.” It is 
for this reason that the 
Projects Department 
remains in a growth 
phase, with the bulk of 
SEW’s project work be-
ing secured in the rest 
of Africa at present. 
In this regard, it also 

works closely with the 
Exports Department, 
headed up by Marcio 
Sicchiero, to realise ad-
ditional opportunities 
on the continent.

In terms of main 
products, the M-Series 
industrial gear units 
(with the ‘M’ indicat-
ing ‘modular’) are ide-
al to meet the highest 
demands for quality, 
reliability, and perfor-
mance. The product 
range has been opti-
mised for a range of 
drive characteristics, 
allowing for simple 
machine design by eas-
ily adding options and 
mounting parts.

A long service life 
is guaranteed due to 
highly efficient lubrica-
tion and sealing, which 
also cuts down on 
maintenance require-
ments. Easy mounting 
and installation are 
facilitated by advanced 
features such as EBD 
(Extended Bearing 
Distance) and an ax-
ial thrust bearing ar-
rangement on the out-
put shaft.

SEW clinches major order 
for West African mine

The M-Series industrial gear units are ideal to meet 
the highest demands for quality, reliability, and 

performance.

THE SubCom company 
has announced that it 
has secured a contract 
from connectivity and 
data centre solutions 
provider, MainOne to ex-
tend its active submarine 
cable system into West 
Africa’s francophone re-
gion with two additional 
branches connecting 
Senegal (Dakar) and 
Cote D’Ivoire (Abidjan). 
These new branches will 
connect to MainOne’s 
7 000km cable systems, 
which extends from Por-
tugal to Nigeria, and 
will inject new technol-
ogy that upgrades the 
system to a potential 
capacity of 10TBps by 
November 2019 when 
the subsea system be-
comes operational. 
With this development, 
MainOne will have land-
ing points in five markets 
– Nigeria, Ghana, Sen-
egal, Cote D’Ivoire and 
Portugal, in addition to 
Cameroon. A cluster of 
francophone countries 
in West Africa are ex-
periencing an increased 
demand for advanced 
telecom services

MainOne 
Cable System 

extended

http://www.crafthomes.co.za
http://www.podfund.co.za
abcongroupfoundation.org.za
http://www.abreal.co.za
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ABSA is changing perceptions of the way we think 
about financial institutions, particularly when it 
comes to entrepreneur development. Its Shared 
Growth Strategy is designed to assist emerging small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs) in South Africa 
to grow and prosper through various Enterprise 
Development (ED) initiatives, while adding to 
shareholder value. These initiatives contribute to 
the wider national agenda to promote a thriving SME 
sector that enables economic and social development 
in the country.

Absa has ring-fenced funds for development finance, with 
funds being advanced under an Enterprise Development 
Programme.  Access to Non-Financial support is regarded 
as crucial as of the 80% of SMME’s which fail within the 
first year – 67% fail due to ineffective management and 
positioning. 

There are ten ABSA Entrepreneurship Centres around the 
country, located in all the major business centres which 
provide the following interventions:
n Entrepreneurial mind-set development
n	 Identification of problems and the 
 development of creative solutions to overcome these
n	 Validation of business ideas
n	 Development of a viable business concept

Entrepreneurs are empowered with:
n	 Basic entrepreneurial acumen
n	 Business tools to develop business understanding
n	 Financial and business models
n	 Resources for success
n	 Pitching skills and a pitch deck

An example of an enterprise development initiative 
facilitated by Absa’s Western Cape enterprise development 
team is Rise, a fintech innovation hub in Cape Town.  The 

intention for Rise is to lower the barrier to growth for 
women entrepreneurs by supporting them with access 
to a space and community that can help fast-track their 
personal and professional ambitions via mentorship, 
access to markets, and access to learning and skills 
development opportunities.   The ultimate objective is to 
support the power of small businesses and is a perfect 
example of co-creation for shared growth.

In June this year Rise selected five black women 
in technology entrepreneurs to participate in an 
entrepreneurship assistance programme, hosted at the 
Cape Town facility.  The technology sector is an area 
that requires support in terms of driving diversity and 
inclusion. The purpose of the initiative is to lower the 
barrier to growth for women entrepreneurs by supporting 
them with access to a space and community that can 
help fast-track their personal and professional ambitions 
through mentorship, access to markets, and access to 
learning and skills development opportunities.

 The women entrepreneurs were specifically selected for 
the important role they play in driving economic growth – 
research has found that women in developing countries 
are largely prevented from harnessing their full potential 
due to a lack of funding, regulatory restrictions, lack of 
training and socio-cultural restrictions. The participating 
start-ups were selected based on a number of criteria. 
They had to be early- or seed-stage entrepreneurs with 
novel and potentially disruptive patented technology. The 
affordability of their solutions and value to their respective 
communities were aspects that were also considered. So 
too were the expected development and growth potential 
of test products, current clients and business traction.

The chosen entrepreneurs went on an intensive, 12-week 
boot camp that culminated in a funding pitch to potential 
investors at Rise.

Following intensive coaching during the boot camp, the five 
selected founders had an opportunity to attend monthly 
networking events with tech experts and investors to 
ensure they were pitch ready.

The following five entrepreneurs were selected to 
participate:

n Lily Brinjal, founded by Miriam Vallie, is an online 
store boasting beautiful, locally-produced items by tapping 
into Cape Town’s creative pool of talent. Vallie provides a 
platform for the public to access these local products.

n	 Boudoir Box is an online store focused on sourcing 
locally-produced, luxury, and designer lingerie for the 
plus-size market. Founded by Tarryn Cardre Abrahams, 
this unique e-commerce store includes a subscription 
pamper box.

n SintuOnline, founded by Mpho Kate Sekwele, aims 
to promote African heritage to a global customer base by 
providing a platform for African designers and craftspeople 
to showcase their products.  Sekwele focuses primarily on 
women and, through the site, aims to assist them to scale 
their businesses.

n	 Rydwith Holdings Security Tech provides a quick 
response for people to get out of danger. Founder, Santina 
Iya, has developed a wearable panic button that allows 
the user to share their location coordinates to local police, 
private security and loved ones.

n	 Zedek Fibre Telecomms is a unique fibre infrastructure 
provider committed to enabling internet connectivity for 
all. Catering for both homes and businesses, founder Lizzy 
Katlego Mabena has a strong focus on schools, hospitals 
and hard-to-reach communities.

Helping Hand for 
Building Entrepreneurs

WHEN you complete 
Mobius reliability solu-
tions training courses 
at WearCheck, you can 
now earn CPD (continu-
ing professional develop-
ment) points – this was 
recently approved by the 
South African Institute 
for Mechanical Engi-
neers (SAIMechE).

The Engineering 
Council of South Africa 
(ECSA), in agreement 
with international en-
gineering bodies, stipu-
lates that South African 
engineering profession-
als must undertake CPD 
activities to keep abreast 
of expert knowledge, 
to demonstrate compe-
tence and to renew pro-
fessional registration.

WearCheck has al-
ways placed value on on-
going skills training and 
knowledge development, 
and the company has 
presented several levels 
of oil analysis training 
for many years. In 2015 
WearCheck became an 

accredited training part-
ner for the internation-
ally-acclaimed Mobius 
Institute, and began of-
fering condition moni-
toring courses.

WearCheck’s Mobius 
trainer Dennis Swane-
poel, who was among the 
first on the continent to 
complete his Vibration 
ISO CAT IV certifica-
tion, is a qualified me-
chanical technician and 
has more than 20 years’ 
experience in the reliabil-
ity improvement field.

Says Swanepoel, ‘The 
SAIMechE approval 
for CPD points is an ex-
cellent endorsement of 
our courses. Their rat-
ings will be revised in 
2021. They are currently 
validating the three-day 
Asset Reliability Practi-
tioner ISO CAT course 
for CPD points, too.

‘For a plant to operate 
at maximum reliability, 
it takes competent and 
well-trained techni-
cians who apply their 

world class knowledge 
and skills. WearCheck’s 
training courses can en-
hance staff competency 
to boost the bottom line 
of the business.

Mobius training is in-
ternationally acclaimed 
as the standard for reli-
ability solutions techni-
cians, and the courses 
are run by WearCheck 
on demand. Costs in-
clude the examination 
fee for CAT I and II, and 
are as follows:
• One day on-site 

condition monitoring 
overview:  
R15 000.00 (RSA 
only)

• Four day non-certi-
fied basic:  
R10 000.00 prepa-
ration for CAT I 
(including RSA)

• Five day CAT I:  
R15 000.00

• Five day CAT II:  
R16 450.00

(Prices exclude VAT 
and are valid until the 

end of 2018.)
The condition moni-

toring overview courses 
do not include training 
material, and a mini-
mum of six candidates is 
required for all training 
courses. There may be 
an additional charge for 
the lecturer’s accommo-
dation and travel. 

To book a Mobius 
training course, please 
contact Christene on 
christenef@wearcheck.
co.za or call WearCheck 
Johannesburg on (011) 
392-6322.

Earn CPD points with WearCheck training

The SAIMechE has approved the following WearCheck courses for CPD points:

Course Duration CPD Credits

Introduction to Vibration 1 Day 1

Precision Balancing 2 Days 2

Vibration Analysis ISO CAT I 4 Days, incl Exam 3

Vibration Analysis ISO CAT II 5 Days, incl Exam 4

Vibration Analysis ISO CAT III 5 Days, incl Exam 4

WearCheck’s Mobius 
trainer Dennis 

Swanepoel.

IT has been reported 
that at least half the 
180 or so exhibitors of 
the Agri Mega Week 
Expo held recently in 
Môreson Mega Park in 
Malmesbury have com-
plained to the organis-
ers, Mega Events, part 
of MGC Holdings (Pty) 
Ltd, about the poor 
turnout of visitors. Ac-
cusations of insufficient 
marketing to publicize 
the event have been lev-
elled at the organisers. 
Angry participants were 
in an altercation with 
the organiser’s staff and 
the MD of MGC Hold-
ings, Orton King at the 
event.

Many of the exhibi-

tors, especially those 
in the ‘yellow metal’ in-
dustry had spent many 
hundreds of thousands 
of Rands in attending 
and some had flown in 
overseas principles at 
great expense and had 
suffered corporate em-
barrassment as well as 
financial loss.

In a written statement 
to disgruntled partici-
pants King explained 
that his company had 
also suffered losses due 
to poor visitor turnout 
and that he was under-
taking a review of why 
there had been so little 
interest in the Malmes-
bury event. This expla-
nation he said would be 

forwarded to all partici-
pants.

It would appear that 
the Agri Mega Week 
Expo had been a regu-
lar yearly event on the 
agricultural calendar 
in the Western Cape, 
when it was held in Bre-
dasdorp. It seems that 
Mega Events lost the 
mandate to hold the 
event there this year 
and the venue nam-
ing rights, and moved 
it to the new venue of 
Môreson Mega Park 
in Malmesbury. Why 
this happened is un-
clear but according to 
Orton King, this was 
done “at the request of 
exhibitors”but doesn’t 
explain why they lost 
the mandate.

The Bredasdorp 
event however did take 
place at the same time 
as King’s Agri Mega 
Week in Malmesbury, 
but this time under the 
sponsorship of NAMPO 
and Grain SA. Contact 
with this organisation 
for comment hasn’t met 
with a response.
Ed.

Shambles in 
Malmesbury?
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FACEBOOK has an-
nounced the names of 
116 people worldwide 
who have been selected 
to join the Facebook 
Community Leader-
ship Program. Around 
a dozen African com-
munity leaders have 
been selected to be-
come programme resi-
dents and fellows.

“Many community 
leaders worldwide 
and in Africa turn to 
Facebook to create 
connections through 
Facebook groups, 
WhatsApp or Mes-
senger,” says Nunu 
Ntshingila, Regional 
Director Facebook  
Africa. “This pro-
gramme is all about 
empowering them with 
the tools, support and 
funding they need to 
advance their causes 
and build their com-
munities.”

Since announcing 
the programme in Feb-
ruary, Facebook re-
ceived more than 6 000 
applications from all 
over the world. A selec-
tion committee, which 

included employees 
as well as community 
experts from outside 
of Facebook, reviewed 
each application to 
identify leaders with a 
strong, clear and com-
mitted vision for their 
community.

Five participants 
have been selected 
globally as community 
Leaders in Residence, 
each will be awarded 
up to US $1-million to 
fund their community 
initiative. The final 
amount received will 
be determined based 
on final budget propos-
al created and submit-
ted by each resident as 
part of their program 
training.

Kenya’s Noah Na-
siali, the selected leader 
in residence for Africa, 
has brought together 
more than 100,000 
farmers across Africa 
through a Facebook 
group in less than a 
year. Farming is one of 
Africa’s most important 
industries, and Noah’s 
community helps farm-
ers obtain and share 

critical information.
“Africa Farmers 

Club was formed to 
help farmers come 
together to access 
credible, reliable and 
applicable farming 
information that will 
help them develop 
their skills and most 
importantly help them 
to get a market for 
their produce and in 
the end get returns for 
their hard work. I in-
vite group members to 
share their stories both 
positive and negative 
through pictures so 
that we can learn to-
gether. Whenever pos-
sible I personally visit 
members face-to-face 
to see for myself their 
challenges and we dis-
cuss how they can over-
come and at the same 
time and improve. Our 
community aims to 
contribute to the Sus-
tainable Development 
Goal which is to End 
hunger, achieve food 
security and improved 
nutrition and promote 
sustainable agricul-
ture,” said Nasiali.

Community Leadership 
Programme winners 

for Africa
The programme will also host more than 100 

fellows and youth participants who will each receive 
up to US$50 000 to be used for their community 

initiatives

DISCOVERY have an-
nounced that former 
Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom David 
Cameron will be part 
of the international 
speaker line-up at the 
Discovery Leadership 

Summit in November 
this year. The ninth 
Discovery Leadership 
Summit will take place 
on 1 November 2018.

This iconic event is 
designed as a global 
platform that brings 

together local and in-
ternational thought 
leaders and inspira-
tional visionaries who 
are shaping leadership 
conversations today. 
The summit facilitates 
the sharing of thought-

provoking intellec-
tual capital for better 
leadership in business, 
government and civil 
society.

“We are honoured 
to host a panel of emi-
nent speakers, includ-

ing David Cameron, at 
this year’s Discovery 
Leadership Summit. 
We look forward to 
learning from his views 
on global politics and 
leadership, and from 
all our speakers as a 
whole,” said Adrian 
Gore, Discovery Group 
Chief Executive. “The 
potential of excellent 
leadership to uplift hu-
manity remains top of 
mind in every society. 
At Discovery, we value 
every opportunity to 
encourage dialogue on 
this exciting front. It is 
our hope that this year’s 
Summit will contribute 
to building a stronger 
South Africa and global 
society as a whole.”

This year’s distin-
guished speaker line-up 
also includes:

• Lord Jim O’Neill, a 
celebrated British 
economist, author 
and former chair-
man of Goldman 
Sachs Asset Man-
agement. He serves 
as a visiting research 
fellow at Bruegel, 
a European think 
tank for interna-
tional economics, 
and is one of the 
founding trustees 
and president of 
SHINE, a UK-
based educational 

charity. In 2011, he 
was included in The 
50 Most Influential 
ranking by Bloom-
berg Markets.

• Prof Clayton Chris-
tenson, an Ameri-
can academic and 
business consultant 
who currently serves 
as the Kim B. Clark 
Professor of Busi-
ness Administra-
tion at the Harvard 
Business School of 
Harvard University. 
Founder of the non-
profit, non-partisan 
think tank, Clayton 
Christensen Insti-
tute, he is regarded 
as one of the world’s 
top experts on inno-
vation and growth. 
He is also an estab-
lished entrepreneur, 
having started 
successful enter-
prises, including 
CPS Technologies; 
innovation consult-
ing firm, Innosight; 
and investment firm, 
Rose Park Advisors.

• Efosa Ojomo, an 
alumnus of the 
prestigious Harvard 
Business School and 
a research fellow 
at the Forum for 
Growth and Innova-
tion at the Clayton 
Christensen Insti-
tute, a non-profit, 

non-partisan think 
tank dedicated to 
improving the world 
through disruptive 
innovation.

• Caroline Webb, a 
management consul-
tant, economist and 
renowned leader-
ship coach. She has 
worked alongside 
organisations across 
the globe to assist 
their employees in 
increasing produc-
tivity, energy and 
success – first as a 
partner at McKinsey 
& Company, where 
she continues to 
serve as a senior 
advisor, and now 
as CEO of her own 
firm, Sevenshift.

More local and inter-
national speakers will 
be added to this line-up 
and will be announced 
in the near future.

The one-day event 
includes local and inter-
national speakers and 
panel discussions, and 
will run from 08:30 to 
17:00.

Tickets for the Sum-
mit can be purchased 
at www.discoverylead-
ershipsummit2018.co.za

More information is 
available at www.dis-
coveryleadershipsum-
mit2018.co.za

David Cameron to speak in JHB

Your gatewaY to agri investment 
and trade opportunities

Register online at 
www.agri-indaba.com

Early bird rate closes on 
30 September 2018

•	 Co-located events 
The lo-location makes this platform 
the largest trade and investment 
gathering in agriculture on the African 
continent – representing the entire 
value chain

•	 Matchmaking and networking 
Now four times larger than last year! 
This is a structured matchmaking 
facility that we provide and allows 
attendees to set up meetings ahead of 
the event

•	 Agri Producers & Processors Village 
This is a new and dedicated exhibition 
area for commercial farmers, farming 
co-operatives, producers and 
exporters

•	 Investment Discovery Sessions (IDS)  
The African Agri Council is once again 
pleased to host our successful IDS  – a 
platform for agri projects looking for 
investment

event highlights

27 - 28 November 2018
Cape Town International Convention Centre, South Africa

www.agri-indaba.com

http://www.rsalitho.co.za
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TRANSNET Natio-
nal Ports Authority 
(TNPA) has success-
fully completed the 
construction of its Mar-
itime Training Centre 
at the Port of Cape 
Town and the institu-
tion ran its first courses 
in September 2018. 
TNPA refurbished an 
underutilised building 
at the port to house 
the centre, which will  
offer marine skills de-
velopment programmes 
and apprenticeships to 
youth from previously 
disadvantaged commu-
nities and employees 
within Transnet.

The project is part of 
TNPA’s role as a lead 
implementer of Gov-
ernment’s Operation 
Phakisa programme 
which aims to unlock 
the economic potential 
of the country’s Oceans 
Economy. Maritime 
skills development is 
crucial for the achieve-
ment of ambitious 
targets within the pro-
gramme. 

Cape Town Port 
Manager, Mpumi Dwe-
ba-Kwetana, said: “As 
an agency of the state 
we have a responsibility 
to contribute positively 
to the economy of the 
country by providing 
proper skills develop-
ment programmes, 
training artisans and 
developing engineers 
to ensure the sustain-

ability of our ports and 
to stimulate growth of 
the maritime economy. 
These skills will ensure 
that young people can 
participate meaning-
fully in the economic 
development of the 
country.”

Marine courses on 
offer at the new cen-
tre will include the ac-
credited Dock Master 

Training Programme, 
Ship and Boat Building 
courses, a Ship Mainte-
nance programme and 
internationally accred-
ited Lighthouse and 
Navigational Systems 
programmes. 

The Maritime Train-
ing Centre will leverage 
off existing partner-
ships with institutions 
such as the Transnet 

Maritime School of Ex-
cellence (MSoE), False 
Bay College, Cape 
Peninsula University 
of Technology (CPUT) 
and Northlink College.  

Key training pro-
grammes will include 
General Purpose Rat-
ing, Berthing Master, 
Master Port Opera-
tions, Skipper Port Op-
erations, Able Seafarer 
Deck, Ordinary Sea-
farer Engine, Ordinary 
Seafarer Deck, Fitter 
and Turner, Electrician 
and Information Com-
munication and Tech-
nology courses. 

Demand is high for 
critical skills such as 
Dock Masters who 
often work abnormal 
hours due to shortages. 
TNPA needs to train 
more than 50 dock 
masters across the port 
system. 

Transnet runs 
a number of pro-
grammes to address 
these skills gaps. The 
Transnet Academy of-
fers comprehensive 

training pertaining 
to maritime, rail and 
pipelines. There are 
also programmes for 
Young Professionals 
in Training, Engineers 
in Training and Tech-
nicians in Training, 
as well as Marine Ca-
det and Marine Pilot 
training programmes,  
including bursaries and 
workplace experience.

“Through the Mari-
time Training Centre, 
we aspire to develop 
the skills of the South 
African workforce, 
increase the levels of 
investment in educa-
tion and training and 
use the workplace as 
an active learning envi-
ronment,” said Dweba-
Kwetana. 

She also said TNPA 
employees would be 
provided with oppor-
tunities to acquire new 
skills, in addition to the 
centre being used to 
improve the employ-
ment prospects of pre-
viously disadvantaged 
persons.

Port of Cape Town’s training 
centre opensTHE Nigerian Ports 

Authority (NPA) have 
signed a memoran-
dum of understanding 
(MoU) with the Chi-
nese Guangzhou Port 
Authority to improve 
the efficiency of port 
operations in the Afri-
can country.

The joint promotion 
of effective logistics 
through information 
sharing forms part of 
the agreement signed 
during the ongoing 
African Regional Con-
ference of the Interna-
tional Association of 
Ports and Harbours in 
Abuja.

According to NPA 
managing director 
Hadiza Bala Usman, 
the agreement will 
run for a period of 
two years and there-
after is renewable on 
a yearly basis. It will 
also include a training 
exchange programme 
for management staff 
and technical special-
ists from Nigeria’s port 
authority.

Reprinted from FWT 
Online

Nigerian 
ports and 

China sign 
MoU

The Africa and Middle Marine business are delighted to announce the 
winning of the tender and supply of an emergency diesel genset (EDG) 
for the M.V DEBMAR ATLANTIC owned by Debeers Marine Namibia.

The MV DEBMAR ATLANTIC is a diamond mining vessel, built in 1978 with a 
gross tonnage of 10185 and sails under the Namibian flag. It was recently in 
Cape Town port for scheduled maintenance. The Cummins engine supplied in 
the package is a KTA38DM1 IMOII delivering 930kw connected to a Stamford 
HCM634K Alternator. 

The Cummins EDG replaced a dated non Cummins engine.  What makes this 
success all the more satisfying is that this turnkey solution was fully assembled 
and manufactured using our local application engineering team at the Cummins 
Marine Centre of Excellence in Cape Town. 

Local scope of supply included CAD drawings, Exhaust integration, Cooling 
system and radiator, Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT), Certification to American 
Bureau of Shipping (ABS), commissioning, packaging, On-site training, Tooling, 
critical and unrestricted parts.  

Great teamwork from Gerhard Potgieter, Vernon Meyer, Petrus Louie and Mark 
Sylvester made this project success.  

This is a first for Cummins to win in a market that has always been dominated 
by our key competitors. More Cummins success stories to follow in the Marine 
market . . . watch this space!

Jurgen Steen        jurgen.steen@cummins.com
Edward Strydom  edward.strydom@cummins.com
www.cummins.com

Andy Pilkington    andy.pilkington@cummins.com
Mark Sylvester     mark.sylvester@cummins.com
Cape Town   021 945 1888

Cummins shines brightly 
in the Offshore 
Diamond Mining Market

Cummins Marine team with De Beers Marine Engineering leadership at Cummins Cape Town.

MV DEBMAR ATLANTIC
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Tel: (021) 511 5061
Tel: (041) 484 6378

penpower@mweb.co.za
www.penpower.co.za

MARINE & INDUSTRIAL: DIESEL ENGINES • GEARBOXES • GENERATORS  

MARITIME

Redefi ning diesel power
Demo programme 
launching Q4 2018
–––
CXO300 – the world’s fi rst 
300hp diesel outboard

coxmarine.com

THE 
REVOLUTION
BEGINS 

Seascape Marine Services
+27 (0)21 511 8201

jdejong@seascapemarine.co.za
seascapemarine.co.za

RECENTLY a marine 
insurer paid a heavy 
penalty after it was 
identified that they 
were breaking the Fi-
nancial Advisory and 
Intermediary Services 
(FAIS) & Short-Term 
Insurance Act (STIA) 
regulations. The main 
issues were that the 
carrier/third party sold 
insurance to the cargo 
owners, and the policy 
was issued in the name 
of the carrier on behalf 
of the cargo owners, 
without adhering to 
the relevant FAIS & 
STIA legislation.

Kennedy Ntenjwa, 
Aon South Africa’s 
Broking Centre Man-

ager for Marine says 
most carriers do not 
want to be bothered or 
burdened with the ad-
ministration and com-
pliance issues around 
STIA & FAIS.  

Simply put:  Offer-
ing the carrier a first 
party policy on behalf 
of the cargo owner 
is not a feasible ap-
proach.  The situation 
is further exacerbated 
when the carrier can-
not repay or refuses 
to repay a loss suf-
fered to goods while 
in their care, custody 
or control.  The cargo 
owner’s only recourse 
is to take legal action 
against the carrier, not 

to mention taking their 
business elsewhere. It 
is therefore quintes-
sential for carriers to 
have liability cover in 
place to secure their 
livelihood,” explains 
Kennedy.

Understanding the 
difference between a 
first party policy and 
a carrier cargo liability 
offering, is crucial.   “A 
common misconcep-
tion in the freight in-
dustry is that a carrier 
goods in transit policy, 
also known as First 
Party cover, benefits 
the carrier; when it 
actually benefits the 
owner of the goods be-
ing transported,” Ken-
nedy points out.    

Insurable interest 
arises through owner-
ship and the insurer 
will always indem-
nify the owner of the 
goods.  The carrier en-
joys no cover under a 
first party policy.  The 
carrier can, however, 
arrange cover on be-
half of the cargo owner 
if they receive written 
instruction to do so. 
However, the carrier 
can only offer cover if 
they:
• have a valid FSP 

License issued by 
the FSB,

• are FAIS compli-
ant as a financial 
service provider as 
per the amended 
FAIS Act,

• have approval from 
an insurer, and 
have the necessary 
authority regarding 
STIA to collect/
handle premiums in 
a legally compliant 
manner. 

A carrier cargo liabili-
ty policy is a third-par-
ty liability policy that 
provides cover to the 
carrier of the goods. 
“The carrier is able 
to insure any acts of 
negligence, wheth-
er gross negligence 
or common-law neg-
ligence, for loss or 
damage to third-party 
property if the cargo 

owner is enforcing a 
claim against the car-
rier,” says Kennedy. 
“The insurable inter-
est arises from any li-
ability that is defined 
in the insurance policy 
that may cause damage 
to a customer’s prop-
erty while transport-
ing it. The emphasis 
being: whilst the cus-
tomer’s property is in 
the carrier’s or their 
approved sub-contrac-
tors’ care, custody or 
control.  It indemni-
fies the carrier and 
not the owner of the 
goods,” he explains.  
Carrier cargo liabili-
ty policies need to be 
structured in such a 
way that they comply 
with FSB regulations.  
“In this respect, cargo 
carriers need to under-
stand that they may not 
offer full first-party 
goods in transit cover 
to a client or pass the 
insurance cost to the 
actual cargo owners,” 
Kennedy clarifies.   
Cargo carriers are 
able to negotiate com-
mercial contracts, 
independent from in-
surance policies, with 
cargo owners. Howev-
er, they’ll then accept 
certain liabilities fol-
lowing an event while 
the goods are in their 
care, custody or con-
trol, which may result 
in financial loss to the 
cargo owner.  

“Cargo carriers 
need to be cognisant of 
the fact that a private 
and independent com-
mercial contract be-
tween themselves and 
a cargo owner trans-
lates into no cover for 
consequential losses 
through an insurer.  
Any insurance agree-
ment entered into 
with the cargo carrier 
is structured around 
liability and defined 
perils as per the rele-
vant institute and non-
institute clauses or any 
other warranties that 
the insurance policy 
may contain, with cov-
er not extended to loss 

or damage in general,” 
warns Kennedy.  

“Although legal li-
ability goods in transit 
cover has been around 
for many years, the dif-
ficulty lies in the fact 
that most insurers of-
fer policies on a strict 
legal liability basis. 
Losses will only be set-
tled if it can be proven 
that the loss/damage 
directly resulted from 
gross negligence by the 
carrier, not providing 
the carrier with an op-
timal solution.” 

“This has led to the 
development of a more 
relaxed or carrier-
friendly carriers cargo 
liability policy which a 
select few marine mar-
kets are now offering,” 
explains Kennedy.   
“The FSB’s legislation-
al intent and practical 
application around 
policies issued to third 
parties are still con-
sidered to be a grey 
area, even by expert 
SA maritime lawyers,” 
says Kennedy, “it is 
therefore frugal to use 
the Short Term Insur-
ance Act No. 53 of 
1998 as a barometer.  
This is exactly where 
the insights and exper-
tise of a professional 
broker that specialises 
in maritime insurance 
can prove to be invalu-
able.  Testing different 
scenarios and making 
sure that you have all 
your bases covered is 
a task best undertaken 
with a broker by your 
side,” concludes Ken-
nedy.

Carrier cargo liability v first party cover

Kennedy Ntenjwa.

HMM has signed a 
contract with three 
shipyards for 20 new 
environmentally mega 
containerships, ac-
cording to a statement.

Under the deals, 
signed on September 
28, Dawoo Shipbuild-
ing and Marine Engi-
neering (DSME) and 
Samsung Heavy Indus-
tries (SHI) will build 
seven and five 23,000 
TEU containership 
respectively, which 
are expected to be de-
livered by the second 
quarter of 2020.

The remaining eight 
will have a capacity of 
15,000 TEU, and will 
be built by Hyun-
dai Heavy Industries 
(HHI), with an ex-
pected delivery date of 
2021’s second quarter.

Plans for the fleet 
expansion were first 
announced in Decem-
ber 2017, and were part 
of HMM’s goal to have 
a 5% share of the glob-
al container shipping 
market by 2021.

HMM 
confirms 
megaship 

order

http://www.seascapemarine.co.za
http://www.coxmarine.com
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THE Port of Ngqura 
has acquired its first 
piece of maintenance 
equipment since the 
port became opera-
tional in 2009. This 
crane truck, to the 
value of R1,8 million, 
was specifically modi-
fied to meet the port’s 
unique requirements.

A giant fishing rod

“It was adapted to 
have a winch and cable 
attached to the end 
of the crane’s boom 
so that tyre fenders 
that fall into the water 
could be fished out. 
The total depth of the 
sea bed from the top of 
the quay wall could be 
up to 23 m at the deep-
est point. The crane 
truck will be able to 
fish out any tyre fend-
ers from this depth. It 
is basically a giant fish-
ing rod!” said Tauqeer 
Ahmed, Deputy Port 
Engineer. 

Benefits

With a lifting capac-
ity of 10 tons and the 
ability to load and 

transport a 6m con-
tainer, it will mainly be 
used for maintenance 
of port infrastructure 
such as the Automated 
Mooring System, the 
Sand Bypass, quay 
walls and tyre and el-
ement fenders on the 
quay wall. It will also 
be used to transport 
equipment and main-
tenance material. The 
ultimate benefit of the 
crane truck will be to 
improve maintenance 
turnaround time and 
to save cost versus 

hiring the equipment, 
which is costly and not 
always readily avail-
able. 

Unique feature

The truck is supplied 
with a UD online 
Telematix service con-
tract that monitors 
and maximises perfor-
mance. 

It will allow moni-
toring, amongst other 
things, the truck lo-
cation, vehicle track-
ing, fuel consumption, 

working hours and ser-
vice intervals.

  
Local modification

The contract was award-
ed to Billson Trucking 
Port Elizabeth, who 
managed the modifica-
tion locally. The truck 
and crane have differ-
ent manufacturers. UD 
manufactured the truck, 
FASSI manufactured 
the crane and Rencor 
Engineering and Hy-
draulics installed the 
crane onto the truck.

Crane brings relief to  
port maintenance

The crane truck has a lifting capacity of 10 tons and can serve as a  
giant fishing rod in port.

HAPAG-Lloyd is fo-
cusing on the growing 
market in East Africa. 
With annual growth 
rates of approximately 
six percent, the region 
tops the list on the  
African continent. 
Kenya, in particular, 
is developing with sig-
nificantly rising import 
and export figures as 
well as massive invest-
ments in public infra-
structure.

In April 2018 
Hapag-Lloyd launched 
the East Africa Service 
(EAS), its first dedi-
cated service to East  
Africa. The weekly ser-
vice sails from Jeddah 
to Mombasa, and from 
there to Dar es Salaam, 
in Tanzania, and di-
rectly back to Jeddah. 

After a successful start 
this service will be ex-
panded in September 
with a weekly connec-
tion to and from Nhava 
Sheva, Mundra, Khor 
Fakkan, Jebel Ali, 
Mombasa and Dar es 
Salaam. The so called 
EAS2 will replace the 
current EAS service 
and directly link the 
Arabian Gulf and the 
West Coast of India 
with East Africa.

Hapag-Lloyd also 
offers inland transpor-
tation to and from East 
African hinterland 
locations of Bujum-
bura (Burundi), Kigali 
(Rwanda), Lubum-
bashi (Democratic 
Republic of Congo), 
Lusaka (Zambia) and 
Kampala (Uganda).

“I am delighted that 
our East Africa Ser-
vice from and to Kenya 
is developing so posi-
tively. After only four 
months in operation, 
we have significantly 
expanded our busi-
ness with overall ves-
sel utilization beyond 
our expectations,” 
said Dheeraj Bhatia, 
Managing Director  
Africa, Middle East 
and Indian Subconti-
nent for Hapag-Lloyd 
AG. “With our upcom-
ing new EAS2 service 
we will be able to offer 
even better connec-
tions from and to East 
Africa. All in all we are 
experiencing growing 
client demand which 
demonstrates the eco-
nomic potential of Ke-
nya.”

The GDP of Kenya 
has grown significantly 
in the last two years, 
rising by an average of 
approximately six per-
cent. Kenya primarily 
exports coffee and tea, 
but also vegetables, 
fruits and textiles. 
The main imports are 
vehicles, spare parts, 
yarns, machines and 
electronic goods.

Hapag-Lloyd invests in 
growing East African market

Cummins Inc. (NYSE: CMI) is thrilled to introduce a fuel 
and cost efficient version of its X15 engine for commercial 
marine market segments including inland waterways, 
commercial fishing and passenger transport
“Our marine X15 engine is yet another example of Cummins 
continued investment in the marine market,” said Andy 
Pilkington, Segment Director, Africa and Middle East Marine 
Business. “Following the introduction of our marine QSK95 
engine, which has more power and durability than any other 
high speed marine engine in its class, our new marine X15 
engine reinforces our commitment to deliver the products 
our customers need to be successful.”
The X15 utilizes the latest Cummins fuel system product, 
XPI. This common rail system provides the highest injection 
pressure of any other common rail system resulting in an
efficient fuel burn for clean emissions and optimized fuel 
economy. In addition to this latest fuel system technology, 
X15 for marine uses the most intelligent Cummins engine 
control module, CM2350. CM2350 provides advanced 
diagnostic and monitoring capability, as well as engine 
protection through de-rates and automated engine shut 
downs to prevent catastrophic failures. The CM2350 
technology also features fuel sensor monitoring, digital 
engine start/stop functionality, and gear pressure and 
temperature.
The first installation of Cummins X15 marine engines will 
take place in a Louisiana (USA) crew boat, replacing a dated 
non-Cummins engine, which will improve the efficiency 
and performance of the vessel. The marine X15 engine 
is a perfect option for owners looking to repower their 
older vessels. The engine will fit in place of various types 
of legacy engines. The X15 will save space in the engine 
room, deliver cleaner emissions and better fuel economy 
at a continuous duty power cycle. Cummins has shipped 

2million 15L engines across multiple segments to date, due 
to the proven legacy of the X15 platform, Cummins is offering 
an industry leading two year warranty, proving the company’s 
commitment to quality. About Cummins Inc.
Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation of com- 
plementary business segments that design, manufacture, 
distribute and service a broad portfolio of power solutions. 
The company’s products range from diesel and natural gas 
engines to hybrid and electric platforms, as well as related 
technologies, including battery systems, fuel systems, con- 
trols, air handling, filtration, emission solutions and electrical 
power generation systems. Headquartered in Columbus, In- 
diana (U.S.A.), since its founding in 1919, Cummins currently 
employs approximately 58,600 people committed to power- 
ing a more prosperous world. Cummins serves customers 
in about 190 countries and territories through a network 
of some 500 company-owned and independent distributor 
locations and approximately 7,500 dealer locations. Cummins 
earned $1 billion on sales of $20.4 billion in 2017. 

Press releases can be found on the Web at www.cummins.com. 
Follow Cummins on Twitter at www.twitter.com/cummins and 
on YouTube at www.youtube.com/cumminsinc.

Cummins X15 Splashes into the Marine Market

Cummins Introduces the X15 
Engine for Commercial 

Marine Market Segments

The engine will offer variable speed and fixed 
speed ratings between 450 HP and 600 HP.

The engine will meet U.S. EPA Tier 3 and 
International Maritime Organization Tier II 
emissions standards.

Cummins first unveiled the engine at Seawork 
International 2018.

Jurgen Steen        jurgen.steen@cummins.com
Edward Strydom  edward.strydom@cummins.com
www.cummins.com

Andy Pilkington    andy.pilkington@cummins.com
Mark Sylvester     mark.sylvester@cummins.com
Cape Town   021 945 1888
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UNMANNED systems 
are finding a growing 
number of applications 
in the maritime sector, 
and have the potential 
to make a significant 
contribution to safety 
and risk management.  

This year saw the 
first successful ocean 
rescue of two swim-
mers in rough seas in 
Australia by drone. A 
number of companies 
are developing drones 
for sea-based search 

and rescue operations, 
as well as drones that 
can identify and warn 
swimmers of sharks. 
But drones are also 
finding some inter-
esting commercial  
applications.

They are being used 
by class societies and 
marine surveyors to 
physically examine 
ships and cargo, while 
loss adjusters employ 
drones to assess dam-
age to vessels. Allianz 

has already used drones 
to assess marine claims, 
as well as property 
claims in the aftermath 
of last year’s hurricanes 
and wildfires.

Operators are also 
using drones to assess 
the condition of assets, 
such as oil rigs, pipelines 
and offshore turbines, 
reducing the need for 
risky human inspections. 
In the North Sea, 
fishing vessels carrying 
drones are being used 
to undertake survey 
work and environmental 
monitoring.

Drones are likely to 
find many more uses 
in the maritime sector 
in the years to come, 
some of which could 
help prevent or miti-
gate losses, according 
to Volker Dierks, Head 
of Marine Hull Under-
writing, AGCS Central 
& Eastern Europe.

“Drones make it 
simpler and quicker to 
examine a ship and its 
cargo, but it is easy to 
see how the technology 
could be used to assess 
environmental pollu-
tion damage or observe 
shipping traffic in con-
gested transit routes,” 
he said. 

For example, drones 
can be used to carry 
out inspections of car-
go tanks and holds, 
a risky task for crew. 
Dangerous gases are 
a notable cause of fa-
talities at sea, where 
enclosed cargo holds 
many contain noxious 
gases. Drones can 
also be employed to 
carry out inspections 

at height, assess the 
structural integrity of a 
vessel or to monitor the 
loading of cargo.

Drones will also 
have an increasing role 
in spotting and avoid-
ing hazards at sea. EU 
NAVFOR’s anti- pi-
racy naval mission has 
deployed drones to 
monitor the coast of 
Somalia and search for 
pirate activity.

“In the future we 
will see drones used 
to avoid hazards at 
sea. For example, they 
could be used by ships 
sailing in Arctic and 
Baltic waters to iden-
tify ice and show the 
route ahead,” said Di-
erks.

If there is an inci-
dent, drones could also 
be used to assess dam-
age, helping to mitigate 
losses, avoid loss of life 
or limit any potential 
environmental impact.

“If a vessel is ground-
ed or suffers a collision 
– such as striking a reef 

– the crew could use 
a drone to assess the 
condition of the hull 
and the surroundings. 
This could allow for 
faster and more in-
formed decision-mak-
ing and reduce the im-
pact of an incident,” he 
explained.

“If a captain has 
access to a drone on 
board it could help lim-
it or prevent a loss – it 
could be used to assess 
possible buckling on a 
vessel that has sailed 
through heavy weath-
er, for example.”

Drones all at sea

HAMBURG Vessel 
Coordination Center 
(HVCC) and tug ship-
ping company Kotug 
Smit Towage have 
agreed to collaborate 
in order to improve the 
efficiency and quality 
of ship handling at the 
Port of Hamburg, ac-
cording to a statement.

The deal will see Ko-
tug Smit get access to 
the HVCC time-related 
and geographically ex-
tensive planning system.

It will also have all 
relevant traffic data 
and real-time informa-
tion relating to changes 
in ship call planning 
and terminal handling.

This includes envi-
ronmental data, such 
as wind speed and wa-
ter and tide levels, all 
of which will be pro-
cessed and available 
on HVCC’s dashboard 
solution, which will 
improve reaction time 
in the case of schedule 
changes and improve 
resource planning dur-
ing peak traffic periods.

This is the latest data 
cooperation HVCC 
has agreed. In June 
2018 it signed a deal 
with the Port of Rot-
terdam Authority to 
exchange data related 
to ships travelling be-
tween Rotterdam and 
Hamburg directly via 
an interface.

HVCC 
signs 

supply 
chain 

initiative

http://www.amsol.co.za
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By Nicole Jacobs,  
FTW online

MSC and CMA CGM 
have become the lat-
est container carriers 
to announce the intro-
duction of bunker ad-
justment factor (BAF) 
surcharges on a trade-
by-trade basis to offset 
the costs of compliance 
with the International 
Maritime Organisa-
tion’s sulphur cap regu-
lations.

Maersk recently an-
nounced that a new 
Bunker Adjustment 
Factor (BAF) would be 
introduced on 1 Janu-
ary 2019 to replace its 
current Standard Bun-
ker Adjustment Factor 
surcharge.

A.P Møller-Maersk 
chief commercial of-
ficer, Vincent Clerc, 
noted that in order to 
become compliant, 
shipowners would have 
to invest in compliant 
fuels, liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) or scrubber 
technology.

Clerc pointed out that 
the sulphur cap regula-
tions – which required 
the lowering of sulphur 
in bunker fuels from the 
current 3.5% to 0.5% – 
would bring uncertainty 
and increases to fuel 
costs for shipping and 
therefore the company 

would need to recover 
these fuel-related costs.

While the global es-
timate for the addition-
al fuel costs could be 
up to US$15 billion, he 
said that Maersk Line 
expected its extra fuel 
costs to exceed US$2 
billion.

The BAF is calcu-
lated on two elements 
- namely the fuel price, 
calculated as the av-
erage fuel price in 
key bunkering ports 
around the world, and 
a trade factor that re-
flects the average fuel 
consumption on a given 
trade lane as a result 
of variables like tran-
sit time, fuel efficiency 
and trade imbalances 
between head haul and 
backhaul legs. Accord-
ing to Maersk, the sur-
charge will be charged 
separately from Maersk 

Line’s freight rate.
“The 2020 sulphur 

cap is a game-changer 
for the shipping indus-
try. Maersk prepara-
tions are well under 
way and so are our 
customers’ efforts to 
plan ahead,” said Clerc. 
“The new BAF is a 
simple, fair and predict-
able mechanism that 
ensures clarity for our 
customers in planning 
their supply chains for 
this significant shift.”

Adding his voice 
to the debate, CMA 
CGM Commercial 
Agencies Network se-
nior vice president, 
Mathieu Friedberg, 
said that the IMO reg-
ulations would result in 
a major additional cost 
to the shipping line, es-
timated at an average 
US160/TEU.

“The implementa-

tion of this new regula-
tion, which represents 
a major environmental 
advance for our sector, 
will affect all players in 
the shipping industry,” 
he said. “In this con-
text, we will inevitably 
have to review our sales 
policy regarding fuel 
surcharges.”

South African As-
sociation of Ship Op-
erators and Agents 
(Saasoa) CEO, Peter 
Besnard, told FTW On-
line that he could not 
yet speculate whether 
any other lines would 
follow suit.

“These are tough 
times for shipping lines 
and there hasn’t been 
much involvement by 
local authorities to 
ease the implemen-
tation of the sulphur 
cap regulations on the 
lines,” he said. 

Major shipping lines to collect 
sulphur compliance costs from 

fuel surcharges

SIGNALLING grow-
ing moves by govern-
ment to increase the 
ownership of shipping 
vessels under the South 
African flag, the South 
African Maritime Safe-
ty Authority (Samsa), 
Mineral Resources 
Council of South Af-
rica, and ship owners 
recently agreed to en-
ter formal discussions 
aimed at aiding efforts 
to boost domestic ship-
ping.

“Much of South Af-
rica’s cargo for trade ex-
port – estimated at 300 
million tons per annum 
[and] valued at about 
R110 billion – comes 
from the country’s min-
erals mining sector,” 
said Samsa chief opera-
tions officer, Sobantu 

Tilayi. “Yet, of about 
13 000 trade cargo ves-
sels reporting at South 
Africa ports to deliver 
imports and ship out 
local produce annually, 
less than a handful of 
vessels registered under 
the country’s flag are 
participating.

“A clear indicator 
that the local economy 
is barely benefiting its 
own people, through 
the shipping business.”

The Mineral Re-
sources Council com-
mitted to entering a 
formal agreement with 
its members with re-
gard to developing ship-
ping ownership in the 
country, and National 
Treasury committed to 
addressing all tax issues 
affecting the shipping 
subsector.

The agreement was 
made during the first 
formal South Africa 
Shipping Industry 
Workshop, organised 
by Samsa at the Shera-

ton Hotel in Pretoria, 
where issue-focused 
consultations were held 
with directly affected 
or interested role play-
ers in the country’s 
shipping transport sec-
tor.

Tilayi said that while 
government, by law, 
could stipulate what it 
considered to be an eq-
uitable share of cargo 
for locally registered 
ship owners, Samsa felt 
it prudent to first en-
gage with stakeholders 
through the workshop. 
This included those 
within the bulk ship-
ping industry as well 
as policy makers and 
regulatory authorities.

Additionally, he 
noted that the South 
African Ship Registry 
would see at least two 
more vessels registered 
before the end of 2019, 
bringing the number of 
South African-flagged 
ships to about half a 
dozen.

CHILDHOOD friends 
Durand Naidoo and 
Thuso Mhlambi have 
realized a lifelong am-
bition by becoming the 
first 100% black owned 
ship-owners in South 
Africa.

The 33-year-old 
owners of Linsen 
Nambi, the company 
they started in 2012, 
made maritime history 
as youth owners when 
they bought Grin-
drod’s Unicorn Bunker 
Services.

With their female 
empowerment part-
ners, Women in Oil 
and Energy, they be-
came the role model 
for the Government’s 
initiative to unlock 
transformation in the 
maritime – and liquid 
fuels – industries.

Said Naidoo: “Lin-
sen Nambi is a 100% 
black youth owned 
shipping company with 
highly skilled maritime 
professionals, strong 
customer relationships 
and owns its own ships. 

“Therefore we are 
well placed for strate-
gic acquisitions and or-
ganic growth to devel-
op our infrastructure 
further.”

He says the deal 
took a “concerted ef-
fort” from the private 
sector (Grindrod), gov-
ernment (IDC) & oil 
majors (BP, Engen and 
Chevron).

“It is unbelievable 
that it took this long, 
but is a first win for 
the recently legislated 

Combined Maritime 
Transport Policy, 
which calls for black 
ownership in ship-
ping.”

Linsen Nambi’s oth-
er founding member, 
Thuso Mhlambi said 
there was a great need 
for the private sector 
and the funding insti-
tutions to “better align 
themselves to Govern-
ments Development 
Plans to unlock more 
deals like ours”.

He added: “I would 
like to see the private 
sector opening up this 
space to new entrants, 
something that will fa-
cilitate the creation of 
employment.”

They already employ 
110 people, a number 
they hope to increase 
significantly as they 
grow the business.

Since the inception 
of Linsen Nambi six 
years ago, the company 
has bought three bun-
ker vessels in the ports 
of Durban and Cape 

Town.
These bunkers sup-

ply fuel to vessels; as 
Naidoo describes it: 
“In layman terms we 
are the petrol atten-
dants of the sea.”

Mhlambi says they 
are proud of their 
transformation suc-
cesses: Seven out of 
twelve masters are 
black, all twelve chief 
officers and all twelve 
chief engineers in the 
company are black.

Said Mhlambi: 
“They give us the sup-
port and trust that we 
need to run the busi-
ness.

“We selected WOE-
SA as our partner on 
this deal because like 
ourselves – as black 
youth – black women 
have been marginilized 
in the South African 
economy. Therefore it 
was easy to sell them 
on the vision of reform-
ing a sector that has 
been slow to change.”

First 100% black 
owned ship-owners in 

South Africa

Durand Naidoo and Thuso Mhlambi with 
President Cyril Ramaphosa.

New moves to grow SA 
ship registry

“...local 
economy is barely 

benefiting...”

Source: Konutherm
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Peter Keller, 
chairman SEA\LNG

AN improvement in 
the shipping market 
resulting a revival of 
newbuilding orders 
would see a dramatic 
increase in the adop-
tion of LNG propul-
sion, according to 
SEA\LNG chairman 
Peter Keller.

While the uptake of 
LNG as marine fuel 
has not matched fore-
casts of a few years 
ago, Keller, who is both 
chairman of industry 
coalition SEA\LNG 
and executive vice 
president of TOTE 
owner of the world’s 
first LNG-powered 
containerships, be-
lieves it has a strong fu-
ture a fuel for shipping 
helping to meet global 
demands for cleaner 
air.

“It really is the only 
thing that solves the 
air quality issues that 
the industry has been 
working on for decades 
by basically eliminat-
ing SOx, eliminating 
PM (particulate mat-
ter), and dramatically 
reducing NOx. The air 
quality issues continue 
to be very important, 
we see that lingering 
haze or smog over all 
of our cities and that’s 
not good,” he told Se-
atrade Maritime News 
in a recent interview.

The IMO’s 0.5% 
global sulphur cap for 
marine fuel from 1 
January 2020 means 
that shipowners will 
either have to use 
more expensive ma-
rine gas oil or hybrid 
fuels, install scrubbers 
to continue using high 
sulphur heavy fuel oil, 
or switch to alternative 
fuels such as LNG.

“It’s pretty clear to 
me and others that 
LNG is safe, it’s readily 
available we have tre-
mendous amount sup-
ply around the world, 
and it is cost effective 
especially when viewed 
against compliant 
fuel,” he said.

While technolo-
gies such as scrubbers 
make sense for older 
vessel retrofits Keller 
sees LNG as a strong 
choice for newbuild-
ings. Keller noted that 
the downturn in ship-
ping markets in recent 

years had resulted a 
lacklustre shipbuilding 
environment. 

But once this picks 
up, combined with 
owners looking at op-
tions to comply with 
the sulphur cap he 
said: “I think you will 
see the percentage of 
new ships ordered with 
LNG as propulsion 
capability start to in-
crease dramatically.”

Although handling 
the SOx issue very ef-
fectively the fact that 
LNG is still a fossil fuel 
means it will not meet 
the IMO’s target for a 
50% reduction in CO2 
emissions from ship-
ping by 2050. Howev-
er, it will reduce CO2 
emissions from a ship 
by 20 – 25%, a signifi-
cant step towards that 
target.

“When we look at 
the other side of the 
problem – the compan-
ion problems of decar-

bonisation – it makes 
a contribution, fairly 
significant contribu-
tion. While it’s not the 
answer it at least moves 
the needle and keeps 
us moving the right di-
rection,” Keller said.

He sees LNG being 
combined with other 
technologies such as 
using bio-fuels, more 
efficient hull design, 
and some yet to be in-
vented to meet the 50% 
CO2 reduction target. 
“I think as we look at 
air quality issues, and 
as we look at shipping 
start to contribute un-
der carbon reduction 
initiatives, it’s the only 
viable solution right 
now. At the end of day 
we could wait forever 
for alternatives.”

Keller speaks from 
experience when it 
comes to LNG as ma-
rine fuel with the work-
ing for TOTE, which 
has operated two 
LNG-powered con-
tainerships between 
Jacksonsville in the US 
and Puerto Rico for 
three-years now. 

“They operate ex-
tremely well, they op-
erate cleanly, and they 
provide all the envi-
ronmental benefits we 
had anticipated to the 
people we serve. The 
important lesson is the 
fact it works,” he stated.

Reprinted from SeaTrade 
Maritime News

LNG only ‘viable option’ today to 
tackle shipping’s air quality issues

CON TA IN ERSHIP 
fires and the increasing 
occurrence of mis-de-
clared cargoes is a wor-
rying trend for marine 
insurers,  as pointed 
out by Sean Dalton, the 
International Union 
of Marine Insurance 
(IUMI) Cargo Com-
mittee Chair.

“The fire onboard 
Maersk Honam, which 
tragically killed five 
crew members, is the 
most recent example of 
this issue and the loss 
is likely to generate the 
largest general average 
claim in history. As ves-
sels continue to grow 
larger, the accumulation 
of cargo values coupled 
with the increasing risk 
of onboard fires needs 
to be addressed urgently 
by all stakeholders,” he 
added, speaking during 
IUMI’s annual confer-
ence in Cape Town, 
South Africa.

The fire that claimed 
five lives in March this 
year has been identified 
as a perfect reminder of 
the importance of cargo 
insurance.

Namely, Maersk Line 
has declared general 
average, under which 
all parties with a fi-
nancial interest in the 
voyage are to propor-
tionally share the losses 
resulting from the inci-
dent. Shippers who did 
not purchase a general 
average coverage insur-
ance will be liable to pay 
a proportional portion 
of the damage.

Other industry trends 
to keep in mind

Cyber threats contin-
ue to concern cargo in-
surers, not only in terms 
of immediate damages 
but also because of po-
tential disruption to the 
onwards supply chain. 
According to IUMI, 
digitalization and big 
data hold the potential 
to provide cargo under-
writers with better tools 
and capabilities to man-
age their business.

Speaking in Cape 
Town, Itai Sela, CEO 
of Israeli cyber-security 
specialist Naval Dome, 
called on the removal 
of the Clause CL 380 

that excludes damage to 
computer systems, code 
or software from insur-
ance, especially at a 
time when the maritime 
industry is moving to-
wards connected, cloud-
based technologies and 
autonomous operation.

“Why do insurers 
continue to implement 
CL 380 when there is a 
high probability that a 
computer will be hacked 
and, importantly, when 
there are many different 
ways and means of pro-
tecting shipboard com-
puter systems?” Sela 
asked IUMI members.

“What we have is an 
industry on the cusp of 
a technological change. 
The rapid implementa-
tion of advanced au-
tonomous technologies 
and machine learning 
capabilities will change 
the way in which ships 
are operated, but such 
developments will also 
leave the industry open 
to more system breaches 
and unauthorised intru-
sion unless there are 
systems and policies in 
place to mitigate against 
such risks.”

Sela suggested the 
maritime industry 
should follow the au-
tomotive sector’s lead. 
The sector has intro-
duced software-based 
safety solutions to road 
vehicles that, despite 
not being initiated by 
the insurer, have proven 
to protect drivers (and 
insurers) against theft 
or damage, which helps 
towards mitigating risk 
and reduce premiums.

According to IUMI, 
the marine insurance 
sector continues to come 
to terms with the poten-
tial impact of cyber ex-
posure (both malicious 
and non-malicious); in-
coming environmental 
regulations and their 
impact on hardware 
and operations; autono-
mous vessels; bunker 
contamination; and the 
accumulation of risks 
that quickly build as 
containership continue 
to grow both in size and 
capacity.

Chair of the Ocean 
Hull Committee, Mark 

Edmondson, highlight-
ed a continuing dete-
rioration of premium in-
come against the more 
positive picture of an 
improving risk profile.

“Whilst the shipping 
industry in general is 
showing some positive 
trends and the claims 
climate remains rela-
tively stable, particularly 
for total losses and ma-
jor partial losses, there 
does not appear to be 
any direct correlation 
between that and over-
all underwriting perfor-
mance,” he said.

“However, we esti-
mate around USD 100 
million of capacity has 
been removed from 
the market over the 
past year due to very 
low start-up activity 
and the withdrawal of a 
number of high profile 
hull insurers. Faciliti-
sation would appear 
to be under increasing 
pressure due to wors-
ening performance 
and heightened regula-
tory scrutiny. Overall 
the deterioration of 
underwriting results, 
over what has been a 
considerable period, 
has appeared to have 
triggered a brake in the 
decline in market con-
ditions.”

An enhanced risk 
profile stemming from 
better quality tonnage 
and greater regula-
tory influence has en-
couraged a consistent 
improvement in the 
frequency of major ca-
sualty. However, the 
ocean hull market is 
still being buffeted by 
lower asset values, re-
duced utilisations, year-
on-year erosion of pre-
miums and ever present 
volatility, IUMI said.

On the final day of 
the event, IUMI elect-
ed Richard Turner, 
European Director 
of Global Risk Solu-
tions at RSA Insurance 
Group, as the new pres-
ident. Richard succeeds 
Dieter Berg whose 
four-year term of office 
has been completed.

Reprinted from World 
Maritime News

IUMI worried over 
containership fires and 
mis-declared cargoes

http://www.seascapemarine.co.za
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By Peter Tirschwell, 
first published in 

JOC.com 

IT is one of the ironies 
of container shipping. 
While the contain-
er may be one of the 
world’s greatest uni-
versal standards, cre-
ating untold benefits to 
trade and prosperity, 
the process of stand-
ardization around the 
movement of the con-
tainer remains woeful-
ly incomplete. (Above: 
The Port of Oakland.) 
Photo credit: Shutter-
stock.com.

When the JOC was 
building the Port Pro-
ductivity database 
a few years ago, it 
slammed head on into 
an issue that is core to 
the reason why con-
tainer trade remains 
highly inefficient de-
spite the best efforts 
of technology: a lack 
of standardization on 
terms and data for-
mats.  

If JOC.com is going 
to say that the clock 
starts on a calculation 
of total berth moves 
per hour, it needs a 
common standard for 
when a ship is deemed 
to have arrived at the 
berth. Is it when the 
first line is secured, 
“lines down,” or is it 
when the ship is ful-
ly tied up, “all fast?” 
There was no right 
or wrong answer be-
cause no one had ever 
sat down and agreed 
on what the answer 
should be.

But if one is going 
to set up a benchmark-
ing exercise, as JOC.
com did, to allow con-
tainer lines to know if 
their total berth moves 
per hour are better 
or worse than simi-
lar-sized ships calling 
at the same terminal, 
and to allow termi-
nals to compare their 
performance with 
one another, a com-
mon definition would 
be needed. For berth 
productivity, JOC.com 
settled on “all fast.”

That is just one of 
numerous similar ex-
amples. What should 
be the common defini-
tion of estimated time 
of arrival (ETA)? That 
depends on who one is. 

“There is no clear 
definition of ETA,” 
said Michael Berg-
mann, a veteran avi-
ation expert who has 
been among those 
leading a major effort 
to create true stand-
ardization of maritime 
terms and data for-
mats.

“When you are a pi-
lot, ETA means arriv-
al at the pickup point; 
they are not concerned 
when the ship is at the 
berth. When you are a 
terminal, you are con-

cerned with when the 
ship is arriving at the 
berth, so to them that 
is the ETA. They don’t 
care when the ship 
picks up the pilot. The 
tug operator is con-
cerned about when the 
carrier will be at the 
place where they need 
to connect to the ship.

“There are different 
actors that each have 
different definitions 
based on their own 
point of view,” Berg-
mann said.

There is less confu-
sion over the poten-
tial of communication 
based on standard-
ized terms and data 
to deliver a host of 
performance, safe-
ty, and cost benefits. 
Whether between ac-
tors in a port or car-
riers and terminals or 
even competing ports, 
better communication 
can reduce ship tran-
sit, waiting times, and 
fuel costs; increase 
terminal asset utili-
zation; and improve 
transport chain reli-
ability for beneficial 
cargo owners.

If the captain 
of an 18 000-TEU 
ship leaving Rotter-
dam can be told the 
ship needs to travel at 
14 knots instead of 18 
knots to reach its des-
tination terminal in 
Hamburg on schedule, 
he will save 22 metric 
tons (24.25 tons) of 
fuel.

Similar benefits 
prompted the inter-
national organization 
Eurocontrol, respon-
sible for air navigation 
safety in Europe, to 
create the right con-
ditions for European 
airports to talk to each 
other in a live environ-
ment to address grow-
ing performance and 
capacity challenges.

Today, 28 airports 
including all major 
gateways participate 
in a collaborative da-
ta-sharing program 
addressing similar in-
efficiencies to those 
in maritime because 
of a poor interface be-
tween container trade 
actors and lack of ac-
cess to systems show-
ing what is happening 
in live networks with 

multiple dependen-
cies.

Port community sys-
tems — largely siloed

The lack of com-
mon data definitions 
and messaging for-
mats is one reason 
why increasingly 
sophisticated port 
community systems 
— Port Optimizer at 
Los Angeles, NxtPort 
at Antwerp, Nextlog-
ic at Rotterdam, the 
Hamburg Vessel Co-
ordination Center, 
the Shanghai E-Port, 
among many others 
— are largely siloed 
systems with limited 
ability to interact with 
those of other ports to 
facilitate end-to-end 
supply chains.

The data are opti-
mized around ports, 
but ports are, by defi-
nition, only the begin-
ning or end of an ocean 
transit, not both. Ports 
may be open to collab-
orating, as Rotterdam 
and Hamburg have 
started to do in mon-
itoring ship transits, 
but not always.

“We see a lot of lo-
cal solutions, differ-
ent port community 
systems; they are dif-
ferent and propriety,” 
said Mikael Lind, a 
professor at Research 
Institutes of Sweden, 
who is also leading the 
effort to create mar-
itime data standardi-
zation. 

“If a ship is going to 
Shanghai to Rotter-
dam to Hamburg, they 
need to communicate 
to different systems.”

Part of the problem 
is competitive. Com-
mon data standards 
and even the entire 
concept of data shar-
ing sound good in 
principle, but the shar-
ing of certain kinds 
of data could reveal 
poor performance and 
jeopardize commer-
cial relationships.

Carriers, for exam-
ple, have asked for 
assurances that data 
provided to certain 
port community sys-
tems don’t get resold 
to their customers as 
that would provide the 
latter with a window 
into, say, on-time per-
formance that might 

be detrimental to the 
carrier in a commer-
cial negotiation.  

“The culture of ship-
ping is rather closed, 
especially when it 
comes to data,” Berg-
mann said. This serves 
to underscore the 
point that while the 
container may be one 
of the world’s great-
est standards, creat-
ing untold benefits to 
trade and prosperity, 
the process of stand-
ardization around the 
movement of the con-
tainer remains woeful-
ly incomplete.

Bergmann and Lind, 
with others, have made 
progress. Standard 
terms and data for-
mats are working their 
way to international 
committees owing to 
more than $70 million 
in support from the 
European Union.

Lack of standardization stymies 
port-to-port productivity

THE Norwegian Mari-
time Authority plans 
to use drones equipped 
with sensors to mea-
sure sulphur content 
from ships’ exhaust 
systems in its inspec-
tion work.

The decision was 
made following sev-
eral tests this year that 
proved drones’ ability 
to measure successfully 
the sulphur content 
emitted by ships and 
detect those in potential 
breach of regulations.

Namely, the coun-
try’s coast pertains to 
the Baltic and North 
Seas Emission Control 
Area that doesn’t allow 
sulphur content in fuel 
that is above 0.1 pct.

The move is in line 
with the maritime au-
thority’s focus on the 
environmental issues 
faced by the maritime 
industry, especially 
ahead of the ever more 

stricter regulations, 
such as the upcoming 
2020 sulphur cap.

“With this focus, we 
want to influence the 
industry to think and 
act in an environmen-
tally-friendly way” says 
Olav Akselsen, 
NMAs Director Gen-
eral of Shipping and 
Navigation, stressing 
that the aim is also to 
raise awareness about 
all new rules on dis-
charges of pollutants 
into sea and air.

The International 

Maritime Organiza-
tion (IMO) has desig-
nated the North Sea 
and the Baltic Sea as 
NOx Emission Control 
Area (NECA) starting 
from January 1, 2021 
onwards.

The regulation ap-
plies to all vessels 
built after 2021, and 
requires a reduction of 
NOx emissions by 80% 
compared to the pres-
ent emission level.

As informed, the 
drone inspections will 
start as of 2019.

GLOBAL marine 
safety equipment pro-
vider, Mobilarm Lim-
ited has announced 
that it has secured its 
first production or-
der for 90 Crewsafe 
V200 Maritime Sur-
vivor Locating De-
vices (MSLD) from 
the Royal Netherlands 
Navy (RNN) for use in 

submarine escape and 
rescue. 

The order forms part 
of a RNN upgrade of 
all submarine escape 
and rescue equipment, 
including new escape 
systems, escape suits 
and emergency locat-
ing beacons. The order 
was secured following 
successful field trials of 

the Crewsafe V200 for 
the United States Na-
val Sea Systems Com-
mand (“NAVSEA”) 
in June and July 2011. 
The NAVSEA test-
ing was the final stage 
of the Foreign Com-
parative Testing (FCT) 
contract awarded to 
Mobilarm in April 
2010.

Mobilarm to Supply MSLD’s 
to Dutch Navy

Norway to deploy drones to 
sniff out sulphur polluters

http://www.seascapemarine.co.za
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A Part of       Torre Industries

A:    5 Ferguson Street, Triangle Farm, Stikland

T:   021 933 9500     

W:  www.manhand.co.za

SALES, RENTALS, SERVICE & REPAIRS

E:  infocpt@manhand.co.za

A MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTION 
TAILOR-MADE FOR YOU

MANHAND Mate-
rial Handling Holdings 
is the South African 
distributor of selected 
world leading brands 
in forklifts and mate-
rial handling equipment 
designed to provide the 

lowest cost of ownership 
to customers.

Their range of new, 
pre-owned or leased 
machines is easy to use 
and delivers reliable, no-
nonsense performance 
consistently. An exten-

sive stock of affordable 
parts and spares is kept 
to ensure that all prod-
ucts can be serviced and 
maintained quickly and 
easily with minimum 
downtime.

This is backed by a 
network of branches 
and independent ex-
perienced dealers 
throughout the country. 
Skilled technical teams 
provide preventative 
maintenance, safety 
inspections as well as 
on-site servicing and 
repairs.

Contact Manhand for 
information. Tel: 011 
976 3053 or visit www.
manhand.co.za

WITH ever more pres-
sure being placed on 
manufacturing opera-
tions to remain com-
petitive, focus is being 
directed an efficient, 
less wasteful opera-
tional environment. 
Factors that influence 
this are employee 
working conditions as 
which impacts directly 
on quality and produc-
tivity. 

While an adequate 
heating, ventilation 
and air conditioning 
(HVAC) system can 
play an important role 
in ensuring the com-
fort of workers, this is 
not always a feasible 
option. 

In some instances, 
the plant design does 
not lend itself to the 
inclusion of an HVAC 
system. In others the 
capital cost and run-
ning costs of a power-
hungry HVAC system 
makes it impractical.

Wim Dessing, man-
aging director of Apex 
Strip Curtains & 
Doors, says that a cost 
effective and practi-
cal alternative to an 
HVAC system is Apex 
General Purpose Strip 
Curtains. 

Over the past more 
than 37 years, Apex 
Strip Curtains & 
Doors has refined its 
product offering by 
closely collaborating 
with industry on the 
optimal product solu-
tions for each applica-
tion. 

The resultant Apex 
General Purpose Strip 

Curtains have been 
designed and devel-
oped with the variable 
South African climate 
in mind. 

“Some parts of 
South Africa are con-
sidered to be desert, 
while other parts have 
a temperate climate 
and yet others are sub-
tropical. Such extremes 
in temperature and hu-
midity require careful 
attention to design and 
engineering detail to 
ensure a strip curtain 
that works effectively, 
irrespective of the lo-
cation,” says Dessing.

In addition to be-
ing able to control the 
influx of cold or hot 
exterior air, the Apex 
General Purpose Strip 
Curtains are designed 
to reduce the levels of 
dust as well as the in-

gress of birds, rodents 
and insects. 

In industries where 
hygiene and cleanli-
ness are critical, these 
strip curtains can pre-
vent the passage of un-
wanted contaminants, 
but still allow the 
unhindered and safe 
passage of people and 
forklift trucks. 

Another added ben-
efit is the reduction 
of noise levels, from 
either inside the plant 
facility or from outside.

The specially for-
mulated PVC material 
used for the company 
in the manufacture of 
its strip curtains pro-
vides a durable, yet 
flexible barrier that 
does not become brit-
tle over time. 

Another design el-
ement that the com-

pany has incorporated 
and patented is the 
Balledge® feature. 
This rounded edge 
on the strips not only 
ensures an effective 
thermal seal at all 
times, but also allows 
the strips to part easily 
under pressure for the 
easy and scratch-free 
passage of people and 
goods from one area to 
another. 

The strips are avail-
able on a metre by 
metre basis, or as a 
complete installation 
together with hanging 
hardware. 

A network of agents 
represents Apex Strip 
Curtains & Doors 
throughout South  
Africa, and technical 
and installation sup-
port is readily available 
from the company. 

Strip curtains increase 
productivity

Apex Strip Curtains allow the unhindered and safe passage of people and 
forklift trucks.

Easy material handling

EXTENDING its to-
tal lifting solution for 
customers, Johnson 
Crane Hire now of-
fers an extensive fleet 
of access platforms 
and telescopic han-
dlers from its branch 
network around South 
Africa. According to 
Steve Robson of John-
son Crane Hire’s busi-
ness development ex-
ecutive, the new units 
were put in place last 
year after the compa-
ny concluded its sup-
ply agreement with a 
leading international 
OEM.

“Our expansion into 
the platform and tele-
handler business was 
primarily to enhance 
our offering to our 
many blue-chip cus-
tomers, who over the 
years have tended to 
prefer working with 
one reliable partner 
for all their lifting 
and access require-
ments,” says Robson. 
“The synergy between 

these different types of 
equipment means that 
we can further assist 
customers in promot-
ing productivity and 
safety on site.”

Johnson Crane 
Hire’s national foot-
print of 13 branch-
es is therefore now 
equipped with its own 
access platforms and 
telehandlers, giving 
customers immediate 
access to them, and 
the branches continue 
to provide technical 
support as well. The 
new fleet includes plat-
forms with a working 
height from 12 to 28 
metres and telehan-
dlers with capacities 
from 2 ton to 9 ton.

Robson highlights 
that the new equip-
ment has been very 
well received in a 
variety of sectors to 
date, from construc-
tion, mining and ma-
rine to petrochemical 
and power generation. 
With the company’s 

long history in serving 
the construction sec-
tor, this new range of 
equipment is allowing 
it to see more of the 
‘inside’ of big commer-
cial or retail develop-
ments, rather than just 
the big cranage work 
on the outside.

“Shopfitters in shop-
ping malls are part 
of this new customer 
base for us, as well as 
lighting and electrical 

installation contrac-
tors,” says Robson. 
“The added equip-
ment range has also 
grown our opportuni-
ties in big warehouses, 
storage units and even 
in airports. We have 
even found consider-
able demand from the 
entertainment sector, 
where South Africa is 
becoming an increas-
ingly popular destina-
tion for film-shoots.”

JCH offers an extensive fleet of 
access platforms, telehandlers

Johnson Crane Hire’s 13 branches are now equipped 
with access platforms and telehandlers for hire.
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As a global manufacturer and provider of cranes in varying 
industries, Condra provides high quality engineering, fl exible in-
house design and an impressive range of products to mining, 
shipping, steel, fabrication, robotics, railways and ports.

Since 1966, Condra has mastered the engineering, manufacturing 
and installation of cranes all over the world to large, medium and 
small industries. We are constantly innovating to provide manual, 
electric and combo cranes that provide solution to lifting, hooks, 
grabbing, magnets, ladles, buckets or stacking duties.

Overhead travelling cranes

Wire rope hoists

Cantilever cranes (pillar, jib and wall)

Portal or semi-portal cranes and bridge cranes

THE GLOBAL STANDARD IN CRANES AND HOISTS
DESIGN • MANUFACTURE • SERVICE • SALES

www.condra.co.za
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THE African market 
for tankhouse cranes 
is flourishing, with 
strong demand in a 
geographical band 
stretching from the 
Equator to the Tropic 
of Capricorn.  For end 
users of this type of 
crane, the main con-
cern remains the same 
– prompt and effective 
after sales service. 

Tankhouse cranes 
are double-girder 
electric travelling 
overhead machines 
that lift and position 
copper plates and 
slabs during electrol-
ysis, the fourth and 
final step of the pyro-
metallurgical refining 
process used with cer-
tain types of copper 
ore.

One leading crane 
manufacturer, Con-
dra, reports that ten-
ders for as many as 30 
tankhouse cranes are 
currently under evalu-
ation.  

Eight are for mines 
in the Phalaborwa 
and Rustenburg areas 
of South Africa, and 
22 are for the Central 
African Copperbelt – 
ten for mines in Zam-
bia and twelve for the 
southern Democratic 
Republic of the Con-
go.

Crane capacities 
are all around 5 tons, 
with a dual bottom-
block system on each 
one to keep the sheets 
level while they are 
moved.

The total value of all 
these tenders is some 
R120-million; tank-
house cranes being 
technically advanced 
machines priced at 
about R2,5-million 
each excluding cabins, 
air conditioning and 
the special ergonom-
ics usually ordered 
as extras to cater for 
the very high crane 
speeds – about twice 
as fast as the average 
man can run.

Previously, Condra 
has manufactured 
tankhouse cranes that 
include three double-
girder overhead ma-
chines for the copper 
and cobalt leaching 
plants at the Ruashi 
Mine near Lubum-
bashi in the southern 
DRC, and an undis-
closed number of 
machines for similar 
plants at a copper 
mine in Zambia.

To achieve effective 
levels of production 
during electrolysis, 
Condra designs these 
cranes to achieve high 
long-travel speeds of 
between 100 and 140 
metres per minute 
(the standard speed 
for overhead crane 
long-travel is around 
30 metres per minute).

The company also 
keeps an eye on the 
corrosive nature of 
the tankhouse envi-
ronment, offering a 
pressure test on crane 

girders in addition 
to the special paint 
specifications usually 
requested by the end 
user. 

There must also be 
effective crane ser-
vice and maintenance 
which, according 
to Condra, is lack-
ing among European 
competitors because 
of the absence of lo-

cal agents with spare 
parts holdings and 
qualified service abil-
ity.  Spare parts or-
dered from Europe 
can take up to two 
months to arrive.

By contrast, Con-
dra’s agent for the 
Copperbelt, Kitwe-
based EC Mining, 
holds readily available 
stocks of spare parts 

and carries out ma-
chine maintenance at 
all installation sites.

As an example of 
the problems that 
poor after sales ser-
vice can cause, Con-
dra points to a Cop-
perbelt mine where 
spares and mainte-
nance is no longer 
available for two 
cranes supplied by a 

northern hemisphere 
competitor.

A similar situation at 
a Cape Town zinc plant 
recently resulted in 
three overhead cranes 
undergoing this type 
of conversion at Con-
dra’s Germiston works, 
outside Johannesburg, 
to facilitate effec-
tive maintenance into  
the future.

Cranes for tankhouses

Typical overhead cranes under manufacture in 
Condra’s factory.
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HYSTER®.
24/7 WAREHOUSE 
SOLUTIONS. 

  Full range of warehousing equipment.

  3- and 4-wheel Hyster® tow tractors 
now part of the range.

  Low cost of ownership through 
dependability and uptime.

 Outstanding service support.
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FOUR factors should 
be considered when 
designing or laying out 
any storage or distribu-
tion facility. Be it a large 
multi temperatured 
composite distribution 
centre servicing a high 
market network, a spare 
parts store in a north 
mobile service centre, or 
raw materials store sup-
porting a manufacturing 
operation.

The four basic factors 
can be easily remem-
bered using the pneu-
monic FAST or fast 
standing for:
• Flow
• A-Accessibility
• S-space
• T- Throughput

These are not in any 
order of priority. Each is 
as important as the other 
and your aim is to obtain 
the best compromise of 
these often conflicting 
influences. As one fac-
tor is considered and al-
tered, each of the other 
should be revisited to 
see what is the impact of 
that change on the whole 
process.

1. Flow- What we’re 
looking for here is a 
logical sequence of 
operations within the 
warehouse where each 
activities located as close 
as possible to that which 
precedes it and also the 
function that follows it. 
We are concerned with 
the controlled and un-
interrupted movement 
of materials, people and 
traffic with, if possible, 
no cross flow clashes 
or areas of high traf-
fic or work density. It is 
also concerned with the 

awareness of where ma-
terial is located within 
the system, and the sta-
tus and location in the 
storage and handling 
equipment and me-
dium. Our aim is to site 
and position the various 
warehouse activities in 
order to contribute to a 
smooth flow of opera-
tions with a minimum 
amount of movement 
and disruption.

2. Accessibility – We 
are not only talking 
about whether or not we 
can get to the product. 
But can we get to the 
required level of pack? 
Take the example 
of bottled water for 
instance, from major 
FMC distribution centre 
we’ll be looking at being 
able to receive and issue 
product by the pallet 
load possibly even by 
the truck load. So you 
only need to access full 
pallets and since it is very 
fast moving with a fairly 
long shelf life, strict first 
in first out by row to 
individual pallet level 

need not be followed. 
At the wholesaler or 
distributor level, you 
might be accessing 
down to case level and 
then in the convenience 
store stock room 
individual bottles. It 
can go further than this. 
For pharmaceuticals, 
accessibility may need 
to beyond individual 
item level down to 
specific lock and 
batch number. The 
requirements of levels 
of accessibility must be 
achieved especially in 
the pick base and fast 
moving stock holding 
areas with a minimum 
compromise to the next 
factor, which is the use 
of space.

3. Space – When 
considering how to use 
the available space the 
maximum should be al-
located to operational 
storage and stock pro-
cessing purposes. And 
the minimum space 
given up for associated 
functions such as of-
fices, working areas, 

empty pallets storage, 
battery charging, etc. 
Today’s wide range of 
storage media available 
on the market allows 
us to make optimum 
use of a cubic capacity 
of the available space, 
not just the floor area. 
As most of these equip-
ment is free standing 
and requires no struc-
tural support from the 
building itself, it means 
that the building can 
be of the simplest and 
cheapest big box design. 
It also allows us to build 
inflexibility to the op-
eration by selecting the 
storage media to meet 
the current stock pro-
file and then change it 
as the operation evolves 
to meet future require-
ments. This can be done 
without expensive and 
disruptive changes to 
the actual building. But 
remember, you still have 
to consider flow acces-
sibility and now finally:

4. Throughput 
– When we look at 
throughput, where not 

only looking at the 
categories of product 
parting through the 
warehouse but also the 
nature of the product 
and its velocity through 
the flow. By nature, 
we mean the handling 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , 
dimensions and any 
other factors that will 
impact on how it is 
moved through the 
flow such as hazard, 
bulk, fragility, security 
requirements and 
compatibility with other 
products. The velocity 
of the product will 
consider the volumes 
moving through the 
warehouse on a daily 
basis. Link lanisis ana-
lytic. Pick period ac-
tivities need to be deter-
mined as do minimum 
activity levels. A high 
degree of availability 
of accurate throughput 
data will assist greatly 
in the outcome of the 
design or layout exer-
cise. The better the data 
and the longest spent on 
collecting and analysing 
it, the less the risk, how-
ever it is still possible to 
come up with an accept-
able solution when one 
does not have the luxury 
of accurate data going 
back into history. You 
have to do the best with 
what is available.

So in summary, when 
considering your ware-
house layout or design, 
the factors of Flow, Ac-
cessibility and Space 
must be balanced to 
enable the demand 
to Throughput in terms 
of volume passing 
through and the time 
parameters to be met.”

Key factors in warehouse design
Colin Airdrie, a specialist in Logistics and Supply Chain Management, discusses the key factors that 

will impact on the optimum design required to meet your warehousing or storage requirements
WHILE machine-
learning and artificial 
intelligence (AI) have 
gotten its share of the 
limelight recently, there 
is a third component that 
is becoming more preva-
lent in warehouses and 
manufacturing plants 
around the world; robots 
and process automa-
tion. Even though this 
is hardly new, the poten-
tial when pared with the 
previous two elements 
and enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) solu-
tions is significant to 
enhance any shop floor 
environment.

Given how technol-
ogy is evolving, today’s 
robots are significantly 
more intelligent than 
their predecessors. Even 
though cynics argue that 
this could negatively 
impact jobs, the reverse 
is true. Yes, the capa-
bilities of robots on shop 
floors and in warehouses 
can easily reduce much 
of the human labour ele-
ment, but it also provides 
manufacturers with the 
platform to upskill their 
workforce.

Being more productive

Like the efficiency im-
provements when busi-
nesses moved from fax 
machines to mobile 
phones, machine-learn-
ing and AI greatly en-
hance automation and 
provide the ability to re-
act quicker, be more ag-
ile to market demands, 
and connect more easily 
to the Internet of Things 
(IoT) ecosystem.

And while robots cer-
tainly bring value for ac-
countability, they must 
link to all facets of the 
digital and real world 

environments. This is 
where ERP becomes 
increasingly essential in 
any modern shop floor 
or manufacturing envi-
ronment. Without hav-
ing the ability to manage 
these components, link 
to the available data, 
and understand where 
efficiency gains are to be 
had, companies can eas-
ily lose traction to their 
competitors. ERP is an 
enabler that brings more 
dynamic integration 
from the shop floor and 
more effectively gives 
vital accountability (and 
traceability) for digitally-
led businesses.

These efficiency im-
provements can also be 
felt in evolving into a 
more productive organ-
isation. Thanks to IoT 
and the connectedness 
of manufacturing envi-
ronments, employees, 
business partners, and 
suppliers can have real-
time access to the shop 
floor through any de-
vice. This enables them 
to have access to stock 
levels, monitor deliver-
ies, and other important 
elements like profit-
ability, cash, and so on, 
directly from within the 
ERP system on their 
device.

Driving profits

In turn, this increased 
visibility to real-time 
data ensures a busi-
ness can better manage 
operations across busi-
ness units or locations, 
leading to improved 
profitability. Take the 
role of robots, machine-
learning, and AI as an 
example. By freeing up 
employees from tasks, 
companies can upskill 
them to deliver more 
strategic value to the 
organisation. There will 
always be a need for the 
creative and strategic 
value workers can pro-
vide. Through training 
and other skills develop-
ment initiatives, this can 
be focused with better 
service delivery, leading 
to a likely increase in 
profits.

In a digital environ-
ment, automation takes 
many different forms. 
Therefore, a robust ERP 
solution is needed to en-
sure that the organisa-
tion can more easily ac-
commodate the myriad 
of open architectures 
and solutions out there 
driving machine-learn-
ing, AI, and the like. In 
many respects, this adds 
a degree of future-proof-
ing to a digital organisa-
tion as it is more easily 
able to adapt to any new 
innovations.

Modern business lead-
ers are achieving ben-
efits using readily avail-
able technology, such as 
drones, to reduce labori-
ous tasks such as manual 
stock takes.  Not science 
fiction but rather sci-
ence fact as shop floors 
embrace a new level of 
sophistication.

Enabling warehouse 
automation 

http://www.hyster.co.za
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THERE is a school of 
thought that fuel costs 
constitute the bulk of 
a machine’s running 
costs. While this may 
be true in some op-
erations, John Valen-
tine, national systems 
manager at Goscor 
Lift Truck Company 
(GLTC), asserts “In 
our experience, cost of 
fuel is ancillary to the 
most important cost 
driver in forklift own-
ership – driver cost”.  

Outside of the lift 
truck itself, Valentine 
says the driver/opera-
tor is in fact the big-
gest cost as far as the 
ownership of a forklift 
is concerned, but also 
potentially the biggest 
saving. 

“Firstly, there is 
the cost of recruit-
ment, driver training, 
uniform and the nec-
essary PPE – that’s 
actually before the 
real work starts. Then 
there is the ongoing 
cost of checklist books, 
salaries or wages, bo-
nuses, refresher train-
ing every two years 
and a myriad of other 
operator improvement 
related costs,” explains 
Valentine. 

Not so easy to cal-
culate are the hid-
den costs of drivers/
operators, namely la-
bour unrest, damages 
to machine/racking/
product and health & 
safety violation – the 
list goes on. By all ac-
counts, these translate 
into a far greater cost 
than fuel on average.

Potential saving

On the other hand, 
having a driver doing 
exactly what they were 
trained to do is poten-
tially a significant sav-

ing. “This translates 
into increased produc-
tive machine hours, 
lower fuel costs, lower 
abuse-related costs 
and an extended ma-
chine lifecycle in gen-
eral,” says Valentine, 
adding that this of 
course largely depends 
on the right attitude 
– backed by suitable 
controls. 

Valentine advises 
that one of the most 
important elements in 
this regard is practis-
ing Ignition Controls. 
By simply turning the 
machine off when not 
in use as opposed to 
leaving it idling, averts 
unnecessary burn-
ing of fuel or battery 
drainage. 

“I believe that in-
vesting in driver skills 
turns an onerous dis-
ciplinary task into one 
that rewards the much 
needed correct behav-
iours,” he says. 

He, however, rea-
sons that the downside 
is that while fleet own-
ers expect the best out 
of their operators/driv-
ers, they often don’t 
want the additional 
management time that 
comes with the nec-
essary interventions. 
This is why GLTC in-
vests significantly in 

Forklift Management 
Devices. “When used 
correctly, devices – 
such as the Goscor 
Fleet Management 
Systems – help create 
professional driver be-
haviour through the 
provision of valuable 
insights,” he says.  

Furthermore, the 
easy-to-read data from 
these devices is sent 
directly to the machine 
owner, allowing them 
to have all the opera-
tional metrics right at 
their fingertips.

“These systems 
analyse driver be-
haviour and generate 
easy-to-read reports 
that allow for identifi-
cation of potential ar-
eas for improvement,” 
adds Valentine. 

“GLTC not only 
promotes, fits and uses 
such devices, we ac-
tively analyse the data, 
thereby enhancing 
our service to custom-
ers and ultimately re-
duce their operational 
costs. With GLTC, it’s 
not simply about buy-
ing a machine from a 
reputable dealer – we 
regard it as purchasing 
a lifetime partnership 
and commitment from 
a trusted solutions 
provider,” concludes 
Valentine. 

What is your biggest 
cost driver in a forklift? 

These systems analyse driver behaviour and 
generate easy-to-read reports.

DHL showcased the key 
trends that could impact 
the logistics industry in 
the next five to ten years, 
at an event held in Sand-
ton, Johannesburg dur-
ing September. 

Speaking at the event, 
Denis Niezgoda, DHL 
Customer Solutions & 
Innovation said: “We 
grow into future logistics 
verticals by partnering 
with think-tanks and ac-
ademia, industry giants 
and start-ups alike, to 
incubate ideas and invest 
in new business models, 
catalysing business trans-
formation.” 

Professionals from the 
technology, engineering, 
energy, life sciences and 
financial services sectors 
attended the event and 
were able to interact di-
rectly with some of the 
ground-breaking tech-
nologies coming out of 
the Deutsche Post DHL 
Innovation Centre show-
cased on the day. 

Among them, new in-
ternet of things (IoT) sen-
sors, enabling connected 
processes that ensure 
end-to-end visibility; the 
Effibot – a collaborative 

follow-me robot assisting 
employees in their pick-
ing tasks and sensor tech-
nology examples such as 
low-cost dimensioning 
sensor technology which 
can dimension any ob-
ject within seconds, 
removing the need for 
time-consuming manu-
al measuring processes 
using measuring tape or 
existing but expensive 
industrial dimensioning 
systems. 

Attendees also had the 
opportunity to take a 
virtual reality tour of the 
DHL Innovation Centre 
in Germany. 

Key findings of the 
fourth edition of the 
DHL Logistics Trend 
Radar 2018/19 were also 
revealed. 

Hennie Heymans, 
CEO DHL Express Sub 
Saharan Africa, says that 
digitalization is driving 
transformation in the 
logistics sector, making 
innovation more impor-
tant than ever before.

Customer centrici-
ty will be key to deliver 
on customer demands for 
a faster and more con-
venient logistics experi-

ence, says Heymans. An 
ever increasing amount 
of goods that can be pur-
chased online – especial-
ly in the B2B market, is 
driving the need for B2B 
Omni-channel Logis-
tics solutions. He adds 
that customer demand 
is also driving growth in 
direct-to-consumer ship-
ments of time-and-tem-
perature sensitive goods. 
“This Fresh Chain will 
require new innovations 
in packaging, storage and 
delivery of goods, such 
as groceries and phar-
maceuticals. A key area 
for innovation in the last-
mile will be the integra-
tion of logistics services 
into smart home envi-
ronments captured as the 
trend of Connected Life. 

Sustainability will be-
come a mandate to oper-
ate in the logistics indus-
try, as governments, cities 
and solution providers 
commit to sweeping 
agreements to cut down 
on CO2 emissions and 
waste. “DHL for exam-
ple, has committed to 
becoming emissions-free 
by 2050. Green Energy 
Logistics – the electrifi-

cation of logistics fleets 
and facilities – provide 
huge potential for logis-
tics to become more en-
vironmentally friendly. 
Smart Containerization 
in transportation will 
also be important in de-
veloping environmentally 
friendly formats for deliv-
ery in congested cities,” 
he says. 

Technology will be-
come widespread in 
logistics as the cost-per-
formance-ratio tips for 
key trends such as Inter-
net of Things (IoT) and 
Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) in the next years. 
One trend that can ac-
celerate this is the spread 
of next-generation wire-
less networks that can 
significantly increase 
the economics and value 
derived from connectiv-
ity in the supply chain, 
explains Heymans. He 
notes, “Another trend 
highlighted in this edi-
tion is blockchain where 
there has been a lot of 
hype and promise for the 
technology, but achiev-
ing industry buy-in may 
prove a significant hur-
dle to adoption.” 

The future of logistics 

http://www.barprostorage.co.za
http://www.goscorlifttrucks.co.za
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ELECTRO Air, the 
Airstream Compres-
sors (Pty) Ltd distribu-
tor for the Western 
Cape, offers total com-
pressed air solutions 
with a comprehensive 
range of Airstream 
compressors.

Reciprocating com-
pressors 

Puma Power compres-
sors from 2,2 kW to 15 
kW, single or two stage 
are highly efficient in-
dustrial rated piston 
compressors, available 
with standard electric 
motors up to15 kW and 
also diesel (9 hp) or 
petrol (6,5 hp) driven 
for clients who require 
heavy duty cast iron 
compressor reliability 
in the small to medi-
um compressor range. 
Puma pumps are most 
suitable for general en-
gineering and also the 
automotive industry 
where transportabil-
ity, reliability and high 

duty performance is 
mandatory.

Rotary screw

The Airstream oil in-
jected rotary screw 
compressor range now 
offers users three op-
tions, catering for af-
fordability and perfor-
mance (7,5 kW to 400 
kW) and ultimately for 
exclusive and unique 
energy saving, the PM 
& EPM range feature 
exclusive permanent 
magnet motor technol-
ogy (7,5 kW – 110 kW). 
The new Airstream A 
series entry level fixed 
speed screw compres-
sor range are designed 
for normal compressed 
air requirements, where 
the duty is for a regular 
nine hour shift averag-
ing 2 200 hours per an-
num. The A range is 
supplied as stand alone, 
receiver mounted or 
Compact, supplied 
complete with receiver 
mounted, refrigerant 

air dryer and comes 
standard with mineral 
lubricant and Schneider 
switchgear incorporat-
ing Star/Delta starting. 
These units are avail-
able from 7,5 kW to 75 
kW to offer the best 
solution when users are 
seeking reliability at a 
reasonable price. 
The Airstream SCR 
range offers heavy duty 
24/7 performance for 
fixed speed or inverter 
driven compressors. 
Fixed speed units are 
supplied with highly 
rated Siemens switch-
gear and Invensys 
Vector Inverters for 
PM drives supplied as 
standard with long life 
synthetic lubricant, 
incorporating the Aly-
win German designed 
screw element. The 
SCR range has proved 
itself in the Cape region 
with several units run-
ning in major manu-
facturing plants, clock-
ing up 40 000+ hours 
in their first 5 years of 

duty without any prob-
lems. 

Permanent magnet 
technology

Airstreams flagship 
models are the range of 
“Oil cooled Permanent 
Magnet motor driv-
en air compressors” 
These units feature 
third generation vari-
able speed technology, 
with tried and tested 
Vector frequency con-
trol. This atomically 
offers energy cost sav-
ings of up to 40% when 
coupled with perma-
nent magnet motors, 
regardless of plant 
character or dynamics. 
There are no off-load 
losses, as these com-
pressors are fitted with 
unique oil cooled Per-
manent Magnet motors 
- up to 75 kW - which 
will save power, con-
stantly stopping and 
starting for optimum 
energy savings, as the 
motor exceeds IE3 ef-

ficiency levels and IP65 
standards. Units are 
capable of running in 
the speed range from 
25% up to 100% ran-
domly and they cannot 
overheat by virtue of 
the oil cooled design!
The oil cooled Perma-
nent Magnet driven 
compressor design has 
proven to be the most 
adept mode of com-
pressor operation to 
guarantee tangible en-
ergy savings with total 
reliability. Its failsafe 
magnetic drive tech-
nology reduces electri-
cal maintenance costs, 
unmatched by any of 
the current conven-
tional variable speed 
air compressors avail-
able to the SA market. 
An Airstream PM or 
EPM compressor will 
pay for itself within 12 
to 36 months by virtue 
of its inherent ability to 
constantly save electri-
cal power and consis-
tently operate at opti-
mum efficiency.

Air solutions

THE GA 90+-160 
(VSD+) oil-injected 
screw compressors, the 
latest air compressor 
range in Atlas Copco’s 
smart AIR solutions 
portfolio, are designed 
for reduced energy 
consumption and ease 
of installation and ser-
vice. The range fea-
tures state-of-the-art 
compression elements 
with Smart Injection 
technology coupled 
with highly efficient 
oil-cooled IE4 and IE5 
motors that require no 
service interventions.  
The new Elektronikon® 
Touch controller with 
integrated smart algo-
rithms further reduces 
energy consumption. 

The latest generation 
of GA compressors is 
particularly well suited 
to the mining industry, 
metal processing and 
power plants where its 
IP66 drive train offers 
complete protection 
from environmental 
dust and moisture en-
suring reliable opera-
tion even in the harsh-
est environmental con-

ditions. This reliability 
also provides long and 
trouble-free life in gen-
eral industrial applica-
tions in ambient tem-
peratures of up to 55°C.   
Optimum efficiency 
is ensured through a 
highly efficient drive 
train, low internal pres-
sure drops and precise 
control from the Elek-
tronikon® Touch. 

All components are 
designed for ease of 
service with the most 
commonly serviceable 
parts grouped togeth-
er for ease of access. 

Furthermore, the pat-
ented portal design 
enables full access to 
all components when 
more extensive main-
tenance is required. 
“Subsequently, ser-
vice time on these GA 
compressors is halved 
compared to similar 
designs leading to in-
creased uptime and 
improved productivi-
ty,” notes JC Lombard, 
Business Line Manag-
er – Atlas Copco Oil-
free Air Division.

The GA 90+-160 
(VSD+) oil-injected 

screw compressors 
are available in wa-
ter- and air-cooled 
versions, with fixed or 
variable speed drive 
and with an option-
al integrated dryer. 
Atlas Copco provides 
customers with a tip to 
toe 5-year Warranty 
Plus program on the 
complete machine, 
ensuring smooth op-
eration in the harsh-
est environments.  
The new Optimizer 
4.0 central controller 
replaces the company’s 
ES16 central control-

ler. It enables a com-
pressed air system to 
be optimised through 
selection of the most 
efficient combination 
of machines, such as 
compressors, dryers, 
filters, controllers, en-
ergy recovery systems, 
generators, air receiv-
ers, coolers and boost-
ers. Through a highly 
intuitive user interface, 
the end-user can view 
the performance and 
energy consumption of 
each machine as well as 
of the whole system. 

Optimizer 4.0 can 
also be monitored 
through a custom-
er’s PC via LAN, a 
SCADA system or 
SMARTLINK. More-
over, it is fully Indus-
try 4.0 compatible, 
enabling the Internet 
of Things and the dig-
ital integration of the 
air compressed system 
with other intelligent 
networked devices to 
improve equipment 
performance, enhance 
predictive maintenance 
and further increase 
energy efficiency.

New oil-injected screw compressor 

IN the 45 years since 
Rand-Air’s inception, 
this compressed air 
and generator rental 
business has not only 
maintained a stringent 
focus on the quality of 
its products  and cus-
tomer service – but 
also the quality of the 
people who provide 
the critical interface 
between the company 
and its valued custom-
ers. 

Further to these 
initiatives, Rand-Air 
– together with Atlas 
Copco’s rental division 
– have devised a chal-
lenging MIRS (Master 
in Rental Sales) train-
ing programme which 
is used to develop 
promising talent in the 
organisation.

In 2017, an interna-
tional MIRS training 
course was held, com-
posed of 16 promising, 
high-potential sales 
engineers. Denise 
Olivier, a Rand-Air 
external sales repre-
sentative based in the 
town of Kathu in the 
Northern Cape was se-
lected to attend. Over 
a period of six months, 
she attended the four 
one-week MIRS train-
ing modules in Thai-
land, Belgium, Brazil 
and Dubai.

“It was a very inten-
sive course, with a lot 
to take in and to put 
into practice. Howev-
er, I have done so this 
year, and will increas-
ingly benefit from this 
training as time goes 
by,” explains Olivier, 

who joined Rand-Air 
four years ago. She ex-
plains that the training 
has helped her signifi-
cantly. 

“This training is 
very practical, as par-
ticipants gain knowl-
edge in both ‘hard’ 
and ‘soft’ skills; which 
equipped us with all 
the right tools and 
knowledge to further 
boost our customer 
relationships and ul-
timately, our perfor-
mance,” she explains. 
Besides the essential 
skills and learning 
which they gained, 
participants were also 
tasked with reporting 
on their own personal 
development.

During the final 
graduation ceremony, 
each participant re-
ceived an 18-month 
mission statement. 
New graduates who 
reach their targets will 
be invited for a fifth 
module, to take a ‘next 
step’ in their compe-
tence development.  

Olivier explains that, 
based as she is in Kathu 
– a relatively remote 
branch in the Northern 
Cape - she has to be an 
all-rounder, ready to 
step in wherever she is 
needed. 

Generating 
the power

Sales Representative Denise Olivier flanked by the 
President of Atlas Copco’s Specialty Rental Division 
Ray Löfgren (left) and Rand-Air General Manager 

Louwrens Erasmus (right).

“It was a very 
intensive course, 
with a lot to take 
in and to put into 

practice...”

Tel: 021 939 6046  I  email: sales@electroair.co.za  I  41 Jenkinson Road, Parow East 7500

www.electroair.co.za 

THE FUTURE HAS ARRIVED
UP TO 75KW COMPRESSORS WITH 

PERMANENT MAGNET OIL COOLED MOTORS
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  WE HIRE
 AIR & POWER.

OUR PASSION
EXCEEDING CUSTOMER EXPECTATION IS

www.randair.co.za

Call us for your compressor &
generator requirements

011 345-0700

FROM humble begin-
nings on 1 April 1993, 
with a staff compliment 
of only 14, to 1 April 
2018 with a staff com-
pliment of 550, Diesel 
Electric Services has 
been serving its cus-
tomers and providing 
real value to our chosen 
markets for 25 ≥ years.

The company’s suc-
cess can be attributed 
to hard work, experi-
ence, customer service, 
open lines of commu-
nication, attention to 
detail, product innova-
tion and manufacturing 
efficiencies to provide 
our customers with the 
highest quality prod-
ucts and services.

The company’s di-
versification from only 
selling diesel genera-
tors to being able to 
offer turnkey electrical 
power generation solu-
tions including the de-
sign, manufacture, test-
ing, commissioning and 
after sales service of:
• (Generators (Diesel 

/ Gas) 

•  UPS’s (Static / 
Rotary)

• Power Factor Cor-
rection

• Voltage Stabilisers
• MV and LV Ca-

bling and Reticu-
lation

• Data Centre and 
Server Room Mon-
itoring

• Manufacturing of 
MV and LV Switch-
boards

• Real Time Diesel 
Fuel Management / 
Monitoring

• Transformers
• Trailer Generator 

Sets – Trailers (≤ 
10t)

• Bulk Fuel Tanks
• Hybrid Solutions
• Harmonic Filters
• Oil / Water Sepa-

ration
• Motor Control 

Centres
• Photovoltaic Solu-

tions
• Fuel Cleaning and 

Conditioning
• Fire Pump Sets / 

Dewatering Pump 
Sets

• Resistive Dummy 
Loads 10 kW to 
1 200 kW

Being a socially re-
sponsible company 
means providing and 
empowering learners 
with skills develop-
ment training to secure 
and implement a sus-
tainable growth plan 
for the company. 

Diesel Electric Ser-
vices’ training provider 
MTW investments 
(PTY) ltd is a multi-
disciplinary training 
provider offering a 
wide range of medium 
voltage 3-phase and 
basic electrical skills 
programmes, generic 
management qualifica-
tions, as well as general 
skills workshops e.g. 
maintaining stock con-
trol, team leader, cus-
tomer care and soft-
ware courses.

Staying the course

HYTEC Services 
Africa (HSA), a Hy-
tec Group Company, 
has launched its mine 
site-based container-
ised hose workshops 
to provide a compre-
hensive onsite hose 
and fittings service to 
its mining customers 
across Africa. Set up in 
refurbished and brand-
ed shipping containers 
varying in size from 20 
to 40 feet, the work-
shops not only provide 
hose and fittings ser-
vices, but also enable 
Hytec to supply its en-
tire range of hydraulic 
services on a mine site 
– effectively function-
ing as an onsite mobile 
branch.

This new mine 
site services concept 
is unique to Hytec 
through the Bosch 
Rexroth expansion 
drive into Africa. This 
gives Hytec a distinct 
advantage over other 
companies, which gen-
erally only offer hose 
and fitting services. 
In order to provide an 
onsite end-to-end hy-
draulic offering, the 
workshop services in-
clude Hytec’s hydrau-
lic cylinder service ex-
change programme, as 
well as supplying new 
or providing services 
for pumps, filtration 
systems, drives, valves, 
piston motors and hy-
draulic maintenance 
tools. Additionally, as 
a value-added benefit, 
Hytec is able to con-
trol and stock other hy-
draulic components on 
request. 

Workshop design

Depending on the 
requirements of the 

mine and the urgency 
in providing servic-
es, Hytec can provide 
a start-up workshop 
with stock in very short 
turnaround times to 
ensure that hose re-
placement services 
begin the moment the 
workshop and stock ar-
rives on the mine site. 
All workshops come 
standard with double 
side doors, 220 and 
380 volt plugs with the 
plug design matching 
the destination coun-
try requirements; all 
electrics; strip lighting; 
air conditioner; extrac-
tor fans; and shelving 

to accommodate ap-
proximately 800 small 
stock bins and start-up 
hose stock. Start-up 
workshops are manu-
factured and readily 
available fully fitted in 
Johannesburg to en-
sure speedy mobilisa-
tion and delivery times. 

“The workshop con-
figuration depends on 
the mine’s require-
ments, explains Char-
lie Harrison, Africa 
Mining Services and 
Operations Manager, 
HSA. “Mines that re-
quire services beyond 
hydraulic hose and 
fittings may need ad-

ditional containers to 
accommodate filter, 
pump or cylinder stock. 
It may also be appro-
priate to add an office 
using a 20 foot contain-
er. Each container, and 
the configuration in 
setting up two or more 
containers, are cus-
tom-designed to each 
mine’s requirements.” 

Hytec has already 
submitted a container-
ised workshop tender 
to a mining house in 
the DRC, with ten-
ders for the same un-
derway with mining 
houses in Zimbabwe, 
Zambia and Ghana. 
“Through the Bosch 
Rexroth Africa expan-
sion initiative, full Hy-
tec branch operations 
have been opened in 
East Africa Kenya, 
West Africa Ghana 
and we are working 
with Bosch Rexroth 
Morocco, which also 
covers Tunisia, Algeria 
and Egypt. This new 
mine site services con-
cept will be developed 
in conjunction with all 
the Hytec operations 
in Africa,” concludes 
Harrison.

Containerised workshop facilitates 
on site-hydraulic services 

The bolt-on canopy is used to accommodate the hose cut-off machine, which is 
normally situated outside the container in order to adhere to most mines’ health 

and safety regulations.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO CAPE BUSINESS NEWS
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Diesel Electric Services is a turnkey power solution 
provider and can add value by keeping all your 
electrical power infrastructure requirements under 
one umbrella.
This includes: 
• Design • Manufacture and supply • Mechanical / Electrical Installations
• Commissioning • Maintenance / Servicing • Relocation
• Remote Monitoring • Training • Repairs / Modification / Refurbishment

Product range:
• Generators (Diesel/Gas)
• UPS’s (Static / Rotary)
• Power Factor Correction
• Voltage Stabilisers
• MV and LV Cabling and Reticulation
• Data Centre and Server Room Monitoring
• Manufacturing of MV and LV Switchboards
• Real time Diesel Fuel management / Monitoring
• Transformers
• Trailer Generator Sets –Trailers (<10t)

• Bulk Fuel Tanks
• Hybrid Solutions
• Harmonic Filters
• Oil / Water Separation
• Motor Control Centres
• Photovoltaic Solutions
• Fuel Cleaning and Conditioning
• Fire pump sets / Dewatering pump sets
• Resistive dummy loads 10kW to 1200kW

For additional information contact:
Tel: 086 110 6633 | sales@dieselelectricservices.co.za | www. dieselelectricservices.co.za
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PASSIONATE ABOUT UV 
As industry specialists UV Water Systems is committed to quality ultraviolet disinfection, 
oxidation and dechlorination technology coupled with unsurpassed after-sales support. 
¨ Exclusive supplier of atg UV Technology in Sub-Saharan Africa 
¨ 28 Years of business in 24 different countries 
¨ Medium pressure and Amalgam low pressure UV lamp technology 
¨ From site assessment to full installa�on, commissioning and integra�on 
¨ Full a�er-sales support and services 
¨ Industrial/process water as well as liquid sugar and other low transmi�ance liquids 
¨ Drinking water and waste water 

UV Water Systems (Pty) Ltd 
sales@uvwater.co.za 
+27 12 346 4269 
+27 21 421 9670 

SINCE its inception 
in 1991, UV Water 
Systems has become 
a leading supplier of 
ultraviolet treatment 
equipment. UV Water 
Systems is a specialist 
UV supplier and mar-
ket leader on the Af-
rican continent, with 
systems operating in 
24 different countries. 
The company is the 
exclusive supplier of 
atg UV Technology in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Key market areas of 
UV Water Systems are 
process and industrial 
applications. However 
in the past few years, 
UV Water Systems has 
seen growing interest 
in the municipal sector. 
While UV technology 
will probably still only 
be used selectively in 
the African municipal 
arena, the company 
believes that there will 
be a growing interest 
in the use of UV tech-
nology for treatment 
of municipal drinking 
and waste water. 

UV disinfection is 
being widely imple-
mented in the munic-
ipal markets in North 
America, the UK and 
Europe. For drinking 
water UV is being used 
for primary disinfec-
tion and as a secondary 
barrier disinfection – 
installed post chlorin-

ation – to specifically 
target chlorine resist-
ant micro-organisms 
such as Cryptosporidi-
um and Giardia. With 
independent 3rd party 
validation to the US 
EPA UVDGM, atg 
UV Technology’s UV 
systems will meet the 
strict requirements of 
regulators around the 
world.

UV disinfection is 
increasingly becoming 

a standard final treat-
ment stage in waste 
water treatment plants 
worldwide. UV Wa-
ter Systems can offer 
atg UV Systems with 
closed vessel design 
that offer solutions us-
ing fewer UV lamps 
and having smaller 
footprints. UV tech-
nology is widely fa-
voured due to its envi-
ronmentally friendly, 
chemical free ability to 

provide high log reduc-
tions of micro-organ-
isms including Faecal 
coliforms and E. coli.

Due to water scarci-
ty in some parts of the 
world and due to water 
losses that occur when 
discharging into the 
environment, re-using 
final effluent waste 
water for applications 
such as irrigation of 
crops, process water 
and more recently 
potable water, is now 
becoming a necessi-
ty for water-stressed 
locations. Using the 
independent testing 
and performance vali-
dation protocols of the 
NWRI, waste water 
can now follow the re-
quirements of modern 
drinking water plants 
with assured disinfec-
tion performance. 

UV Water Systems 
employs a team of 
dedicated profession-
als and offers full ser-
vices throughout its 
market area. These 
services include site 
investigations, detailed 
system proposals, sys-
tem supply and where 
required, installation, 
commissioning and in-
tegration services. 

For more informa-
tion please contact 
us on sales@uvwater.
co.za or 012-3464269 
and 021-4219670.

KSB Pumps and Valves 
has become the first 
OEM pump manufac-
turer to obtain Level 1 
B-BBEE certification. 
This follows the pur-
chase of a 30% equity 
stake in the company by 
the black female-owned 
Insikazi Synergies 
(RF) (Pty) Ltd, a com-
pany with four business 
women shareholders 
including Nonhlanhla 
Ngwenya, Matshepiso 
Finca, who have joined 
the board to play an ac-
tive role in steering the 
company in future. 

Managing Direc-
tor of KSB Pumps 
and Valves, Dr Sven 
Baumgarten, says, the 
deal is a first for the 

multi-national KSB 
Group, a German 
company which oper-
ates through subsidiar-
ies around the globe. 

“Achieving Level 1 
B-BBEE Status has 
marked a significant 
milestone for us and 
is evidence of our phi-
losophy of operating 
globally and thinking 

locally. For us, trans-
formation is not only a 
strategic imperative for 
operating in this mar-
ket, but something we 
embrace as a company 
that will soon celebrate 
60 years of operating 
in South Africa. We 
are proud to be the 
first pump and valve 
Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) 
to achieve Level 1 B-
BBEE status.

“Our heritage in 
South Africa started 
in the 1920’s and since 
then has continued 
with manufacturing 
of high-quality prod-
ucts from our modern 
manufacturing, sales 
and serving facilities 

across the country.  
Our evolving growth 
story locally is interwo-
ven within the fabric of 
South African life and 
we are fully committed 
to transformation for 
the betterment of all.

“Over the years KSB 
Pumps and Valves in 
South Africa has grown 
to employ over 500 
staff and a turnover of 
nearly one billion rand. 
We are poised for fur-
ther growth in South 
Africa and in Sub-Sa-
haran Africa and look 
forward to continuing 
our long and fruitful 
partnership with local 
business and Govern-
ment,” Dr Baumgarten 
concluded.

UV Water Systems targets 
municipal markets

Municipal atg UV system in South Africa.

Pump manufacturer now 
level 1 B-BBEE 

“...KSB... has 
grown to employ 

over 500 staff 
and a turnover of 
nearly one billion 

rand.”

IN the context of a part-
nership toward building 
a more resilient Cape 
Town, 100 Resilient Cit-
ies – Pioneered by The 
Rockefeller Founda-
tion (100RC) recently 
hosted a Collaboration 
Workshop (CoLab) on 
Building a Water Re-
silient City. The CoLab 
was attended by inter-
national partners and 
experts, representatives 
from city governments, 
and other member cit-
ies from the 100RC 
global network, will 
take a cross-sectoral 
approach to building 
and identifying innova-
tive and collaborative 
solutions and practices 
needed to bridge gaps 
endemic to highly com-
plex, systemic urban is-
sues. 

This is the first Co-
Lab to be run in Africa, 
building off of previous 
workshops on econom-
ic development, school 
infrastructure, and 
public transportation 
held over the past year 
in cities across Europe, 
South America, and 
North America. 

The multi-year 
drought shock that 
Cape Town is currently 
experiencing is an op-
portunity to think more 
comprehensively about 
water system resilience 
and to catalyse change 
through introducing 
alternative, resilient 
pathways guided by sus-
tainability. The CoLab 
drives innovation and 
identify solutions to-
ward fortifying the re-
silience of Cape Town’s 
water system and the 
city’s wider resilience 
for years to come.

“Cape Town has 
shown certain charac-

teristics of resilience 
during the drought, but 
much more needs to 
be done before we can 
truly regard Cape Town 
as a water resilient city. 
What the City of Cape 
Town and its people 
have achieved during 
the drought is remark-
able, but we must en-
sure that the lessons 
we learnt during the 
drought are retained, 
and make us better pre-
pared for future shock 
events,” said Council-
lor Xanthea Limberg, 
Mayoral Committee 
Member for Informal 
Settlements, Water and 
Waste Services.

“Cape Town is not 
alone: water-related 
hazards like floods, 
droughts, pollution, 
and related issues are 
increasing in frequency 
and intensity, impact-
ing more than 80% of 
100RC member cities 
worldwide,” said Liz 
Agbor-Tabi, Associate 
Director for City Re-
silience Delivery at 100 
Resilient Cities. “The 
CoLab is a unique op-
portunity to explore 
how water ties into 
Cape Town’s larger so-
cial, economic, and po-
litical ecosystem – with 
the aim of fostering a 
stronger, more resilient 
city.”

Partners at the Cape 
Town CoLab includ-
ed: Arup, Deltares, 
Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale 
Z u s a m m e n a r b e i t 
(GIZ) GmbH, The Na-
ture Conservancy, 
Swiss Re, Veolia, and 
WWF South Africa, 
with additional col-
laboration from the SA 
SDI Alliance and The 
Resilience Shift. Also 

attending the event to 
contribute their cities’ 
experience were repre-
sentatives from fellow 
100RC members Los 
Angeles, Mexico City, 
and Addis Ababa.

The City of Cape 
Town is currently in 
the process of devel-
oping its first Resil-
ience Strategy with 
support from 100 
Resilient Cities. The 
City has launched its 
Preliminary Resil-
ience Assessment, a 
robust analysis of Cape 
Town’s resilience op-
portunities and chal-
lenges. Findings reveal 
drought, rainfall flood-
ing, unemployment, 
and substance abuse 
as top concerns among 
more than 150 themat-
ic specialists consulted 
and over 11 000 resi-
dents surveyed in the 
months-long assess-
ment process. Chal-
lenges incorporate 
one-time shock events 
as well as stresses that 
weaken the urban fab-
ric on a day to day or 
cyclical basis.

“Water management 
is a crucial component 
of Cape Town’s resil-
ience-building process, 
but it cannot be ad-
dressed in a silo,” said 
Gareth Morgan, Direc-
tor of Resilience in the 
City of Cape Town’s 
Corporate Services Di-
rectorate. “Our city’s 
vulnerability to climate 
shocks has distinct im-
plications for a growing 
population shouldering 
high rates of unemploy-
ment, poverty, and a 
lack of affordable hous-
ing. Although daunt-
ing, these challenges 
are also our greatest 
opportunities.”

Colab aids water 
resilience 
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A recent presenta-
tion staged by Mas-
kam Water – exclusive 
distributors and local 
manufacturers of the 
revolutionary Clarus 
Fusion Sewage Treat-
ment system – cel-
ebrated the company’s 
largest single unit sup-
plied to the local mar-
ket – a 15 000l/day unit 
that will serve a com-
munity of up to 100 
people. 

The decentralised 
Clarus Fusion Sew-
age Treatment System 
which features 50%+ 
local manufacture is 
the result of a joint ven-
ture between Maskam 
Water and licence hold-
ers, the Zoeller Pump 
Company of the USA. 

Maskam’s founder 
and CEO, Gerhard 
Cronje, outlined the 
advantages of decen-
tralised wastewater 
systems and the differ-
ences compared with 
large conventional sys-
tems.

“The Clarus Fusion 
system is a grass roots 
product that is modu-
lar, easily expandable, 
simple to install and 
maintain, has very low 
energy requirements, 
can operate on solar 
power and recycles 
treated wastewater on 
site at less than R2.00/
kl.  Treated sewage can 
be re-used on site for 
non-potable applica-
tions. 

“This radical but en-
tirely appropriate solu-
tion addresses our and 
developing countries 
sanitation needs in 
formal, informal and 
remote rural areas”  
he said.

Local manufacture 
creates jobs – expands 

product capabilities

“The internal parts 
of the Fusion are im-
ported in kit form from 
the USA” explained 
Cronje.  “Shells are 
locally manufactured 
as are the electrical 
panels and piping used 
in the system leading 
to a local content of 
+50%”. 

Local manufacture 
substantially lowers 
the price compared to 
fully imported units, 
reflected in the num-
ber of units sold grow-
ing exponentially; sales 
of units in the first 
eight months of 2018 
have already exceed-
ing the total number of 
units sold in 2017.

The growth in sales 
has resulted in the cre-
ation of a number of 
permanent jobs in the 
manufacturing, sales, 
installation and servic-
ing of these units.

“By adding acces-
sories to the basic con-
cept we cater for our 
local conditions while 
extending the prod-
uct’s capabilities and 
applications, thus of-
fering a turn-key solu-
tion to our customers” 
he said. 

Besides addressing 
the pressing issues of 
dignified sanitation to 
millions of people and 
saving billions of litres 
of water, the Fusion 
technology addresses 
two of the biggest 
problems with conven-
tional and packaged 
plants - lack of mainte-
nance and space.

The Fusion system 

only requires sludge 
removal once every 
four to six years, and 
1 hour of routine 
maintenance every six 
months, accomplished 
using semi-skilled 
labour. The low en-
ergy requirements 
of the system – typi-
cally between 60W for 
the smallest unit and 
340W for the largest, 
can be supplied by so-
lar PV.

On-site treatment 
and re-use of waste can 
eliminate the need to 
expand existing waste 
water treatment plants 
and given that the Fu-
sion is installed under-
ground, it can be easily 
incorporated in public 
open spaces, installed 
under walkways, etc.  

The company have 
sold more than 230 
Fusion units across 
sub Saharan Africa, 
the UAE and Mauri-
tius since acquiring 
the distribution rights 
from Zoeller in 2010. 
More than 20 units 
have been supplied to 
customers in the Fran-
schhoek valley, (where 
the first plant was in-
stalled in 2010).

As the system is 
modular, capacity in-
creases can be accom-
modated by simply 
adding another unit, 
unlike conventional 
treatment plants which 
have to be constructed 
– at great cost – to ca-
ter for planned expan-
sion at the initial stage, 
Fusion units can sim-
ply be added to accom-
modate demand as and 
when needed.

Although Zoeller’s 
products are sold in 

over 50 countries, 
Maskam is the only 
company outside of 
Zoeller’s home base in 
the USA, to be trusted 
to manufacture the 
company’s products lo-
cally.

“On-site treatment 
and re-use is one of the 
most sustainable, if not 
THE most sustainable, 
way of saving water. 

“The Clarus Fusion 
enables every person, 
every community and 
every business to treat 
waste water for re-use 
on-site. 

That can save bil-
lions of litres of water 
per year.  The same 
applies in the agricul-
tural industry, where 
treated waste water 
can be used to top-up 
irrigation dams.

“Dignified, conven-
tional sanitation can 
be offered to citizens 
in informal settle-

ments and low-cost 
housing as treated ef-
fluent can be used for 
toilet flushing without 
any need for costly in-
frastructure. 

Furthermore, sur-
plus treated effluent 
can be used for irri-
gation purposes” he  
advised. 

Financing

Nedbank has agreed to 
financing the purchase 
of the Clarus Fusion 
WWTP to businesses 
on condition that the 
treated water be re-
used, thus saving po-
table water. 

Saving on the wa-
ter bill will cover the 
monthly instalment, 
which means the cus-
tomer is cashflow neu-
tral. Once the system 
is paid for, the custom-
er becomes cashflow 
positive.

15 Ml/day decentralised wastewater system unveiled

Dignitaries pose in front of the largest Clarus 
Fusion unit yet manufactured in RSA.  

From l to r: Jane Reddick – Green Cape, Gerhard 
Cronje – CEO Maskam Water, Western Cape 

Premier Helen Zille, Virginia Blazer, USA Consul 
General and Jason Meyer, International Sales 

Manager, Zoeller Pump Company.

THE construction and 
plumbing sectors, togeth-
er with authorities over-
seeing the installation of 
key infrastructure for the 
efficient and safe delivery 
of fresh drinking water 
and gas products, should 
never compromise on 
the quality of pipes and 
related materials. Yet, 
various studies have 
shown that around half 
of the plumbing materi-
als used in South Afri-
ca are sub-substandard 
resulting in wastage of 
precious fresh water and 
compromising the safety 
of consumers. 

This warning was 
delivered by Charles Je-
rome, managing director 
of Rifeng Southern Afri-
ca, a specialist importer 
of plumbing pipes and 
fittings for distribution 
to wholesale, retail and 
export markets within 
South Africa, Angola, 
Namibia, Botswana, 
Zambia, Malawi, Zim-
babwe, Mozambique and 
Tanzania. 

With a head office in 
Durban, the company 
supplies easy-to-install, 
high quality PEX prod-
ucts and multi-layer com-
posite pipe systems. 

Charles Jerome 
pointed out that recent 
droughts around the 
country, failures in ser-
vice delivery due to the 
use of sub-standard ma-
terials and pipe thefts 
continued to emphasise 
the challenges faced by 
those delivering potable 
drinking water and gas. 

A major concern was 
the proliferation of poor 
quality pipes and com-
ponents that were often 
used to cut costs and re-
sulted in leaks and sub-
stantial water losses in 
buildings. 

“Our products are 
made by the largest man-
ufacturer of PEX in the 
world in five large pro-
duction sites in China. 
They are backed by one 
of the largest global sales 
and support networks. 
We are committed to 
holding large stocks with-
in our local warehouses 
in Durban, Johannes-
burg and Cape Town. 
We provide turnaround 
and delivery within 48 
hours which means there 
is no need to compro-
mise on the quality of 
materials due to a lack of 
availability,” he adds. 

Rifeng covers 80 coun-
tries. The five production 
facilities in China cover 
over 130 hectares and are 
home to 180 automatic 
piping production lines 
with a capacity of 2.3 bil-
lion meters of pipe per 
year. Products not only 
comply with South Afri-
can legislation which stip-
ulates that all plumbing 
and gas pipe components 
meet the specifications 
of the South African Na-
tional Standards Bureau 
(SABS), but also adhere 
to global standards with 
over 50 certifications by 
international institutes 

including Germany’s 
DVGW. Products com-
ply with a host of glob-
al standards, including 
AENOR, NSF, KIWA, 
STF, WRAS, Afrox and 
USA and Australian 
standards. Charles Je-
rome, says that Rifeng 
covers 80 countries and 
has invested extensively 
in research and devel-
opment. Believing that 
innovation translates into 
productivity, it has set up 
two global research in-
stitutes, registered more 
than 560 patents and won 
20 technology awards. 

As a result, he says 
that Rifeng pipes offer 
excellent long-term rup-
ture strength and are 
safe for daily use. They 
have a life span of 50 to 
80 years with no corro-
sion and a guaranteed 
working life of 20 years. 
The company offers a 10-
year system warranty 
on most systems and a 
lifetime guarantee on 
certain systems. “Our 
product is also half the 
price of copper with the 
same thermal expan-
sion and NO theft value. 
Each joint is 100% guar-
anteed leak free. Pipes 
are easy to bend with no 
sleeving, soldering or flux 
required. Crimp fittings 
are made out of DZR 
brass and are high pres-
sure and corrosion resist-
ant. Crimp fittings can be 
recycled,” he points out. 
He says that all products 
are backed by expert 
training and installation 
assistance. “We believe 
all plumbers and install-
ers should be recognized 
for their craft and sup-
ported.”

Quality is no 
pipe dream

Pumps with no seals or valves to wear, clog 
or leak, up to 100 cubic metre/hr to 16 bar

Minimal maintenance - just change the hose

New Endurance hose - doubles hose life

Suction lift capability to 9.5 metres, 
self-priming and dry running

Ideal for abrasive products, high
viscosities and shear sensitive fluids

wmftg.com/za-en
+27 11 796 2960

HEAVY
DUTY PUMPS
FOR ABRASIVE SLURRIES

http://www.wmftg.com/za-en
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FH Series

Superior image sensing 
speed and precision 

• High-precision object detection
• Ultra-high-speed searching
•  Flexible functionalities to provide high compatibility 

with manufacturing machines

Would you like to know more?  
  +27 (0)11 579 2600
  info.sa@eu.omron.com

industrial.omron.co.za
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ROCLA is South Africa’s leading manufacturer of  
pre-cast concrete products. Surpassing 100 years of 
product excellence, including pipes, culverts, manholes, 
poles, retaining walls, roadside furniture, sanitation and 
other related products within infrastructure development 
and related industries.

A strong 
foundation for 
infrastructure success

Visit us on www.rocla.co.za 
for our nationwide branches

EFFECTIVE storm-
water management 
can prevent pollution, 
flooding, erosion and 
damage to the environ-
ment and infrastruc-
ture.  Therefore, it 
makes financial sense 
for local municipalities 
to invest in products 
and technologies to 
ensure that the quality 
of infrastructure, be it 
stability and sustain-
ability of both the built 
and natural environ-
ments is not compro-
mised. 

Storms and the re-
sulting flood water can 
carry toxic particles 
such as oil, pesticides, 
pet waste, fertilizer and 
other such potentially 
threatening pollut-
ants into local rivers, 
dams and municipal 
water services creat-
ing a breeding ground 
for diseases that could 
seriously affect the 
health of humans and 
livestock. 

Rocla has been con-
tracted for the supply 

of pre-cast concrete 
stormwater pipes to 
numerous projects over 
the 100 years they have 
been in operation. Proj-
ects from Mozambique 
to Cape Town have uti-
lised technical support 
and product quality 
that is associated with 
the Rocla range. 

Rocla’s Stormwater 
pipes with both in-
terlocking and spigot 
and socket joints are 
available in a range of 
strength ratings.  The 
spigot and socket joints 

utilise the rolling rub-
ber ring principal 
where no installation 
lubricant is required. 
All pipes conform to 
the SANS 677 stan-
dard. 

After consultations 
with Rocla’s technical 
team, interlocking joint 
pipes were selected 
for installation at the 
Great North Plaza in 
Limpopo, whilst the 
Borwa project in We-
stonaria selected Ro-
cla spigot and socket 
joint storm water pipes. 

Technical support from 
Rocla ensures that cor-
rect product and tech-
nology is selected with 
consideration for the 
financial constraints of 
each project. 

Rocla’s entire prod-
uct offering is manu-
factured to the ISO 
9001:2008 standard at 
various plants through-
out South Africa, Na-
mibia and Botswana. 

Rocla is part of the 
IS Group of companies 
which includes Techni-
crete and Ocon Brick.

Effective stormwater 
management is crucial

SAND slurry can be one 
of the most challenging 
pumping applications as 
the material being trans-
ferred is thick, abrasive 
and contains coarse par-
ticles that often form an 
unstable mixture. 

Colin Adams, manag-
ing director of Integrat-
ed Pump Technology, 
says that sand slurries 
also often contain cor-
rosive elements and 
sharp particles including 
stones which could result 
in excessively high wear 
with a dramatic reduc-
tion in pump life. 

“Pumping sand slurry 
can be tough on pumps 
and it is critical that the 
correct pump be se-
lected for this demand-
ing application,” Adams 
says. “Attention needs 
to be paid to the flow 
requirements and power 
calculations when deter-
mining which pump is 
most suited to an indi-
vidual application. Most 
importantly, these sorts 
of pumping tasks require 
more power to operate 
than that required by a 
clean water pump.” 

Integrated Pump 
Technology has report-
ed continued success 
with its Grindex Bravo 
pumps replacing verti-
cal spindle pumps in 

these applications. 
Apart from the obvi-

ous advantage that a 
submersible pump offers 
over a vertical spindle 
pump such as its ease of 
installation, the innova-
tive design of the Grin-
dex Bravo range ensures 
minimal contact with the 
actual sand slurry being 
pumped. 

Adams says that 
these pumps have been 
engineered to deal spe-
cifically with complex 
slurries, and have an in-
tegrated agitator system 
that allows the slurry to 
be placed into suspen-
sion for easier pumping. 

“The majority of 
pumps do not have this 
feature and agitation 
therefore needs to come 
from an outside source 
increasing the cost of 
the installation as well 
as the maintenance re-
quired in that applica-
tion,” he says. 

Commenting on po-
tential increased wear 
in these applications, 
Adams says that the hy-
draulic components are 
made from N-Hard 4, 
one of the hardest ma-
terials available today. 
This ensures optimum 
wear life. 

The Grindex Bravo 
pumps are engineered 

to operate over the 
complete pump curve, 
not just on specific duty 
and can handle from 30 
litres per second up to 
130 litres per second at a 
maximum head of 45 m. 
The slim compact design 
facilitates quick and easy 
installation, while low 
noise level operation is 
another advantage.

Lower operating costs 
are also possible. These 
high efficiency pumps 
are known for reduced 
electrical consumption 
and as well as lower 
maintenance costs. An 
integrated pump starter 
protects the unit from 
dry run conditions and 
also allows optimum 
control of the pumping 
operation. 

In addition, the unique 
Grindex “SMART” mo-
tor protection feature 
prevents pumps from sin-
gle phasing, overheating 
and backward rotation. 

The pumps incorpo-
rate an innovative hy-
draulics section with a 
closed impeller that re-
duces the performance 
drop sometimes caused 
by long term wear. The 
impeller is easily ad-
justed and this ensures 
stable dewatering dur-
ing the whole life of the 
pump. 

Moving sand slurry 
with ease

http://www.industrial.omron.co.za
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THE South African 
Department of Science 
and Technology (DST) 
has established a biore-
finery research consor-
tium (BRC) to create 
new value chains from 
waste biomass.

The consortium is a 
partnership between 
the Council for Sci-
entific and Industrial 
Research (CSIR), the 
Tshwane University of 
Technology, the Uni-
versity of the Witwa-
tersrand, and Sekolong 
Sa Dimelana, a rural-
based bioenterprise.

The objective is to 
identify opportunities 
for the beneficiation 
of waste by-products 
from forestry, timber, 
pulp and paper indus-
tries, such as sawdust, 
finding alternative and 
innovative uses for the 
waste and diverting it 
from landfills, the DST 
explained in a state-
ment.

The BRC will use 
the recently launched 
R37.5 million Biorefin-
ery Industry Develop-
ment Facility (BIDF) 
at the CSIR’s Durban 
campus.  

According to the 
DST, in its initial phase 
(2018 to 2021), the con-
sortium will focus on 
the revitalisation of the 
forestry, timber, pulp 
and paper industries. 
The BIDF supports in-
novation in a range of 
industries, including 
forestry, agro-process-
ing and other biomass-
based industries.

Currently, biore-
finery technology in 
South Africa’s pulp 
and paper industry is 
practised on a very lim-
ited scale.  Most wood, 
pulp and paper waste 
ends up in landfill sites 
or is burnt, stockpiled 
or even pumped out to 
sea, the DST explained 
in a statement.

The Chief Director: 
Bioinnovation at the 
DST, Ben Durham, 
says the consortium 
was conceptualised 
with a strong emphasis 
on the full value chain 
approach, coordination 
and technology trans-
fer, by providing broad 
access to technical ex-
pertise and the biore-
finery demonstration 
infrastructure that the 
BIDF provides.

Cellulose nanocrystals

The BIDF has devel-
oped a novel process 
to produce cellulose 
nanocrystals (CNCs) 
directly from wood 
sawdust, without the 
need for the conven-
tional pulping and 
bleaching processes 
that are currently used 
to isolate CNC from 
wood.

Cellulose nanocrys-
tals are nanoparticles 
that have impressive 
optical, rheological and 

mechanical properties 
comparable with stain-
less steel, and have 
widespread applica-
tions in the automotive, 
construction, paper, 
medical, food, environ-
mental and industrial 
sectors, among others.

According to the 
CSIR chief scientist at 

the BRC, Prof. Bruce 
Sithole, CNCs are high-
value materials that 
currently sell for ap-
proximately US$1 000 
per kilogram.  They 
are typically produced 
from high-purity 
wood-derived cellulose 
products such as micro-
crystalline cellulose, so 

producing CNC from 
wood sawdust is an 
achievement.

The CNCs produced 
at the BIDF will be 
used by other con-
sortium members for 
downstream develop-
ment of various CNC-
based products, such 
as high-performance 

composites for pack-
aging and construc-
tion applications, bio-
polymers for water 
filtration and biomedi-
cal applications, as well 
as biobinders produced 
from sawdust and cas-
tor oil.

Reprinted from ESI Africa

SA consortium to create value 
chains from biomass

http://www.investec.com/projectfinance
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CAPE Mimics has re-
leased ENERTEQ™ 
by Meatrol® a cost 
effective handheld 
3-phase power logging 
meter ideal for power 
efficiency surveys to 
solar or other alterna-
tive power installa-
tions. 

It is supplied as a com-
plete solution for power 
requirements that 
need network analysis.  
The ENERTEQ™ 
power meter character-
istics are the measure-
ments of currents and 
voltages including re-
ports of real-time RMS 
values for all 3-phases 
and neutral. The power 
meter also calculates 
power factor, realpow-
er, reactive power and 
more. It can store be-
tween 1GB to 6GB of 
data on an SD card.

Voltage measure-
ment accuracy is 0.2% 

from 100V to 500V 
and up to 8 variables 
that can be logged with 
a sampling rate of 8k 
samples per second.

A big advantage is 
the use of Rogowski 
coils and their associ-
ated integrators. These 
are simply placed 
around cable cores 
without the need for 
disconnection. Cur-
rent sensors are avail-
able from 100 Amp 
up to 6 000 Amps.  
The recorded data is 
measured and displays 
date & time, voltage 
(V), Frequency (Hz), 
PF (power factor), Ac-
tive Power (W), Re-
active Power (Var), 
Apparent Power (Va), 
Active Energy (Wh), 
Reactive Energy 
(Varh) and apparent 
Energy (Vah).  All 
readings are displayed 
on a 3.5 inch qual-

ity colour TFT screen 
and comply with IEC 
62053.

The kit contains: 
4 x voltage wires, 1 x 

power adaptor, 1 x 1GB 
DS card, a robust case, 
3 x coils, 1 x power me-
ter and 1 x USB-to-SD 
adaptor.

3 phase logging power meter kit

THE global problem 
of climate change pre-
sents countries with 
the opportunity to im-
prove their energy sys-
tems for the benefit of 
society and the planet 
overall. But labour un-
ions, domestically and 
abroad, are worried 
that jobs would be sac-
rificed at the altar of 
environmental sustain-
ability. 

“The importance 
of balancing envi-
ronmental objectives 
on the one hand and 
jobs on the other has 
been woven into the 
preamble of the 2015 
Paris Agreement, 
which South Africa has 
signed,” says Dominic 
Wills, CEO of SOLA 
Future Energy. 

This principle is 
known as the ‘just tran-
sition’. 

“As one of the most 
carbon intensive de-
veloping nations in the 
world, South Africa 
needs considerable in-
vestment in renewable 
energy, such as solar 
and wind, in order to 
meet its international 
commitment of reduc-
ing greenhouse gas 
emissions,” says Wills. 

Locally, the ‘just 
transition’ principle 
forms part of the draft 
Climate Change Bill, 
recently published for 
public comment. The 
Bill supports the gov-
ernment’s internation-
al pledge to reduce 
greenhouse gases. 

In 2016, South Af-
rica committed to 
“a long-term peak, 
plateau and decline 
trajectory” meaning 
carbon dioxide emis-
sions would peak in 
2025 before reaching 
a plateau and then de-

clining. The target also 
specifies an intended 
emission range up to 
the year 2030. 

Wills says a reduc-
tion in greenhouse 
gases is one element 
of a just transition, 
adding that “the re-
newable energy sector 
must create value for 
society, which trans-
lates into accessibility, 
affordability, inclusion 
and job creation.” The 
issue of ownership is 
vital to the discourse, 
so projects that rope in 
small power develop-
ers and communities 
are much-needed, he 
points out. 

Globally, there are 
concerns that the la-
bour intensive mining 
industry will be forced 
to shed jobs in the tran-
sition to a low carbon 
economy. However, 
a World Bank study 
predicts a rise in de-
mand for minerals and 
metals needed to pro-
duce solar panels and 
wind turbines, should 
the international com-
munity stay on track to 
meet its climate change 
objectives. 

In South Africa, the 
department of Trade 
and Industry (DTI) 
has emphasised the im-
portance of the man-
ufacturing sector for 
job creation. However, 
in typically energy-in-
tensive processes such 
as textile creation, 
automotive manufac-
turing and agro pro-
cessing, cheap energy 
is required in order to 
make these industries 
profitable. 

“As the levelised cost 
of solar energy is much 
cheaper than coal, it 
has the potential to 
bolster the manufac-
turing sector, creating 
more jobs in the pro-
cess”, Wills added. 

The South African 
government’s Renewa-
ble Energy Independ-
ent Power Producer 
Procurement (REIP-
PP) programme is in 
line with the country’s 
commitments to the 
Paris Agreement. 

“But, for these pro-
jects to truly create 
socio-economic value, 
they must empower 
home-grown develop-
ers and construction 

companies,” Wills ex-
plains. 

He says the suc-
cessful implementa-
tion of the Small IPP 
(SPP) programme, 
aimed at smaller scale 
projects with a focus 
on SMMEs, high black 
ownership and local 
supply chains is exact-
ly what the renewable 
sector needs. 

Independent Pow-
er Producers (IPPs) 
have reportedly cre-
ated 35 702 full-time 
equivalent jobs and 
have spent R766 mil-
lion on education, 
health, social welfare 
and enterprise devel-
opment, according to 
figures provided by the 
ministry. 

“Looking ahead, 
the potential exists for 
even greater localised 
ownership of projects 
similar to the Danish 
model of energy cooper-
atives where citizens are 
shareholders,” he says. 

“With good policies 
and political will, South 
Africa can work to-
wards a fair and inclu-
sive transition,” Wills 
concludes.

‘Solar - a “just energy 
transition”’

NATURAL gas caters 
for approximately one-
fifth of the world’s total 
energy requirements. 
Food and beverage, pulp 
and paper, metals, chem-
icals, petroleum refining, 
glass, plastics and power 
generation industries ac-
count for nearly 40% of 
total consumption. 

The recent discov-
eries of natural gas in 
Southern Africa, which 
includes trillions of cubic 
metres discovered in the 
Rovuma Basin off the 
Mozambique coast, have 
marked one of the most 
active periods for numer-
ous energy reliant indus-
tries. The newly available 
gas is expected to spark 
an increase in Natural 
Gas usage, marking a 
new dawn for the South-
ern African energy land-
scape. 

An opportunity for many 

The increase in the avail-
ability of Natural Gas 
presents an opportunity 
for many industries to 
significantly increase 
profitability while reduc-
ing energy costs. In its ef-
fectiveness, Natural Gas 
provides a consistently 
high energy heat of +/- 
39.22 MJ (10.89 kWh) 
per m3, this is an econom-
ically friendlier option 
than most fossil based 
fuels. Natural Gas burns 
cleaner than most fossil 

fuels reducing stench; it 
improves equipment and 
plant performance and 
reduces maintenance by 
minimising the build-up 
of carbon residues within 
components, which re-
duces down time.

On par with 
government’s green 

initiatives

Johannesburg, South 
Africa, is one of the first 
areas to benefit from the 
newly accessible Natu-
ral Gas network. This 
is being made possible 
through the development 
of a rapidly expanding 
gas distribution network 
by Virtual Gas Net-
work a division of CNG 
Holdings. This is a road 
distribution method on 
a commercial-scale sup-
pling natural gas in South 
Africa. The network is 
available to businesses 
anywhere within a 300-
km radius of Johannes-
burg and will soon be 
launched in KZN.

Natural Gas is also an 
environmentally friend-
lier energy alternative, 
it emits lower levels of 
harmful emissions such 
as carbon monoxide, car-
bon dioxide, and nitrous 
oxides. It produces fewer 
greenhouse gases when 
compared to other fossil 
fuels. Due to that reason, 
the Virtual Gas Network 
(VGN) was enlisted to 

convert the coal-burn-
ing boiler systems of 10 
state-owned hospitals 
to cleaner natural gas. 
This move is part of the 
government’s Green Ini-
tiative which encourages 
healthier energy alterna-
tives. 

Recognising the im-
portance of reducing car-
bon emissions and fore-
seeing the benefits that a 
low carbon economy can 
bring, the South African 
government has commit-
ted to greenhouse gas 
emissions reductions of 
34% by 2020 and 42% 
by 2025 through the in-
troduction of the Carbon 
Tax Bill. 

Natural gas will play 
a critical role in assisting 
companies to adequately 
revise their energy mod-
els in light of this Bill. 
Natural gas, which emits 
up to 27% less CO2 and 
other GHG’s than oth-
er fossil fuels, will play a 
critical role in allowing 
companies to maintain 
their production targets 
under a cleaner, health-
ier and effective energy 
dispensation. VGN has 
already converted can-
neries, hospitals, manu-
facturing and assembly 
plants across a range 
of industries, as well as 
taxi’s, petrol and diesel 
fleets and warehouse 
forklifts in various stor-
age and logistical appli-
cations to Natural Gas.

The uprising – it’s a gas

http://www.instrotech.co.za
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DAILY TASK OPTIMISATION

DYNAMIC INTELLIGENCE

SAVE COST

DRIVER & DELIVERY NAVIGATION

Always Visible

drive@ctrack.co.za | sales@ctrack.co.za | 0860 333 444 | www.ctrack.co.za

With a host of features, this new solution will optimise the management, 
safety, efficiency and productivity of your mobile workforce and 

vehicles, ensuring increased profitability for your business.

Fast. Efficient. Ctrack DRIVE.

CTRACK’s telematics 
solution has provided 
Time Link Cargo, with 
a full range of services, 
including visibility of 
who and what is being 
transported in their 
trucks at any given 
time. 

The Ctrack solution 
also enhances safety 
for Time Link Cargo’s 
drivers and provides 
additional security for 
the company’s sup-
ply chain operation. 
It consists of an ad-
vanced fleet manage-
ment tracking unit, 
integrated cameras on 
trucks and trailers, an 
in-cab routing device, 
jamming detection 
technology and trailer 
tracking. 

Time Link Cargo’s 
immediate need was 
for complete secu-
rity of their trucks and 
loads, primarily due to 
both the value of cargo 
transported and the 
length of time spent on 
the roads.

Since deployment, 
Ctrack’s camera sur-
veillance solution has 
given the long-haul 
transporter the 24-
hour visibility it was 
looking for via three 
cameras inside each 
truck: one in-cab, one 

forward-facing and the 
other at the rear of the 
vehicles. 

Ctrack’s integrated 
camera solution in-
cludes real-time video 
reporting, snapshot 
and video remote 
search and video 
downloads of incidents 
via Wi-Fi. It makes it 
possible to corroborate 
details of accidents, 
and give trusted ac-
counts, recordings and 

snapshots before, dur-
ing and after incidents.

F u r t h e r m o r e , 
Ctrack’s fleet monitor-
ing software, jamming 
detection devices and 
wireless trailer track-
ing systems have as-
sisted in combating hi-
jacking. This has given 
peace of mind to Time 
Link Cargo drivers, 
especially while mov-
ing through high-risk 
areas. 

Top-end Ctrack solution fitted 
to Time Link Cargo fleet

Kamal Mitoo (Marketing Director) and Kashmir 
Mitoo (Financial Director) of Time Link Cargo.

AN international ex-
pert in railway design 
projects, AECOM’s re-
cent local track record 
includes clinching the 
bid to design, procure, 
and manage the con-
struction and commis-
sioning of the Dunno-
ttar-based Gibela Rail 
Transport Consortium 
train manufacturing 
facility as the main 
Engineering, Procure-
ment and Construction 
Management (EPCM) 
consultant. 

Located near Johan-
nesburg, the 50 000 m2 
manufacturing facility 
was constructed as one 
of its kind in Africa. 
Gibela aims to deliv-
er 580 six-car electric 
train units comprising 
3 480 coaches planned 
to revitalise commuter 
rail transportation in 
South Africa.

“This new manufac-
turing facility is a pos-
itive and proactive in-
itiative to increase the 
volume of rolling stock 
available in South Afri-
ca, and to replace dat-
ed technology. It will 
contribute towards the 
country’s capability to 
create jobs locally and 
reduce imports, with 
obvious exchange rate 
benefits. More impor-
tantly, it helps provide 
the local railway mar-
ket with modern equip-
ment,” Johan Venter, 
AECOM Rail Market 
Sector Director for Af-
rica, comments.

“A lack of skills and 
capacity are probably 
the main factors behind 
the rail industry being 
unable to contribute 
to its potential towards 
the development of 
South Africa, and also 
Africa. Often one of 
the main challenges 
is that decisionmak-
ers are not sufficiently 
knowledgeable about 
the resources and as-
sistance available to 

them from profession-
als and experts,” Ven-
ter highlights. These 
comments are from 
Venter’s perspective 
of his involvement with 
the Gautrain Rapid 
Rail Link, which also 
had a strategic objec-
tive to grow rail tech-
nology development in 
South Africa.

Another critical issue 
is planned maintenance. 
Engineering covers 
everything from iden-
tifying needs and chal-
lenges to identifying 
optional solutions, as-
sessing these solutions, 
selecting the best one, 
and then implementing 
it to be both effective 
and efficient. Once im-
plemented, it is required 
to apply the same skill 
sets towards mainte-
nance, operations, and 
management to ensure 
continued success. Pro-
jects often do not ful-
ly meet their strategic 
goals due to a lack of 
attention to operations 
and maintenance.

This is not as evident 
for railway systems, 
as they have long de-
sign lives and impacts 
are noted much later. 
However, insufficient 
maintenance is be-
coming evident in the 

increased number of 
train derailments, train 
accidents, people being 
killed and/or injured 
and increased train de-
lays and cancellations.

In addition, the 
railway network is 
not being extended to 
reach new develop-
ment areas, while the 
popular and efficient 
high-speed railway 
systems found in most 
developed countries 
are not yet available 
in Africa. “A lack of 
rail engineering ulti-
mately means that the 
quality of life for all is 
not improved to the ex-
tent possible, jobs are 
not created, economic 
growth cannot take 
place or is constrained 
significantly, with the 
effect that our people 
remain poor,” Venter 
elaborates.

It is not all doom and 
gloom, though. Venter 
mentions that recent 
involvement in projects 
in South Africa – for 
example, the Gibela 
railway electrification, 
Majuba Rail, the Tam-
bo Springs terminal, 
and the Gautrain, as 
well as a large num-
ber of opportunities 
in Africa – indicate 
that some important 

decisionmakers realise 
there is, indeed, a light 
at the end of the tunnel 
if railway development 
can be used to promote 
job creation and eco-
nomic development.

“As a country, we 
have to make inroads in 
attracting private-sec-
tor investment in long-
term projects such as 
rail. We should all put 
shoulder to the wheel 
to get the economy to 
grow. Investing in large 
feasible infrastructure 
projects such as new 
railway lines will con-
tribute significantly 
towards job creation 
and economic growth,” 
Venter concludes.

Expertise for the rail industry

Gibela aims to deliver 580 six-car electric train units comprising 3 480 coaches 
planned to revitalise commuter rail transportation.

http://www.realtelematics.com
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SWAT law enforce-
ment flashlight’s strobe 
effect allows security 
and law enforcement 
officers to shine a light 
on criminals or danger-
ous individuals in low 
light or dark condition. 
It is robust enough to 
withstand any amount 
of man-handling.  The 
unit is easy to operate 
with five mode settings 
and deliverse 900 lu-
mens on full power.

The SWAT flashlight 
has rechargeable Lithi-
um-ion batteries with 

an alternative power 
source option which 
makes use of normal 
disposable batteries. 
This means that you 
need never be in the 
dark!   It has a military 
spec casing and a super 
strong aluminium alloy 
body which makes it 
impact resistant when 
dropped from a height 
of 1,5m.

It’s weather resistant 
and the 100 000 hour 
lifetime Cree 10 watt 
LED means that this 
flashlight’s lifespan is 

a lot longer than con-
ventional globes.  The 
SWAT’s built-in energy 
management system 
also gives it longer bat-
tery life.

All round, you’d feel 
pretty secure in buying 
the SWAT flashlight, 
knowing that it’s ef-
fective in compromis-
ing situations, strong 
enough to last the 
night and, importantly, 
it’s good value for mon-
ey as it’s such a quality 
product.

Sparks & Ellis is now 

offering these as part 
of our total security/
law enforcement uni-
forms and combat gear 
offering.  If you would 
like to know more, 
contact  021 404 1240 
or email info@sparks.
co.za

MSA Africa has in-
troduced Bluetooth 
technology into sever-
al product groups in 
its Personal Protec-
tion Equipment (PPE) 
range, such as hearing 
devices. This latest de-
velopment in technolo-
gy enhances health and 
safety even further in 
dangerous working en-
vironments such as un-
derground mining.

Bluetooth is a wire-
less technology stand-
ard for exchanging data 
over short distances, 
using short wavelength 
UHF radio waves in the 
ISM band from 2.4 to 
2.485 GHz, from fixed 
and mobile devices. A 
Bluetooth product con-
tains a small computer 
chip with a Bluetooth 
radio and software.

When two Bluetooth 
devices want to speak 
to each other, they first 
need to be paired up. 
One common applica-
tion is to stream voice 
or music from a phone 
or tablet to a wire-
less audio headset or 
hands-free connection 
in a car. Until now, con-
nected items have been 
part of our daily per-
sonal life. This trend is 
now entering the world 
of PPE. 

There are three dif-
ferent categories of 
hearing protection. 
Passive ear muffs are 
the most commonly 
used, offering mechan-
ical attenuation, and 
containing no elec-
tronics. This solution 
is suitable for applica-
tions where there is no 
need for communica-
tion, or a critical need 
for awareness of the 
surrounding environ-
ment.

Active hearing pro-
tection supports the 
wearer in many situa-
tions such as when they 
need to communicate 
with co-workers, or 
need to hear environ-
mental sounds crucial 
for safety. Here MSÁ s 
CutOff technology al-
lows for awareness of 
surrounding sounds, 
as the sound is repro-
duced inside the ear 
muff with an adjusta-
ble gain.

However, in some 
applications, workers 
need to communicate 
in a very noisy envi-
ronment with the cli-
ent or the back office. 
People working alone 
while operating noisy 
equipment, such as un-
derground minework-
ers, need to remain 

connected in order to 
receive incoming com-
munications from a 
team-mate or foreman.

Connected hear-
ing protection such 
as MSÁ s new left/
RIGHT Wireless 
World (WW) tech-
nology meets this par-
ticular need. With its 
integrated Bluetooth 
function, the hearing 
protection can be con-
nected easily to any 
compatible mobile 
phone or Bluetooth 
radio. Incoming calls 
can be received while 
working in noisy envi-
ronments, and while 
staying protected, with 
a safe sound level in-

side the ear muff. For 
optimal performance, 
highly-efficient micro-
phone filters eliminate 
surrounding noise for 
the caller.

Two product config-
urations are available, 
namely left/RIGHT 
WW with Bluetooth 
and AUX input socket 
and left/RIGHT WW 
Dual with CutOff envi-
ronmental sound func-
tion and a built-in FM 
radio tuner. The left/
RIGHT WW products 
are available as a head-
band version or hel-
met-mounted version, 
with enclosed adapters 
to fit various helmet 
models.

CAPE Mimics now 
offer a solar charged 
wireless alert system 
which is ideal for out-
door perimeter detec-
tion.

Wireless detectors 
connect to a compact 
portable receiver with 
a built-in alarm that 
gives off a warning. 
The user can identify 
a breach in 3 different 
zones by the number of 
different beeps (each 
zone can have 4 detec-
tors linked to it).

There are two ver-
sions:

The first system is 
Mini-kit, with an eco-
nomical initial installa-
tion and includes three 
solar detectors, a re-
ceiver and two remotes 

which are used for ac-
tivation. 

The Mini-kit can 
be used to produce 
an instant alarm sys-
tem and is perfect 
for carports, fences, 
other types of detec-
tions and applications. 
It can also be linked 
to an existing alarm  
if required.

The second system 
is full-featured alarm 
system with both wire-
less and wired detec-
tors, a control box  
and siren. 

These two systems 
are compatible and the 
user can start with a 
mini-kit and later link 
it to a full alarm system 
if they so desire.

The main advantage 

is ease of installation, 
cost saving of wiring, 
portability and flexibil-
ity of the solar detec-

tor. For more informa-
tion call Anje Fouche 
021-551-8185 or email 
anje@mimics.co.za

Solar wireless alert kit

MSA Africa launches latest Bluetooth-
enabled hearing protection

The left/RIGHT WW with Bluetooth and AUX 
input socket helmet-mounted version, with enclosed 

adapters to fit various helmet models.

Lighting up the situation

What are pinch points?

A pinch point or nip 
point is any point at 
which it is possible for a 
person or part of a per-
son’s body to be caught 
between moving parts 
of a machine or between 
the moving and station-
ary parts of a machine 
or between material and 
any part of the machine. 
At least one moving part 
of the machine must have 
a rotary or circular mo-
tion. Typical nip points 
include gears, rollers, belt 
drives, and pulleys. Ma-
chines with pinch points 
include metal-forming 
machines, power presses, 
conveyors, robotic ma-
chines, powered rollers, 
assembling machines, 
plastic molding machin-
ery, printing presses, 
powered benders, press 
brakes, power transmis-
sion equipment, pow-
ered doors, covers, and 
hatches, including such 
generally unrecognized 
hazards like overhead, 
powered garage-type 
sliding doors.

Guards and devices

A guard to isolate the 
worker from the pinch 
point is the most com-
mon form of protection 
in OSHA’s standards.  
OSHA has also recog-
nized that protection 
from pinch point acci-
dents can be provided 
by what it calls devices. 
These items will stop the 
machine if a hand or any 
body part is inadvertently 
placed in the danger area; 
restrain or withdraw the 
operator’s hands from 
the danger area dur-
ing operation; require 
the operator to use both 
hands on machine con-
trols; or provide a barrier 
that is synchronized with 
the operating cycle of the 
machine. Machine stop-
page can be achieved by 

multiple means, includ-
ing photoelectric (opti-
cal) or radio frequency 
(the machine stops when 
its capacitance field is in-
terrupted).

Engineering controls

• Guards. If you 
purchase a machine 
that does not come 
equipped with a 
guard, install one. 
Contact the manufac-
turer of the machine 
to see if appropriate 
guards are available 
for the equipment. 
Guards should always 
be designed and 
installed by techni-
cally competent and 
qualified persons. 
Have the equipment 
manufacturer review 
proposed guard 
designs to ensure 
that the guard will 
adequately protect 
employees and allow 
safe operation of the 
equipment.

• Ways to guard. The 
choice of guards is 
determined by the de-
sign of the machine, 
the manufactured 
material, the work 
being performed, 
and other factors. 
All moving machine 
parts that may cause 
injury must be safe-
guarded.

• Securing 
guards. Workers 
should not be able to 
easily bypass, remove, 
or otherwise tamper 
with the guard.

• Durability. Guards 
must have adequate 
strength to resist 
blows and other oper-
ational stresses.

Work practice controls

• Training. Workers 
should understand 
the purpose and 
function of all con-

trols on the machine, 
should know how to 
stop the equipment 
in an emergency, 
should be trained on 
the safety proce-
dures for special 
setups, should know 
the circumstances 
under which the 
guard should be 
removed (usually just 
for maintenance), 
and what to do if the 
guard is damaged 
or not functioning 
properly. Employees 
should be able to 
demonstrate their 
ability to run the 
machine with all 
safety precautions 
and mechanisms in 
place.

• Inspection. Inspec-
tions should ensure 
that the operator 
and the machine 
are equipped with 
the safety accesso-
ries suitable for the 
hazards of the job, 
the machine and 
safety equipment are 
in proper working 
condition, and the 
machine operator 
is properly trained. 
Inspections should 
be documented and 
records maintained.

• Use the guards. A 
worker should not be 
allowed to operate a 
piece of equipment 
if the guard or any 
other safety device 
is not functioning 
properly.

• Shut off the 
machine. Workers 
should know never to 
leave a machine that 
has been turned off 
but is still coasting.

• Housekeeping. Keep 
floors and aisles in 
good repair and free 
from debris, dust, 
protruding nails, 
unevenness, or other 
tripping hazards. 
Make sure the floor 
is nonslip.

The danger of pinch points

Protecting lives and ProPerty  
from fire.

•	 Project	management	from	start	to	completion
•	 Installation	&	servicing	of	fire	extinguishers,	hose	reels,	hydrants,	
Design,	Installation	and	servicing	of	Fire	Detection	&	Gas	Suppression	systems

•	 Product	training	on	new	installations
•	 Upgrading	outdated	system	infrastructure
•	 Advice	on	the	current	best	practices	in	the	industry
•	 Services	provided	strictly	in	accordance	to	the	latest	SANS	regulations
•	 SAQCC	registered	service	engineers
•	 Psira	registered	service	engineers
•	 24/7	Technical	support
•	 Regular	system	maintenance
•	 Service	Level	Agreements

we sPecialise in:

contact us: 086 111 5560 or  
email: tntfireadmin@telkomsa.net or gail@tntfire.co.za 

Unit 4, N1 Business Park, Elsies River, Cape Town
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Introducing Laser Engraving at Surcotec 

Surcotec provides high-quality, specialised laser engraving on anilox, seamless 
polymer and ebonite rolls. 

We specialise in the manufacture of new anilox rolls as well as the repair and 
refurbishment of worn or damaged rolls. In addition our high density, low porosity 

wear resistant ceramic coating extends the service life of these rolls.

T: +27 (0)21 959 8217
F: +27 (0)86 767 2374

E: info@surcotec.co.za
W: www.surcotec.co.za  

T: +27 (0)11 316 6520    
F: +27 (0)11 316 7527

E: info@thermaspray.co.za
W: www.thermaspray.co.za  

in joint 
venture with:

Surcotec offers a one-stop-shop service for clients in the laminating, label printing, 
flexible printing and corrugated packaging industries. 

THE recent introduc-
tion of laser engrav-
ing technology boosts 
Thermaspray’s compre-
hensive range of servic-
es and gives the coating 
technology specialist 
the capability to offer 
a complete end-to-end 
solution to the printing 
and packaging industry.  

The company is a 
market leader in the 
refurbishment of worn 
Anilox rolls to extend 
their life cycle and also 
offers coatings of new 
rolls. “Historically, 
we prepared the rolls 
at Thermaspray and 
then sent them off to 
a company for laser 
engraving,” explains 
Thermaspray Manag-
ing Director, Dr. Jan 
Lourens. “However, we 
now offer an in-house 
laser engraving service. 
In addition to acquir-
ing a large top end la-
ser engraving system, 
we have also appoint-
ed a laser engraving 
specialist and indus-
try recognised expert, 
Dean Govender. His 

reputation as a special-
ist in this technology 
has earned him respect 
throughout the printing 
industry both locally as 
well as in other parts of 
Africa.”

The addition of la-
ser engraving to Ther-
maspray’s manufactur-
ing, refurbishing and 
coating capabilities 
gives the company 
the edge in offering a 
complete package all 
under one roof at its 
fully equipped facili-
ty in Olifantsfontein, 
Johannesburg.  As a 
locally based company, 
customers can expect 
faster lead times and 
a more cost-effective 
solution compared to 
imported Anilox rolls.

The German-man-
ufactured, 600 Watts 
fibre optic laser has 
an engraving capaci-
ty from 100 to 1 200 
lines per inch.  Ink in 
flexographic printing 
machines is transferred 
via laser engraved mi-
croscopic cells on to 
the Anilox roll or An-

ilox sleeve. “Our sys-
tem can perform laser 
engraving on a variety 
of materials including 
ceramic, polymer as 
well as ebonite rolls. 
We also offer glue ap-
plicator rolls which, us-
ing the same principle, 
transfers glue or starch 
instead of ink to the 
substrate,” confirms 
Dean Govender. He 
adds that Thermaspray 
can also engrave sleeve 
Anilox rolls, explain-
ing that the engraving 
is done on the sleeve. 
“Compared to Anilox 
rolls, sleeve Anilox rolls 
are lightweight and the 
latest technology avail-
able on new printing 
machines.” 

The Laser Engrav-
ing machine can han-
dle rolls between 50 
– 500mm diameter 
and 100 – 3 000mm in 
face length meeting 
customers’ varying re-
quirements. The ma-
chine is equipped with 
multi-beam technology 
which speeds up the 
engraving process. But 

Govender is quick to 
point out that the time 
is determined by the 
cell count, volume and 
depth required.

The complete refur-
bishment process of-
fered by Thermaspray 
on a used roll starts 
with inspection and a 
full analysis to deter-
mine how much wear 
has occurred and if the 
roll is suitable and cost 
effective for refurbish-
ment. 

Once the roll has 
been approved for re-
furbishment, it is pre-
pared for pre-grinding, 
grit blasting, bond coat 
and ceramic top coat 
application is followed 
by precision grinding 
and polishing. The roll 
is then laser engraved 
and polished. A spe-
cially formulated sealer 
is applied to the fin-
ished roll to improve 
ink evacuation from the 
microscopic cells. 

A Troika Anicam mi-
croscope is then used 
for quality control on 
the laser engraved roll 

to ensure the correct 
cell count, depth, and 
volume. According 
to Govender, quality 
control is critical to 
ensure consistent ink 
transfer across the roll 
face which is verified 
by the internationally 
used Troika Anicam. 
“All engraving data is 
captured and stored 
on the Troika Anicam 
software. We are able 
to provide certification 
reports to our custom-
ers on each individual 
roll, giving the custom-
er proof of the engrav-
ing quality and specifi-
cations requested.”

As the PC-based 
Troika microscope is 
portable, Govender 
is able to inspect the 
quality of a roll directly 
on the printing press at 
a customer’s premises. 
Govender also con-
ducts periodic inspec-
tions and roll analyses 
on site to determine 
when a roll will need 
refurbishment or clean-
ing. Predictive mainte-
nance can deliver sub-

stantial cost savings for 
customers as it prevents 
poor print quality, crit-
ical failures and subse-
quent unplanned and 
costly downtime. The 
roll can be removed and 
sent for refurbishment 
during planned mainte-
nance without affecting 
production. 

Govender advises 
that regular roll inspec-
tion and maintenance is 
the smart thing to do as 
it is imperative that the 
correct roll is selected 
for a particular print 
job.  Regular mainte-
nance assists in extend-
ing roll lifecycle thereby 
minimising the need 

for frequent changing 
of rolls which is a time 
consuming task result-
ing in many hours of 
lost production. The 
periodic maintenance 
reports generated by 
the Troika Anicam en-
able Govender to deter-
mine the approximate 
end of roll use. In this 
way the customer also 
gets the maximum use 
of the roll. In addition 
to advice and custom-
er support, Govender 
also offers customer 
training on correct roll 
maintenance to extend 
the life cycle of the 
product and improve 
print quality.

Laser engraving technology arrives

QUALITY inspection 
is critical in all manu-
facturing and packaging 
lines, especially in the 
Food and Beverage sec-
tor. Being able to catch a 
defective product before 
the products are shipped 
can bring significant 
savings in both time and 
money, preventing ex-
pensive product recalls, 
wasted production and 
potentially expensive le-
gal costs.

For perishable prod-
ucts, quality inspection 
of the packaging is also 
critical. In 2008 the 
Consumer Protection 
Act was implemented 
to prevent exploitation 
or harm to consumers 
by regulating the way in 
which businesses inter-
act with consumers, and 
market their products 
and services. Packag-
ing and labeling must 
now adhere to certain 
standard. Food Label-
ling Regulations (R146) 
was also introduced to 
standardize labeling and 
to ensure all food and 

beverage manufacturers 
adhere to the same stan-
dards laid out. 

As production lines 
become ever more au-
tomated, inspection and 
quality control also need 

to be more automated. 
Automated systems can 
improve a line’s effec-
tiveness, by perform-
ing tasks quickly and 
accurately. However, 
the real benefits only 

truly materialize when 
‘smart’ automation is 
implemented; utilizing 
such features as smart 
data. When this is ap-
plied to vision inspection 
systems, defects can be 
spotted and dealt with 
swiftly with minimal im-
pact to the line. 

The importance of 
quality control 

This is especial true in 
the Food and Beverage 
industry where the ef-
fects of defects reaching 
the public domain can 
be far-reaching, affect-
ing everything from con-
sumer health to brand 
confidence. 

Governments are 
enforcing ever tighter 
restrictions on package 
markings, especially in 
the food and pharma 
sector. For example, in 
South Africa R146 was 
implemented to ensure 
that the food and bev-
erage manufacturer’s in 
SA complies with the 
international standards. 

All present and correct: 
Omron system solution

Whether providing a 
complete system solu-
tion or a partial upgrade 
to an existing system, 
each component is 
geared towards ensuring 
the highest quality con-
trol. For inspection and 
quality control Omron’s 
very compact visual in-
spection units monitor 
production in real time 
and respond instantly to 
any defect.

Data sent from the vi-
sion system is processed 
locally and sent via the 
cloud for powerful anal-
ysis that allows the sys-
tem to take appropriate 
actions. The system is 
totally interlinked, with 
the improved connec-
tion between machines 
in a manufacturing line 
delivering more accurate 
quality control and high-
er efficiency. If any error 
is detected, the system 
can often compensate 
automatically, allowing 
production to continue 

unaffected. Omron’s 
smart automation solu-
tions are very fast and 
possess lots of process-
ing power, yet they are 
easy to use. This com-
bination of speed, intel-
ligence and user-friend-
liness delivers the most 
effective inspection and 
transparent quality con-
trol.

Following the rules

For an inspection sys-
tem to be able to make 
smart decisions, it needs 
to collect data from a 
sensor, such as a vision 
camera. Vision cameras 
can be set up to moni-
tor different aspects of 
the product, perhaps 
to check for imperfec-
tions, or to check labels 
for misprints or missing 
information. Powerful 
processing then analy-
ses this data to monitor 
the process, comparing 
actual results with ex-
pected results. If any 
problems are found, 
the system follows pro-

grammed rules on how 
to respond to any chang-
es. 

Flexibility, now and in 
the future

In addition to catching 
production errors and 
reducing waste, a fur-
ther advantage of an 
effective inspection and 
process management 
system is flexibility. By 
combining vision, mo-
tion, control, safety, and 
robotics, all in a single 
management system, 
such as Omron’s Sys-
mac Studio, production 
lines can readily accom-
modate short produc-
tion runs and adapt to 
market demands. Line 
set-ups can be changed 
quickly for new pro-
duction runs, and the 
recognition pattern for 
quality inspection can 
be updated easily in the 
software. This ensures 
different variants or 
even different products 
are produced and pack-
aged correctly.

Ready for inspection
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Elcometer 456 Dry Film 
Coating Thickness Gauge 

• Scan probe for measuring 
large areas quickly 

• Fastest gauge on market - 
>140 readings per min 

• Bluetooth / USB output to 
ElcoMaster software 

• Accuracy ±1%, Repeatability, 
Range: up to 31mm 
 

 

Elcometer 319 Dewpoint Meter 
with Bluetooth 
• Temp, RH, Delta T, Surface Temp 

– all in one unit with Bluetooth 

• Easy menu-driven user interface 

• Hand held gauge or as a stand-
alone data logger 

• Create reports using ElcoMaster™ 
Software  

• Precise accurate measurement 

 

Elcometer 224 Digital Surface 
Profile Gauges 

• Accurate, immediate and 
repeatable results, also on 
curved surfaces, 60+ r/min 

• Cost per test is significantly 
lower than other test methods 
such as Testex Tape 

• Connect to ElcoMaster for 
easy generation of reports 
 

 

Moisture Meters 
• Pin Type, Non-destructive or Dual, 

Analog / Digital 

• Low Cost Units to Moisture 
Measurement Systems 

• Popular for : Building Materials 
including Concrete and Screeds, 
Wood, Paper, Grain & Crops 

• Used by Plascon, Dulux & industry 
leaders 

 

A.B.E. Construction 
Chemicals supplied a 
combination of prod-
ucts for the upgrading 
of the flooring at two 
premises in the Western 
Cape: the Supa Quick 
tyre and fitment centre 
in Robertson, and Sea 
Harvest fish processing 
facilities at Saldanha 
Bay. 

Johnie Emmerich, 
a.b.e’s flooring con-
sultant in the West-
ern Cape, says for the 
Supa Quick project, the 
company supplied the 
following products to 
a.b.e.-approved floor-
ing contractors, Walrus 
Coatings:
• abescreed SLC P;

• abecote primer; and 

• abecote 441. 
After the contractors 

had completed exten-
sive vacuum grinding 
of the 600m2 existing 
flooring at Supa Quick, 
a 3 to 5mm thick coat-
ing of abescreed SLC P 
was applied. “abescreed 
SLC P is a single-pack, 
rapid hardening ce-
ment-based screed for 
self-levelling floors, ide-
al for situations where 
quick setting is essen-
tial. The product can 
be used on new floors 
or for smoothing floors 
in office buildings, pri-
vate homes, shops, pub-
lic buildings, schools, 
hospitals, airports, 
prisons, factories, work-
shops and warehouses,”  
Emmerich explained.  

He says the screed 
has many benefits in-
cluding the fact that 

around 2 000m2 can be 
pumped per day; it can 
be walked on after only 
two to four hours; it can 
be pumped or hand-
laid; and it also will not 
harbour bacteria.

The floor surface was 
then sealed with a.b.e.’s 
abecote primer before 
two coats of abecote 
441 was applied as final 
coating.  

abecote 441 is a pro-
tective and decorative 
coating that can be ap-
plied to concrete, steel 
and timber surfaces. 
“The clear material is 
non-toxic when dry and 
resists solvent stains – 
essential for a motor 
workshop. The coating 
will also not chalk, and 
has excellent water re-
sistance,” Emmerich 
adds. 

In another flooring 
project in the Western 
Cape, a.b.e. provided 
the necessary products 
for the refurbishment 
of 400m2 of concrete 

flooring at the Sea 
Harvest operations at 
Saldanha Bay. 

For this project, car-
ried out in-house by Sea 
Harvest, a.b.e. supplied 
abeflo epoxy which was 
applied after mechan-
ical grinding and the  
application of abecote 
337 as primer. 

“abeflo is a four-com-
ponent, solvent-free, 
self-levelling system for 
flooring which caters 
for high hygiene stand-
ards, and offers good 
colour retention and a 
medium gloss finish. 
The system has been 
successfully applied for 
flooring of hospitals, 
schools, showrooms, su-
permarkets, canteens, 
restaurants, laborato-
ries and a wide varie-
ty of situations where 
hygiene was a major 
priority. For a food pro-
cessing facility such as 
Sea Harvest, this was 
particularly important,” 
Emmerich explains. 

ELCOMASTER ® is 
a fast, intuitive, easy to 
use software and mo-
bile app for all your data 
management, reporting 
and quality assurance 
needs. ElcoMaster® 
saves time and money 
by producing profes-
sional bespoke reports 
in seconds - even when 
out on site.

Coating inspection 
regimes require data to 
be collected on many 
of the parameters of 
the coating process like 
surface profile, surface 
cleanliness, climatic 
conditions, film thick-
ness, adhesion and ap-
pearance. All of these 
inspection regimes gen-
erate a large amount of 
data. Elcometer have 
designed a series of 
data management soft-
ware packages that will 
link directly with the 
data collection devices 
(gauges) and instantly 
produce professional 
reports, offering full 
traceability of the in-
spection proving com-

pliance to the relevant 
standard being fol-
lowed. ElcoMaster® is 
a free software package 
that claims to be the 
most flexible data man-
agement software on 
the market. Producing 
professional reports is 
easily achieved using 
the standard report 
templates within the 
software package or by 
using the customisation 
options to produce cus-
tomer specific reports 
from customer specific 
templates. Making full 
use of data transfer tech-
nology - Bluetooth® 
and Cloud applications, 
Elcometer provides fast 
and efficient means of 
transferring and shar-
ing data and allows fully 
comprehensive project 
reports to be generated. 
Any document (even 
hand-written notes) can 
be scanned, converted 
to .pdf and then stored 
in the project file with-
in ElcoMaster®. For 
those users wanting to 
transfer data into other 

software applications 
ElcoMaster® can be 
configured to export 
data directly, there is 
no need to use the data 
management aspect of 
the software. As with 
Elcometer’s gauges, 
this software is dynam-
ic, in that features can 
be added or updated 
as required. Whether it 
be Surface Profile, Salt 
Contamination, Climat-
ic Conditions, Coating 
Thickness, Adhesion 
Testing or Gloss Meas-
urement, ElcoMaster® 
import and combine 
measurements via Blue-
tooth® or USB from a 
full range of Elcometer 
gauges. 

ElcoMaster® Data 
Management Software 
is easy to connect, using 
ElcoMaster’s® gauge 
wizard. Connecting a 
gauge & downloading 
data (via Bluetooth® or 
USB) is fast and easy. 
Both packages provide 
one standard platform 
for all gauges. Data is 
organised in to Pro-

jects/Folders/Batches 
– all details of the batch 
readings can be seen. 
Reports are generated 
as PDF or editable El-
coMaster® Files, and 
Customer specific report 
formats are widely used. 
Simply import existing 
reports by scanning your 
report into ElcoMas-
ter® and drag & drop 
all your data where you 
want it, save and print. 
A variety of reports can 
be produced, from a 
one-page summary, to a 
full multi-page Project 
Report. You can export, 
print or send .pdf or 
email directly from El-
coMaster® at the click 
of a button, and you have 
multi-site access through 
secure cloud computing. 
Data can be stored on 
Cloud, Server, Host Unit 
and Email.

ElcoMaster® is a 
free download available 
from www.elcometer.
com, and the ElcoMas-
ter® Mobile from An-
droid and Apple Play 
Stores.

Fast, efficient data 
management app

Western Cape floor 
refurbishments

a.b.e. flooring products were used for the upgrading 
of the concrete floors at the Supa Quick fitment 

centre in Robertson in the Western Cape. 

G OV E R N M E N T ’s 
apparent lack of 
concern about the 
dwindling number 
of qualified coatings 
technologists in South 
Africa is a matter of 
grave concern, warns 
Deryck Spence, execu-
tive director of the SA 
Paint Manufacturers 
Association (SAPMA).
Spence said the 
coatings industry is 
plagued by a serious 
shortage of skills in 
research and develop-
ment, exacerbated by 
the fact that the rela-
tively few paint chem-
ists operating in South 
Africa are now near re-
tirement age. “Despite 
this ominous scenario, 
which has been spelt 
out to government by 

SAPMA repeatedly for 
many years, the train-
ing authorities are cur-
rently more obsessed 
with the qualification 
as paint applicators by 
the thousands of job-
less people,” he stated. 
Spence said SAPMA 
fully supported the 
concept of job-creation 
at low skills levels but 
in declining to provide 
grants for the train-
ing of technologists to 
advance the industry, 
the training authori-
ties clearly overlook 
that without technol-
ogy there would not 
be paint to generate an 
income for applicators.   
“Coatings technolo-
gists are essential. 
They contribute to the 
assessment, develop-

ment, reformulation, 
quality, maintenance, 
and enhancement 
of products through 
planning, executing, 
and analysis of experi-
ments. Green build-
ing calls for sustain-
able and non-polluting 
manufacturing pro-
cesses as well as prod-
ucts that do not release 
harmful compounds 
into the atmosphere or 
water. Without quali-
fied and experienced 
technologists, the coat-
ings industry would not 
have been able to com-
ply with many of the 
stringent laws now in 
place the world over.”
Spence said paint was 
often simply regarded 
as a decorative coating 
but - through techno-

logical research - coat-
ings had contributed 
revolutionary scientific 
advancements of glob-
al benefit. 
“Overseas, paint chem-
ists developed the for-
mulation of a top coat 
one hundred times 
thinner than the hu-
man hair. When ap-
plied to the body of 
a jet aircraft, for ex-
ample, the reduction 
in drag saves millions 
of dollars in fuel and 
flight scheduling. 
“Technological re-
search in the UK has 
developed paint that 
conducts electricity 
that is now spawning 
substantial interest 
from governments as 
well as the building  
industry.

SAPMA slams government apathy 

http://www.galvatech.co.za
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IN THE NEXT ISSUE:Climate not to blame for 
California fires

Continued from back page

 OPINION
to make them worse in size and intensity.

But the culprit is the way forest is man-
aged. Fire in forests is natural but by in-
troducing livestock, and systematically 
fighting fires before they have run their 
course, forest floors become choked with 
vegetation. Add drought to the situation 
and the perfect tinder awaits a spark to 
cause a runaway fire of an intensity Na-

ture never intended.
That is not the opinion of some sceptic 

on the theory of climate change caused 
by human activity. It’s the considered 
view of a director of the Association for 
Fire Ecology in the US.

As for the loss of human life and the 
destruction of homes when these high 
intensity fires now take place, there are 

really only two solutions.
They are stopping building of homes in 

forests naturally prone to fires, and radi-
cally changing the way forests are man-
aged.

The huge fires in California and the 
Mediterranean have nothing to do with 
emissions of carbon dioxide or a change 
in the world’s climate. 

Fanie Brink – Independent 
Agricultural Economist

“THE economy will not recover as long 
as the ANC continues with its socialist 
and communist political and economic 
systems that destroy economic growth 
and prosperity. 

Therefore, a short-term stimulus and 
recovery package will not make any dif-
ference because economic growth is a 
long-term process that must be based on 
economic principles, “says independent 
economist, Fanie Brink.

Brink responded to President Cyril 
Ramaphosa’s announcement of the gov-
ernment’s economic package to try and 
stimulate the extremely bad economy.

The big question, however, is how this 

package will be financed because there 
is no room for higher state income and 
loans to finance the budget deficit which 
will significantly increase the state’s debt 
burden and plunge the country into a huge 
financial risk. Greater regulation of the 
economy and higher government spending 
will be very detrimental to the economy if 
it is to be funded by higher taxes.

Unfortunately, the government has 
long passed the point over which Marga-
ret Thatcher, former British Prime Min-
ister, said that “the problem with social-
ism is that it eventually runs out of other 
people’s money.”

“With its ideology, the ANC govern-
ment will never understand that eco-
nomic growth in the world is driven and 
created by the profit motive based on 
the principles of a capitalist economic 

system.”
The government’s responsibility is to 

establish an economic policy environ-
ment that will make it possible for every 
industry to make a greater contribu-
tion to economic growth by improving 
their profitability, but the government 
is engaged in exactly the opposite policy 
actions which is implemented through 
greater interference in the market and 
regulation of the economy.

“Socialism and communism can only 
destroy economic growth and prosper-
ity which has decades ago been clearly 
proven and therefore totally rejected 
worldwide. 

The total return to a capitalist eco-
nomic system is the only way how eco-
nomic growth is being created world-
wide, says Brink.

Economic policy is the problem

By Gerhard Papenfus, Chief Executive 
of the National Employers’ Association 

of South Africa (NEASA). He writes 
this in his personal capacity

AS reported by Bloomberg, President 
Ramaphosa recently urged businesses 
to play a part in reducing rising unem-
ployment, to “try everything they can to 
avoid retrenchments, and in a way put 
a moratorium on retrenchments so that 
(South Africa) can rise from these chal-
lenging economic conditions.”

This call by the President and the dire 
situation South Africa finds itself in, es-
pecially as far as unemployment and its 
socio-economic consequences are con-
cerned, is yet again simply ignored by 
South Africa’s Steel Federation (Seifsa) 
and the trade unions in the Steel Indus-
try. Their response to the President’s call 
is to request, with the assistance of in 
particular NUMSA, the Minister of La-
bour to extend their 2017-SMME hostile 
agreement to the rest of the Steel Indus-
try.

Since 2010 the extension to non-par-
ties of all Seifsa’s SMME hostile agree-
ments were either set aside by the Labour 

Court or, by means of successful urgent 
applications, prevented from being ex-
tended. In one particular matter the ex-
tension was referred to as a ‘sham’, while 
in another matter the presiding judge 
remarked that they simply ‘don’t learn’.

They obviously don’t. The fact that 
Seifsa has proved themselves to be 
South Africa’s worst collective bargain-
ing negotiator, and notwithstanding the 
fact that the whole of Seifsa represents 
a miniscule 10 percent of employers in 
the Steel Industry, does not deter them 
from attempting, with the help of the 
trade unions and the Minister of Labour, 
to impose their devastating agreements 
on the rest of the Steel Industry.

The fact that the manufacturing sec-
tor, with the Steel Industry being the 
main culprit, has lost 105 000 jobs in the 
first quarter of 2018, does not in any way 
cause Seifsa to realise that they are pri-
marily to be blamed for this job blood-
bath. They negotiated entry level wages 
for the Steel Industry 40 percent higher 
than the second most expensive indus-
try, and 45 percent higher than the third 
most expensive industry governed by col-
lective bargaining. This is a track record 
to be ashamed of.

Seifsa’s irresponsible SMME hostile 
conduct manifests also in the fact that:

• their big employers are mainly 
situated in the Gauteng industrial 
complex, and to a lesser extent Cape 
Town and Durban, where drastically 
different economic and operational 
circumstances prevail, compared to 
that in rural areas; and

• the cost of labour as a percentage of 
turnover is up to ten times higher for 
a small business than a big business.

For eight years NEASA was suc-
cessful in protecting the Steel Industry 
against Seifsa’s self-serving onslaught 
against the Industry’s SMMEs. 

We will not let up on this fight. NEA-
SA is currently in the process of prepar-
ing an urgent application in the Labour 
Court to prevent, not only Seifsa’s ill-
conceived agreement to be enforced 
on an already struggling Steel Industry, 
but to protect South Africa against the 
socio-economic consequences of the 
immediate job losses which will follow 
should the Seifsa hostile agreement be 
extended to non-parties.

President Ramaphosa’s agenda undermined

NEW vehicle sales for September were 
down 1.9% year-on-year with a total of 
49 670 units sold according to the latest 
aggregate sales data from the National 
Automobile Association of South Af-
rica. From a year-to-date point of view, 
total industry sales were on par with 
the first nine months of 2017, coming in 
marginally lower at -0.8%.

Looking specifically at the dealer 
channel that accounted for 78.6% of 
new vehicle sales in the industry, total 
unit sales were down 2.3% year-on-year. 
Retail consumers have felt a pinch in 
their wallets because of a combination of 
economic factors such as price increases 
from manufacturers due to the weaken-
ing rand, the VAT hike in April and on-
going fuel price increases. 

It is worth noting, however, that to-
tal new vehicle sales through the deal-
er channel have remained relatively 
strong, showing an increase of 1.9%  
year-to-date.

“Economic headwinds are likely to 
persist and cause continued strain on 
the automotive industry. However, we 
are encouraged by new vehicle sales 
though the dealer network that in-
creased 0.9% month-on-month and 
1.9% year-to-date,” says Ghana Msibi, 
WesBank Executive Head of Sales and 
Marketing. “As we enter the final quar-
ter of 2018, we remain hopeful that 
our prediction of 0.75% total industry 
growth can still be achieved, but not 
without some challenges.” Rentals sales 
increased significantly in September at 

20.1% year-on-year, but remained sub-
dued at -3.6% year-to-date.

“The increase in rental sales is a sea-
sonal trend seen this time of year as 
rental companies gear up for the pend-
ing holiday season,” says John Loxton, 
WesBank Executive Head of Fleet 
Management and Leasing.

The passenger and light commercial 
vehicle segments, which contributed 
66% and 29% to the total market re-
spectively, are down by 0.3% and 2.4% 
year-to-date. 

The remainder of the commercial seg-
ment including buses, medium, heavy 
and extra-heavy vehicles was up 2.3% – 
though this combination has made up a 
relatively small 5% of the total industry 
so far in 2018.

Dealers endure economic 
headwinds in 2018
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RECYCLING
BINS

WASTE
BINS

AS usual, nothing much was hap-
pening at the local Pub & Grill. 
Cassandra the Canine has had her 

stroll and was now occupying some real es-
tate at my feet in leisurely relaxation, obliv-
ious of Jon the Joker’s insults. He would 
simply have to go around.

The Knights of Knowledge (they sit 
around, drink beer and know things; that’s 
what they do – to coin a phrase) were con-
templating matters unfathomable to the ca-
sual observer. Talented pub hostess Angela 
the Angel had filled all glasses in use and 
The Governor looked smug and convivial. 

This serene scene was very rudely dis-
turbed by Luke the Dude, with no malice 
aforethought to be fair, tipping his draft 
over into his lap. That would have been 
okay, had he not also jumped up, flinging 
the glass against the wall and loudly invok-
ing the ghosts of all his forefathers. 

Or that’s what we thought his expectora-
tions meant. He could speak Tswana from 
his childhood in the interior. The big dog 
had jumped up in alarm and taken refuge 
outside the door, from where she stood 
barking at Luke.

For a long moment we all stared in stu-
pefied silence. Then Jon the Joker and Big 
Ben broke out in giggles. And the next mo-
ment we were all laughing uproariously at 
the Dude, sitting there dumbfounded, try-
ing to look as if he had nothing to do with 
it. 

Irene the Queen took pity on him. “Don’t 
worry Lucas,” she mothered, “it’s okay. 
We’ll have it cleaned up in no time. Angie, 
would you find me a mop, please? And the 
rest of you, please calm down and behave. 
There’s no need to laugh so rudely at poor 
Lucas. He’s already embarrassed enough.”

The kitchen staff were rushing in to do 
the cleaning up, while the frowning Gov-
ernor tried to mutter something about the 
cost of glasses, but Stevie the Poet quickly 
cut him off with a reminder that he re-
ceived all his labelled pint glasses for free 
from the brewery. 

Luke the Dude had in the meantime re-
covered his senses and discovered a need to 
rescue his pride. “Thank you, Irene, thank 
you, but there’s no need to do that,” he pro-
claimed, “our friends here were not laugh-
ing at me, they were laughing with me!” 
That resulted in a further riot of laughter, 
competing with the first for rudeness. 

“Keep going, Boyo,” encouraged Colin 
the Golfer, “this joke’s even better than the 
one with the glass!”

“See!” nodded Luke the Dude, looking 
around approvingly. “I meant to raise a 
laugh there and now everybody is having a 
good time! We are just having fun.”

“What do you mean,” frowned The Gov-
ernor. “You mean you broke my glass for a 
joke? To be a funny man?”

“Of course,” confirmed Luke the Dude, 
then reconsidered. “No, of course not. I 
mean … Angie! Please pour me another 
glass, I didn’t like that one.”

“Hmmm. A funny man,” pondered The 
Governor. “Let’s see how funny it is when 
you have to pay for the damages …”

So, we all laughed again – until even The 
Governor smiled and Luke the Dude had 
convinced himself that he had not made a 
fool of himself.

“That was quite a moment there, young 
Lucas,” The Prof resumed when order re-
turned. “A triumphant moment maybe not, 
but certainly a Trump moment.”

“Yes, yes, yes!” agreed Luke the Dude, 
momentarily quite flattered.

“What do you mean?” enquired Bob the 

Book.
“I don’t know if you saw Pres Donald 

Trump’s performance when he addressed 
the United Nations last month,” continued 
The Prof, “Well, there he was, sincere face 
on, stacking up his usual pack of lies about 
his own greatness. About how his presiden-
cy was doing better than almost any other 
in American history. Step aside Washing-
ton, Jefferson and Lincoln, the champ is 
Trump!

“Merde! The chump he is Trump!” heck-
led Jean-Jay in his quaintly Gallic manner.

The Prof took no notice, having dealt 
with students for many years: “The econo-
my grows faster than ever; unemployment is 
lower than ever – the two go hand-in-hand, 
but not in the world of Trump. There they 
are separate achievements giving Trump 
double bragging rights. No mention, of 
course, of the fact that the US economy has 
been growing for the past ten years – eight 
of those pre-Trump – to reach its present 
levels. No facts will go unadulterated in the 
world of Trump.”

The great white hound was resettling in 
front of me, keeping a suspicious eye on 
Luke the Dude, who was sipping from an-
other glass.

“What does all of this have to do with 
Luke?” asked Bob the Book. 

“His reaction to the laughter, that’s 
what,” replied The Prof cryptically.

“Any other glasses need refilling?” host-
ed The Governor in a friendlier manner, 
directing Angela the Angel to knights re-
sponding in the positive.

“Please do elaborate, Prof,” Bob the 
Book insisted.

“Well, it’s like this,” spoke The Prof, 
“many of the world’s leaders were gathered 
there at the UN, listening to Trump. In 
general, they are informed people who un-
derstand how governments work and that 
Trump is a braggart and a liar. So, when he 
went off again as if he was addressing the 
ignorami who are his voters, they laughed 
at him. First some giggles and then outright 
laughter. 

“He responded first with ‘So true …’ and 
then with ‘I didn’t expect that … but it’s 
okay’.

“Afterwards the media asked him about 
making a laughing stock of himself in front 
of the world’s leaders – they did not use 
those exact words – and he denied that any-
thing of the kind happened. His version of 
the ‘truth’ was that he had made a deliber-
ate joke, to evoke laughter and that he was 
very pleased with the outcome.

“Still later he claimed that they were all 
just having a good time. And in the world of 
Trump, that is what happened. Never mind 
that every other world leader present and 
everyone who watched the TV footage re-
members it differently.”

“Well well,” nodded Bob the Book, final-
ly satisfied. “That certainly takes ‘saving 
face’ to a whole new level. And you think 
that’s what Luke the Dude did?”

“Not to the same extreme, of course, but 
it was indeed a Trump moment: the laugh-
ter, the embarrassment and the attempt 
to explain it away. However, young Lucas 
showed none of Trump’s bluster, Trump’s 
arrogance or Trump’s attempts at bullying 
others to accept his ‘version’. 

“On the contrary, what Lucas did, was 
nothing more than human nature. And by 
now I am sure he accepts that we did have 
good reason to laugh at him.”

Luke the Dude looked around the bar 
and saw only good-natured smiles. “Well 
ja,” he said, “I guess it must have been 

pretty funny.”
“Watch that glass!” shouted The Gov-

ernor in mock alarm. And then we all 
laughed again.

“What is not funny,” The Prof interrupt-
ed, “is that our own president had a Trump 
moment too, at the same UN gathering. He 
said, to the news service Bloomberg and 
in response to Trump’s tweet about look-
ing into farm murders and land grabs in 
South Africa, that ‘there are no killings of 
… white farmers’ in South Africa and that 
‘there is no land grab’ in South Africa.

“Dr Frans Cronjé, CEO of the Institute 
of Race Relations, reacted better than I 
can: ‘Ramaphosa’s comments are offen-
sive to the victims of farm murders – black 
and white – and to the millions of South 
Africans who live with insecure title to the 
properties they occupy. Retreating into 

the realm of fiction will not help to break 
the political and economic impasse that 
has been triggered by the government’s at-
tempts to dilute property rights.’ ”

The Prof folded his arms in conclusion: 
“I’d rather not comment on the attempts to 
justify the president’s utterances.”

E-mail:  noag@maxitec.co.za

Trump moments in white and black

FEW things excite headline writers 
and television news producers more 
than a wild fire burning its way to-

wards homes. It’s bad news and bad news 
attracts readers and viewers.

And nothing gets the man-made climate 
change alarmists more excited than warn-
ings of imminent doom that the media 
parade on such occasions, usually when 
news is thin, readers depart on holidays 
in warmer climes and European TV view-
ers are baking themselves on the Spanish 
Costa del Sol.

August is fire season in Mediterranean 
climes in the northern hemisphere. On cue 
as always happens at this time fires break 
out. Most of them are natural and essential 
for germination of plants adapted to fire 
over millennia.  

Some are large and we are told they are 
getting larger. But if they are what is the 
reason?

Climate alarmists see the headlines and 
pictures as proof of their theory that emis-
sions of carbon dioxide are the cause. Scep-
tics with a knowledge of history dig deeper.

What they find tempers the alarums.
For example, in California the records 

show an average of some 30 fires a year 
throughout the 70 years that records have 
been kept. Some of the biggest ones were 
reported in newspapers even earlier long 
before climate alarmists hooked their wag-
ons (and their research grants) to the car-
bon dioxide theory. 

According to the California Department 
of Forestry and Fire Protection the largest 
wildfire ever recorded was one that burned 
130 000 hectares in 1889.

The deadliest fire was 1933. It killed 29 
civilians and 15 fire fighters. One earlier in 
1923 destroyed 640 buildings, 584 of which 
were homes. 

The facts are that forest fires are a regu-
lar feature of places like California and, 
although it is arguable, they do seem to be 
getting bigger and lasting longer even in 
the opinion of California’s National Park 
Service, an organisation that should know 

Climate not 
to blame for 
California 

fires
what it’s talking about.

But it places the blame, not on the cli-
mate but on the way forests are managed. 
This creates thick layers of undergrowth 
rather than allowing them to burn natu-
rally as a result of lightning strikes.

“We are living right now with a legacy of 
unnatural fire suppression of approximate-
ly a century,” a forestry expert has said. It 
is an opinion supported by a University of 
California Berkeley University study.

It concluded that “National parks and 
other protected areas clearly provide an 
important function in removing carbon 
(dioxide) from the atmosphere and stor-
ing it...But we also know from previous 
research that a century of fire suppression 
has contributed to a potentially unsustain-
able build-up of vegetation. This build up 
provides abundant fuel for fires.”

Forest fires are natural. They are a nec-
essary part of the ecosystem. Their ashes 
feed the soil and for some plants are even 
vital for germination.

Fires clear the undergrowth, let the sun 
in and allow native species to grow. They 
kill weeds, control diseases and knock out 
insects that damage trees.

Healthy trees survive forest fires and 
grow faster after fire opens up the canopy 
to sunlight. Recovering forests attract ani-
mals too.

Another set of scientists have proved this 
in a long term experiment. They took two 
9 hectare pieces of forest. In one they en-
sured it did not burn. In the other section 
Nature was allowed to take its course and 
endured regular but small burns.

They reported that in the protected 
patch plant diversity was only a tenth of the 
burnt patch and some birds disappeared 
altogether.

It is not noted in newspaper accounts of 
large fires that in the US almost all wild 
fires are put out. However it is also true 
that pouring money into firefighting seems 


